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ADVERTISEMENTS.

MONTREAL WITNESS PROSPECTUS FOR 1875.

- In making kindly reference to the troubles equal to that of all the other dally papers ln the

through which Mr. Beecher has been passing city put tgether.

Mr. Bowen, the proprietor and editor of the Tohe WITNESS ascrkbes Its success, under ail
towhom it owes and ackinowledizes Its first al-

New York independent, defends himself froi legiance, to the entire independenice maintained

the Imputation of entertaining jealousy throughout its history of any goverining intiu-

against either of the parties concerned ln the ences or Interests save the good of the people of
Canada. Acording to the best judgment of Its

painful quarrel by stating the fact that in the conductors, it has souglit without the bias of
year Mr. Beecher closed lis coniiection witb any political party or other restrictive constitu-
the Independent, the Income of that paper ui ency to further this end of its existence, with-
creased by the sum of $40,000. and in the year out glving a thouglit to either hopes or fears of
after Mr. Tilton had left it the income again an interested sort. In following this course it
increased by the sum of $25,000. Mr. bas most naturallv had to face assault after
Bowen does not ascribe this success assault osi the part of those who felt hurt by Its
to the departure of these gentlemen ; o animadversions, or who had deeper reason
the contrary, he says that a newspaper is than they express to feel unfriendly towards It.
an institution which, when it bas once es- Sucli attacks have, however, been far fewer, and
tablished itself thoroughly, must with ordinar- have proved, so far, inuch weaker to Injure ilt
lly careful management continue to progress than might readily have been nimagined * under
Independent of personal changes in ils staff. the circumstances, while on the other hand Its
Sucl bas been remarkably the history of the conductors have been overwhelned by many
MONTREAL WITNEss during the past tbre yecars, manifestations of appreciation and kindly feel-
during which time the IAILY WITNESS has ing, which have heen by their means evoked. and
increased ils circulation fromt 11,0.33 to 12,900, they look to the future with higher hopes than
and the WEEKLY froi 7,000 to 17,000, while they have ever before iidulged. They have
the total Income of the business has increased learned to count upon the kindness of the read-
during these years from $73,668 to $97,985. ers of the WITNES9, old and young, to an un
The expenditure bas, however, kept pace with limited extent, the past Increase being very
the bicone. largely dtue to their exertions. Of such friends

The WEEKLY WITNESS was commenced we have, we bope, an ever increasing number,
twenty-cight years ago at less than half Its pre- and to such we appeal, not omitting the young
sent size at tle rate of $2.50 per annum ; almost people, and even lttle children, to whose efforts
as much as is now charged for the DAILY. Ils we are largely Indebted, and every oneof whom
progress was sufficient to Induce Its establish can help us. If our readers helieve that the
ment li a semi-weekly forin lu the year 1856, WITNEss will do good anong their neighbors,
and as a daily in the year 1860. Most citzens or that it will be for them a good investment of
will remember the snall sheet that tirst bore the the trifle which It costs, we ask thei. for the
naine of the DAILY WITNEsS, which appeared ai sake of all concerned, to commend it thus far
the tiie of the progress of the Prince of Wales to those whom thev know, and if this ls done
through Canada. A paper of the character during the coming three months as diligently
of the WITNEss, starting as a daily li such ai' s bas been done at times ln the past, we
Insigniflcant form, was by most people looked may hope to ent-r the year 1875 with a further
upon as a good joke. Many o our eailer read and very large increase to our subscription list.
ers doubtless amîused theinselves by purchasing Our DAILY readers will have observed during i
the news ln connection with the pious ani moral this year a considerable increase in the nuinber
elections which appeared on the reverse of of special telegrams received by the WiTNEss,
the sheet. As, however, a lively busii'ess had bringing us European and American news, in-
sprung up in the city during the Crimean War dependent of that supplied by the Associated
and the Indiati Mutiny, then not long ended, ihi Press, and the news of other townts and cities
what were called extras-small flv sheets sold in tis Dominion. Matny items ,f interest have
at anc peniy,-a whole ncwspaper at a hait also been added to the commercial information
penny stood a good chance of replacingthein usupplied, and country readers of all editions
public favor. Trhe I)AitY WITNEss thus had a will be pleased with the farmers' markets tele-
fair beginning, and ln spite of many prognosti- graphed daily or weekly from the leading mar-
cations againîst the probability of Its Success ket towns of Ontario. Illustrations have been
and the maniy misgiviings of ils proprietors, who more nuimerouîs than ln formier years, and we
looked upon it rather li the light of an experi- hope to a.ld to this kind of emîbellishment, as

ment, and who at iirst held themselves free to the facilities whicl the city affords for the pro-
discontinue it itfer a specitìed timîe, ils circu- duction of pictures iicrease. Ve have but one
lation bas steadily gone forward year after year Improvement to ainournele for the coming year
and althotigh i, lias had many rivals ln the it was our promise that if our friends would
field of evening jourinialisim it lias never suffereil send us suiiicient advertising patronage to till
froin this to any appreciable extent. As It in- the increased space we would agali (for the
creased in circulation, advertising buîsinîess na- fourth time within a few years) increase th
turally followed and demaided increased space, size of the WEEKLY WITNEsS, this time by add-
so that we are enabled now to issue at a little Ing a colurni to the breadth of every page.
over the original price of ore half-penny,a daily The advertising business already securei by
sheet of irst-class proportions, and containing that addition is not yet sufficient tO ocecupy all
more reading than any other in the city, with the additional space already added ou account
an average patronage at the highest rates which of it, but as we have reason to hope for a more
are asked in Montreal, and with a circulation rapid growth of that business In the future
which imakes the extraordinaiy claim of being (Continued on thirdi page of Cover.)
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A STORY TOLD AT SEA.

BY FESTINA LENTE.

We had been watching the sun set. The
children had been chasing one another
round and round the deck; when the sun
had set, their mothers and aunts had taken
them down below; the gentlemen had gone
away to smoke, so that my old friend and

I were left alone together. For us, the
beauty of the sunset was vet to come; the

graduai rising and crimsoning of the
amber-colored clouds, and the sight, so re-

plate with beauty, of their golden reflection
on the waves. The sea was very calm;
hardly disturbed by a ripple, only now
and then with a gurgle and plash, a wave
broke against the vessel. Forward, the
steerage passengers were singing hymns;
the pound of their voices came to us all the
sweeter, that so great a distance separated
us. " Glory, glory, glory." We listened
again-the hymn was finished, only the
laughter of the gentlemen on the quarter-
deck broke the silence; then, again, the
voices, in glad refrain, " In Heaven we

part no more." Then my friend turned
his eyes from the glorious horizon and

I saw that those words, so rudely sung,
had penetrated to his innermost conscious-

ness, and that he loved them as prophetic

of a blessed reality. To his lips some story
seemed to rush; had I not been there, he
would have spoken all to his own solitary
heart. I looked my assent that he should
begin, and he spoke-spoke on continu.
ously, till the moon arose and the stars
febly twinkled in the sky; spoke until in

the dimness of evening I was personally
lost to him; and, my identity lost, remain-
ed only a shadow, hovering near in silent
sympathy.

"I had a friend once," he said-" nay,
rather, I have a friend-lost to me now in
the immensity of space. It is a tempor-
ary loss," he said in a wistful tone, and
with his eyes again upon the golden halo.
"Only a film separates us-lost to my sight
-but he hitnself-his reality-his soul
and spirit-my friend indeed-there is no
space so great but he would bridge it to
come to me.

My friend lived with us from his infancy.
He and I were about the same age, but
there all likeness between us ended; he
was strong and healthy in body, bright and
clever in thought and action, while I was
feeble in body, and dull and slow in every
other particular. Yet very naturally, a
deep and earnest love and friendship for
each other, grew with our growth, ripened
as our years neared manhood, and never
once was shaken during absence, trouble or
sickness. Conrad, as he desired, was
educated for the medical profession. 1,
with an innate love of art, tried to lose my
sense of desolation at his absence, in bend-
ing all my dull faculties to small artistic
productions. Sometimes I caught a glean
of light on the heather-browed mountain,
and on my paper made unwearied attempts
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to reproduce it; or the sound of children's place; but you, with your splendid talents,

laughter, from the fields of yellow butter- to bury yourself!"

cups, stayed with me, and I strove to repro- " Do not excite yourself," he said, laugh-

duce its sweet merriment. At last the ing; " I feel that the decision rests neither

time came that Conrad should return; he with you nor me."

had, by dint of excessive study, passed all " With whom then ?" I said. And he

his examinations with "honors," and had answered, " Elizabeth Merrick."

taken his degree of M. D, of London Uni- I turned round upon him then, uneasy

versity. My father was very proud and and restless. " Elizabeth Merrick 1" I said;

pleased, and told me that with such a " she is English."

diploma, the world lay at Conrad's feet; " Even so, you Irishman. English of

he miglit make himself famous in time, if the highest type. Patrick, ours is no usual,

he chose to work on as well as he had common love. We feel between us a deep

begun. But I cared less for the honors abiding friendship. You shall see her

he had won than for the fact that a few this evening, and you will agree with me

days more would bring him back to us. that she and I need one another to perfect

On the first evenifng of his return, he and each the other's life, and that each has

I strolled forth into the country for a long power to ennoble the other."

and confidential talk. I looked at him ' I have seen her likeness," I said, hesi-

with pride, surveyed his vast height and tatingly.

breadth with satisfaction. He turned to " And you are clever at reading faces,

me, and smiled to see my intense gaze. he replied with eagerness; "prove it now;

" I look at you," I said, " with mingled tell me what you think of hers, as if I were

feelings of pride and wonder; you have not interested in the matter."

made your every step in life a success; "I shivered-why, I knew not-now, I

success is written on your brow. The know that the vague dislike to this woman

world will be the better for your life, my which arose and troubled me, had its

friend." He laughed a little while and foundation in jealousy. " Who would I

said earnestly. choose to stand before me and the affections

Il"I intend mny life to be a success. of my friend ?"

When I gauge myself I feel I can be "You will not," he said. " As you like,

what I like, can ake myself what I like, friend. But now expund to me this

and that no obstacle would be more than mystery I have been an orphan for twenty

a football in my path. Do you know I years, and yet my father is living."

have two courses open to me; the first was You speak in parables," I laughed.

suggested to me by your father some years "Nay !" he said, " but in sober earnest.

ao-as an incentive to work, I imagine. When I told your father of my approaching

I can make myself the position of consult- marriage, he told me that my father still

ing physician in this town, Belfast; or," lived, and that to-night he would com-

he said, looking intently up at the crags on municate to me some painful fact concern-

the mountain at whose foot we sauntered, ing him."

" there is a village in North Connaught "Strange indeed !" I answered.

where no doctor can find a living-partly "I have been thinking of my father ever

on account of the poverty of the people, since," continued Conrad. " Perhaps he

and partly from fear of their rough manners. joined in Irish rebellions (the O'Briens

Now, my private fortune would relieve me have always been disturbers of the peace),

from the first difficulty, and I should enjoy perhaps he loves a gypsy life and hasspent

battling with the second. The town is un- these twenty years in wanderings over

healthy, and in sad need of medical assis- foreign lands. I feel, " he said, firmly plant-

tance. Fevers and epidemic diseases are ing his foot upon the mountain side, " that

its bane." whatever my father is, I am like him; that

" What of th at 1" I exclaimed. " Any or- I have capabilities for a grand life equal

dinary man would do for such a wretched to his; for he is great-must be, my friend;
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my faith is strong in that. Strange that he
has chosen I should live so long apart
from him. Some day we shall meet, and
I am determined lie shall find his son
worthy of him."

As he spoke the sound of coming wind
rushed up the mountain side. It blew
upon us-fresh wind, bearing life on its
wings, for it came from the Lough below.
Yet had its breath to me an icv chill.
" Let us go home," I said, and we silently
ascended the mountain side. A sudden
message had called my father to Dublin.
He had started before we reached home, and
O'Brien said to me that the mystery about
his father must for a few days remain un-
solved. Meantime I must come and see
Elizabeth. She was sitting in a dimly
lighted room. We three fell gradually
into a deep train of thoughtful talk. My
friend, full of noble thoughts, gave
them forth freely; Elizabeth pickedthem up,
welded them, and reproduced them as her
own. When she spoke he listened with a
keen attention; once he laid his hand up-
on my shoulder, and I understood that he
would say, " Behold, listen, my jewel is
rare; I am too happy in its possession."

We fell into a long unbroken silence. It
was broken at last by O'Brien, who sud-
denly laid before her the two paths which
were open to him. He spoke with a deep
fervor that thrilled through me. I had
not imagined so strong and young a man
could care so much for the miseries and
wants of the poor. I could see that all his
heart was with his scheme for the regen-
eration of that wretched town, and then
he paused.

" Elizabeth,"he said, " it lies with you to
choose. I can make a position in Dublin,
and with it wealth and honor; but in Con-
naught-ah! sometimes, I think it is an
idle scheme -it would take more than my
fortune to relieve the poor there. Our
life would be one continual struggle with
Poverty."

I will think," she said; "such a
weighty matter deserves consideration. I
think, with Patrick, it is not always right
to lkury one's talents under a bushel, and
there are always the poor and wretched
everywhere,'e she added in a lower tone.

And he said, " Your sympathies are with
me, and yourjudgment has my fullest trust.
It shall be as you will."

Then we walked silently home. My
father soon returned; he sent for O'Brien.
Conrad put his arm through mine, telling
me he had no secrets from me, and with
that I accompanied him to my father's
room. He walked in with a smile on his
face, and a perfect confidence in his heart
that this painful story he was to hear would
have no gloomy influence on his life. My
father always took a dark view of things ;
his disposition was sad and mournful; any
cloud of his creating would prove but tran-
sistory, Conrad felt convinced.

" Glad to see you back again, sir," he
said to my father in his hearty voice

My father shuffled, looked at me enquir-
ingly, as if to know why I had intruded.
Conrad hastily said he had wished me to
come,-and the subject of my intrusion
being disposed of, we sat down, and my
father got up and paced the room with
hurried steps. He came at length to
O'Brien's side, and laid his hand upon his
shoulder.

" My son," he said, " for you have been
such to me for many years, ktiow me for
a weak-minded man; I cannot bear to spoil
your life, to utter the words which will
turn the brightness of your life to bleakest
desolation. I should have told you this
years ago, but I could not; the possibility
that you would marry did not occur to me,
and I tried to forget the subject. Yet I
have twice ere this, determined to tell you ;
but each time you came in bright and joy-
ous, and your happiness sealed my lips.'

" Don't be afraid to speak out, sir," said
O'Brien. If it is of my parentage (and
people have always been silent to me on
that subject), I care not if my father were a
chimney sweep, so that he did his work
well; if, sir, any speculation of his has
cost me my fortune (and that you always
told me was an ample one), I shali not
make a trouble of it. I am able and willing
to carve my own way to wealth and honor."

" Oh, my poor lad ! my poor lad !" ejacu-
lated my father. Then in the silence which
followed, he sat with his eyes fixed moodi-
ly on the floor. Presently he took a piece
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of paper, and wrote a few words on it, and
after a little further hesitation handed it
to O'Brien ; " it is your father's address,"
he said, in a voice as tender as he could
make it.

" Asylum for the Insane, Rue La
Blanche, Rouen. My God !"

O'Brien read it out in a voice surprised,
not comprehending; but his exclamation
at the end showed sudden and full com-
prehension. I did not look at him, in that
moment of unutterable woe,-I who loved
him so, would not intrude even my scru-
tiny. But after a long silence he spoke
again.

"My father then is-insane."
"And it is hereditary in your family,"

said my father, his words conveying the
deepest sting of all.

O'Brien hurriedly left the room. I follow-
ed him to the hall door. He was breathing
heavily like a nan in a deep sleep, and
there was a desperate calm in the hurry
of his movements, which filled me with
alarm. He wentout, and I followed; he
motioned me back with a fierce gesture,
but I would not be gainsaid. I am very
lame, as you know, and as I followed with
my eyes intent on his fastvanishing figure,
I stumbled and fell. " Conrad !" I cried,
my voice rising to a wail of agony; and yet,
believe me, no thought of my own suffer-
ing was present in my mind then. He

came back with long strides, and lifted me
in his strong arms as if I were an infant.
He carried me to a neighboring bench,
and laid me down.

" Patrick," he said, rather panted, " I
am a man-I must think, rest-have quiet.
Look up at the brow of the mountain,-the
clouds rest there. In such a pure atmo-
sphere I must breathe awhile, or I too-
My God Thy burden is too heavy for me!"
He turned from me then, for the first time
in his life walking with a drooping head.
And I stayed there in the old garden, until
I saw his eager foot set on the brow of the
mountain; then, miserable and sad at heart,
I cast myself on my bed-to cry. O'Brien
came home before the night had waned;
and as I lay listening, eager to catch the
slightest sound, I heard him open his writ-
ing desk, and then supposed him to be

writing between his fits of pacing up and
down. Then I fell asleep. His gentle
hand awakened me; he was dressed, and
had his travelling valise with him.

" Patrick," he said, " I am going to see
- my father. Give this yourself to Eliza-
beth ;" he handed me a letter.

" Conrad " I cried, " Conrad!" My
manlinesshad vanished; invalided as I had
been, it had never been very hardy.

" Poor Patrick l" he said slowly; " be
comforted, I shall come back to you, my
friend-to you and Elizabeth, once and
ever true friends."

I turned away from him then, that he
might not see me cry. I felt his hand upon
my head ; once more he said " Poor
Patrick 1" and then he was gone. I rose and
took the letter to Elizabeth. Early though
I was, I found her in the garden.

" I have been on the mountain," she
said, " to see the sun arise, and it seems to
me as though the whole universe were clad
in gold and besparkled with drops of dew,
the whole creation bright and pure and
spotless as these white roses."

She pulled down a cluster from a bush
overhanging the gateway, and handed
them to me, and the risen sun shone with
its slanting light upon her quiet face.
Then in silence I held out the letter and I
think my face told a story of some deep
woe, for she regarded me from her own
brightness, with sympathizing eyes, and
I hastily left her. I passed that day in the
deepest misery, and in the evening, after
much irresolution, determined to seek an
interview with Elizabeth, to entreat of her
to be true to my friend in this sorrow,
trusting to my own love for words with
which to plead for him should need be.
The cottage door, as usual, stood open, and
I entered. Sounds of music from the par-
lor attracted me; it was Elizabeth playing.
I went into the room and stood beside her.
She had taken refuge in the n.oble music of
the grand "Beethoven," in the exquisite
harmonies of his Funeral March. When
the last chord had died away, she rose.

"It is in memory of a great hero," she
said, with a tremble in her voice. " Did you
ever think, Patrick, of the sorrow the
' master' must have felt as he wrote that
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Sonata. It is too grand for my words to ex-
press,-no exponent of a common, selfish
grief that a loved one is no more. It
marches on with triumph, solemn and soul-
inspiring, glorying that one so noble lived
and achieved such works."

" Elizabeth," I began, then broke down,
and she too said,

" Poor Patrick !" Then she added, "It
was kind of you to come to me to-night;
come again as often as you can, till Conrad
returns."

I looked full in her face. Was there, then,
no need to say the words I had come
to say ?

"We must learn this lesson from Beet-
hoven," she said, with a firmer voice:
" not to sorrow helplesslv, but to mingle
gladness and triumph with it. Our hero
is not dead, but the bitterness of death were
light to the suffering which he is enduring.
I have a faith in him," she continued, " so
strong that I am confident he will return
to us, triumphant over his suffering, able
to look beyond the bitterness of the present
moment, to the grandness of Eternity.
And he, and you, and I-we are friends
now rnd forever."

I went away then into the calm night,
went away with the revelation in my soul
of what a grand influence a noble woman
could exercise. It was a month after this
evening before my friend came back. He
arrived unexpectedly, one night, just as I
sat brooding sadly in my room. I sprang
up, and he and I with clasped hands stood
searching each the other's face. The coun-
tenance that I looked upon was very beauti-
ful to me; it bore the impress of a struggle
and the lines marking care and the calm
of victory. He put his arms round my
shoulders and pulled me to a seat.

" Patrick," he said with thoughtful care,
"you are weak and ailing again." Then his
voice changed. " You have been of great
comfort to Elizabeth," said he.

Something very like a sob came up from
My throat and stifled my voice.

" Elizabeth and I," he said calmly, "have
had a long talk this evening," and then he
sPrang up and paced the room, speaking
what words he could, often In short, uncon-
nected sentences, as if no words could give
utterance to his thoughts.

"I have seen the worst, suffered the
bitterest soi row. The subject is fraught
with bitterness, Patrick; after to-night our
lips shall be sealed upon it. My father-
I saw my father. I saw a wretched feeble
imbecile, the wreck of a fine man, once of

great intellectual power. , Smitten in the
midst of a useful life, blasted and withered;
at times a raving maniac, often a harmless
imbecile; at play when first I saw him,
tossing back and forth a ball; laughing
feebly when his keeper caught it for him,
faliing often in his eagerness to catch it

for himself. Sone one there told him I was
his son, and for a moment I had a hope
that that word would by some long-for-
gotten train of thought bring back a little
of that God-given intelligence. But no,
one little curious gaze into my face, a
slight expression of pleasure to see a

visitor-that was all. Erelong he turned
again to the game my coming lad interrupt-
ed. Hopeless, quite"hopeless, hereditary
madness and imbecility. Those words rang
in my ears, burned their way into my
brain, and"-

There was a long pause after this, but
my own thoughts filled it up, made it elo-

quent with the recital of a strong man's
suffering, and I drank with him the cup of
bitterness to the very dregs.

"I then went to the most renowned
physicians that I could hear of,-I was not
content to consult one or two. From all
the verdict was the same-hopeless as re-
garded my father, and for me-it required
much pertinacity on my part to gain their
opinion of my case-the chances are equal-
ly balanced.

" But," I exclaimed, " Conrad, such a
strong man as you are physically and men-
tally, and one who has lived such a steady,
quiet life-it is impossible."

" Ah, Patrick," he said in a sad tone,
"my life can but approach to my father's in
true manliness; my intellect is only the
reproduction of hie own; my tastes in life
are similar to his. But, nevertheless,
Patrick," he continued with a change of
tone, " the chances areequal for my escape.
I have taken time for thought; there is no
part of this subject which has not had its
full share of my profoundest thought."
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" And Elizabeth?" I asked.
He was silent for awhile; then he said:

" As far as we can see our future is settled,
in a way which will bring happiness to
both of us. Elizabeth will return to her
family in England, when she leaves her
cousins here, and will devote her life, as she
always intended to do ere she knew me,
to helping those of her own sex who are
friendless, to making a home in the Baby-
Ion of London for those who seek a refuge
from want and care. She has money, and
will, I am sure, do a noble work; her life
will be no wreck. She will write to me,
and the true friendship that çxists between
us will remain strong until death."

"And you?" asked I.

"And I, Patrick. Shall my life be one
bemoaning because my personal happiness
is endangered? I say endangered, for how
can 1 say lost when to me remain such
friends as Elizabeth and yourself? Shall
the usefulness of the intervening years be
lost, because the wreck of my treasured
intellect is to be expected with every year
added to my life? No! my life shall be a
ruin only when the cloud has descended
on me, and then may the merciful God
shorten those years of uselessness, and I
shall find myself, Patrick-I shall find my-
self again, my lad, when this mortal shall
put on immortality. Meantime there are
the sick and poor, and I, at present strong
in body and in mind and in will. In time
this shock will pass away, and I shall regain
my cheerfulness, and my own suffering
will help me to understand the sorrows of
others, and give me a deeper interest in my
work than even science can do."

" Then," said I, " you are going to Con-
na ught."

" Yes ; the life of consulting physican had
its attractions for Elizabeth's sake; but
now, the life would be unendurable."

And after that the subject was closed be-
tween us. Elizabeth returned to England;
Conrad went to his new home in North
Connaught. Time rolled on, and bore
healing on its wings,. Soinetimes I went
to stay awhile with Conrad, and those were
always happy times to me. His town was
built by the seashore. It was a miserable
place, the huts small and dirty, and the

doctor had daily to fight against disease
and death. At rare intervals he met
Elizabeth at my father's house, and those
were happy days for us all-the two who
loved each other so well that they could
contentedly fulfil their life's work apart,
and 1, who worshipped them both, and fain
would have emulated the usefulness of their
lives but for my own infirmity. I say
most earnestly, there is no sight under
heaven nobler then that of a man who has
suffered, and who puts that sufferingaside,
and gains rest in a sublime, unselfish life,
and that of a woman whose whole exist-
ence is an effort to ennoble those who are
around her.

Ten years afterwards an unusally warm
summercaused my father to accompany me
on my summer trip to Connaught. We
found Conrad bright and cheerful,-in
especially good spirits because epidemic
diseases were becoming rare occurrences,
because better houses were being built, be-
cr-use good drainage, and ventilation were
becoming general, and because the town
was consequently increasing and ýpros-
pering. My father and Conrad took long
rides together, or went on the sea with the
fishermen, but I could neither boat nor
ride. I spent long days on the sea shore;
sometimes I played with the little children,
who became very familiar when once they
lost the idea that my crutch was intended to
" batethem with." Sometimes I talked with
the fishermen and women whose whole lives
semed spent out of doors. They would all
wax eloquenton one theme.-" The Doctor."
Never were there people who believed
themselves to have suffered more from
sicknesses, or who had greater faith in their
doctor. I was glad of the picture which
they gave of him to me: the cheerful friend
who gave them bright thoughts in their
illness, hopeful words in times of trouble.
Hearing all these things, and being daily
witness of the happiness Conrad diffused
around him, I began to wonder if it were
possible that the awful doom which it was
prophesied lay in the future, perchance had
faded from his memory; otherwise it hardly
seemed credible that he could live such a
bright life.

It chanced one afternoon that, after one
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of my long talks with a fisherman, I came
home to rest. My father and Conrad had
gone for a ride along the shore. Yet when
I entered the house, I found they had re-
turned. My father looked disturbed and
uneasy. Conrad lay on the sofa, looking
pale.

"He fell from his horse," said my father-
"a kind of fainting fit."

"Don't be alarmed, Patrick," he said.
"We were riding too fast-I am getting
stout, and lose my breath, and then I get
a pain which makes me feel faint. I will
be more careful in future."

"Where is the pain ?" said my father.
4Here, caused by too rapid action of the

heart, I believe," he rejoined.

" Go out of the room, Patrick," said my
father, and I obeyed. I went out into the
garden-sea pinks and holyhocks, an old
crabapple tree and a hawthorn; the gar-
den contained littleelse. With a miserable
feeling of coming sorrow, I walked round
and round that quaint old garden. My
father joined me there.

"Disease of the heart," he said in his
mournful voice; " he has known it some
time. Poor lad! poor lad !"

I think I gave a little cry, and a faint-
ness overcame me; my father put his arm
round me.

"Il He may live for many years-he has a
better chance of life than you have, my
son." Then under his breath he added,
"It is better he should die."

Conrad joined us, and my father returned
to the house. " I have some things to say
to you, Patrick" Conrad said. He held out
his arm to me, and with that support I
walked down on to the shore. I looked
upon the sea, lit up with the setting sun-
beams; I looked upun'its calm ebb and
flow, and up to the blue heavens; and I
remembered One who trod the shores of
Gennesaret, and who, preparing for His
death, said words of comfort to those who
loved Him, which should be a consolation
to thern when He was gone. My friend
looked down upon me with a smile upon
his liPs, and with an expression of loving
sYmpathy and pity for me, words could not
describe.

" Patrick," he said, " ten years ago

a time of deep sorrow came for me. For
ten years I have striven manfully to bear
it, and I have been successful. And now
lad, I am thirty-two years old, older than
my father was when his fate overtook him,
and my intellect is clear and unclouded as
ever. It might be that I should pass a long
life without its loss, but every year brings
with it a kind of dread lest that dire event
should happen. Your father agrees with me
that such an attack as I had to-day is the
forerunner of a sudden death. Patrick, if
my soul should so suddenly leave its habita-
tion of flesh, try to check the sense of loss.
Believe that I am freed from a lifelong
misery, and that in a few years we shall
meet again. To us Death is no enemy,
rather the angel of mercv opening to us the
gates of Paradise. Remember it is I that
you have loved, and I shall still exist. You
have loved my person only because it was
the clothing of my soul. Mourn not, then,
when it shall be time to bury it away out of
sight; it is not 1,-no more I than is this
stone I throw away into the sea. He
threw one away as he spoke; it skimmed
the waves and, sinking, made wide circlets.

"And you must go to Elizabeth," he
continued; "she will comfort you and help
you see this."

And then we strolled on by the waves,
and he told me what a constant help
and source of cheerfulness and hope,
Elizabeth's friendship and frequent letters
had been to him; how every letter she
wrote contained always some idea worthy
of thought. She will be stronger to bear
my loss than you, my poor Patrick," he said,
" go then to her, where you want comfort.
and if any one can help you, it will be she."

My father went home; a few days after-
wards. " Patrick," he said to me, " you may
stay here as long as you like, as long as
Conrad"-he paused, and I gave in a cheer-
full tone my opinion that Conrad 4ras
better.

" He has come to me, the last two
evenings, for reliet," said my father gravely.
" I would not leave him now, did not mv
patients appear anxious for my return.
Poor lad !"

My fatherreturned to Belfast. The sum-
mer months wore on, and September carne.
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Country people brought produce to our sea- He did not answer and I repeated my

shore town, and they talked of the harvest question in a louder tone; receiving then

and of how the wheat stood in sheaves, and no answer, I went to his side and touched

gleaners trod the golden fields. But on the his hand.-

shore, the waves broke with noisy roar, Ah me! never again, ah! never again,
telling of coming winter. October then, would he need the light of candles.

bringing with it a second summer and The bells rang,-I looked up, and my
evenings of long twilight. friend moved silently away. I stayed a

"Let us go in, Patrick," said Conrad, ie moe en tlo at te a
one evening when we had gazed our fill at littie while then, alone, to look at the placid

the crested waves. w hat pleasant tilaes sea, at the heavens all starred and blue, and
the ares havoet Whad pleasant to reflect upon the story of these noble lives,
weto wish that there were more of earth'

He put his arn round me and half lift- habitants to influence and ennoble each

ed me into the shadowy room, and as he other, by perfect faith and truth of char-
set me down, I clung round his neck with

gHe patted my head acter; to regret that for the many no aim
onery lon ea siin life presented such attractions as seek-

tenari a then saigd "Imving for personal happiness,-that to the few
"Patick" hesai, "Iarnve .tied remained the glory of lives of self-abne-

I will try and get a little sleep before it is gain; th t o the an death but
time. gation; that t the many death brought

He lay down on the couch and I limped dismay and sorrow and dread unconquer-
He taydono the couch%, and Ie lhiped Iable, and that to the few it also brought

back to the window, and sat there watching glad hopes of higher life, ofjoyful reunion;
the gloom of night descend upon the that he appeared to be the merciful mes-
waters. It grew late. " Conrad," said I, senger of God sent to bear the soul away
" shall I ring for candles?" from its corruptible habitation.

BIRTHDAY LINES.

BY JOHN READE.

Twelve months ago this summer morn
I prayed a blessing on thy head;

Another year for thee was born,
Another year for thee was dead.

The year we greeted fondly then
Has joined her sisters of the past;
I count the days from first to last,

Not one can ever come again.

Still all they had of bright and good
Is ours in memory to keep;

And all of chill and dark and rude
Be hushed in death's profoundest sleepi

And if sad, gloomy days arise
In this young year we hail to-day,
Past suns may shed a joyous ray

Through the thick clouds of future skies.

My earnest prayer from day to day
Through this, through all the coming years,

Till thou or I am called away
From all earth's sorrows, hopes and fears,

Shall be around thy path, my friend,
That God may take thee by the hand
And guide thee to the Better Land-

There mav I meet thee in the end.

Birthday Lines.264
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JOHN GIBSON, R. A.

John Gibson was born at Gyffin. a small
village near to Conway in North Wales.
His parents were Welsh, and very poor,
and they bore characters of singular up-
rightness and truth. John Gibson showed
talent for drawing from his earliest years,
and immense perseverance in teaching him-
self all lie could. It is evident that from
boyhood he had power of mind sufficient
to enable him to concentrate all its powers
on the thing that lie was doing. This
power of concentration by cultivation
naturally increaseq, and it is said of him
that when busy over his work he vyas to-
tally absorbed in it, even were it but a por-
tion of drapery he was sculpturing. When
a boy at school, it was his habit to study
the prints in the windows of the Liverpool
shops and to go home and copy them
from memory,-nor was he easily satisfied
with his work, but repeated it again and
again, until by comparison with the one
from which it was copied, it satisfied his
judgment. Being too poor to obtain
money for paper and colors in any other
way, he used to sell his drawings to his
school-mates, on one occasion getting as
much as sixpence for a colored copy of
"Napoleon crossing the Alps."

His patience and industry found their
reward in the notice and kind help of the
master of the print 'shop, who lent him fiee-
hand drawings to copy. His father bound
him apprentice to a wood-carver., He
liked this work very much until he had
mastered its difficulties, and then he longed
for something higher to work at. It was
about this time that he was taken to see
the marble works of Messrs. Francis
(Brownlow Hill), and from seeing the
beautiful things there, was incited to try
to model in clay. He made rapid improve-
ment, taking all his copies from the works
belonging to Messrs. Francis. At length
he copied a cho; d'ouvre of the chief work-

man (a small head of Bacchus) so beau-
tifully, that even Mr. Francis could not
discover on compariEon which was the
original. He was forbidden to make more
copies, as it was against the interest of

Messrs. Francis for a mere lad to be exe-
cuting work equal to their best workman's.
Gibson was in sad trouble at this, and
found his work at wood-carving more dis-
tasteful than ever. Messrs. Francis, how-
ever, offered the Cabinet-makers £70, to
give up Gibson to them. This offer was
refused, the Cabinet-makers urging that
they had never hadso useful and industrious
an apprentice before. They were obliged,
however, to take the offer, as Gibson refused
to do another stroke of work at wood-carv-
ing. When apprenticed to Messrs. Francis
he executed many works of admirable pow-
er and great beauty. He was fortunate
enough, also, to gain the friendship of an
art connoisseur, Mr. Roscoe. The influence
of this gentleman may be traced from this
time forth, in the bent of Gibson's taste to
the pure Grecian art. Every new work
was submitted to his judgment, and his
criticisms were invaluable, based as they
were on a thorough acquaintance with the
subject. He also strongly advised Gibson
to study anatomy, which he did, under Dr.
Vose, who kindly allowed him to attend
his lectures free of charge. At this period
of his life, he also became acquainted with
the highly refined and cultivated family of
D'Aguilar. When itisrememberedthat Gib-
son was brought up in a lower phase of life
the advantage of such refined society upon
his character, cannot be too highly esti-

mated. Like all true artists, his mind was

bent on going to Rome; this was an idea
encouraged by Mr. Roscoe, but combated
by other friends, who judged that by stay-
ing in England he might make a large for-
tune. To Gibson this was quite a minor
consideration. He was a man of simple
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tastes, and abstemious habits, and al] dentAcademician of Met to theAcadeMy
throughout his life, careless of making a of St. Luke's. In 1833 he was elected
fortune, thankful to any friend who would Associate of the Royal Academy, and three
take care of his money for him. years later full member. Sot only had hethe

In 1817 he came to London, and became advantages of living in a circle of devotees
acquainted with Flaxman and other artists. to art, but he was also blessed for fourteen
Flaxman, who had himself studied in years with the friendsbip and societ i of a
Rome, advised Gibson to do the same. very talented brother, Benjamin Gibson.

In this same year, being then 27 years of The brothers being much alike in mmd
age, Gibson arrived at Rome. He was were devotedto oneanother. John called
introduced to Canova, the eminent Italian Benjamin bis "classical dictionary." He
sculptor, who treated hin with great gen- was much afflicted by bis death.
erosity and kindness. Gibson's character In reading the life of John Gibson, one
at this period of his history is worthy of is struck with its placidity and it general
admiration. He found that mu ch of his happiness. It is the life of one devoted to
art had to be learned, and that if ever he art, placed in favorable circumstances to
should succeed in his high aspirations, he pursue it; the life of one possessed of
must acquire that knowledge without which healthy genius, and of a humble perse-
he would inevitably fall short of the mark. venance which in time landed him on the
It was discouraging, too, to find many summit of bis art. Nor should this finale

youths of less talent much before him in be astonishing. Consider only that from

knowledge and workmanship. He humbly the very openingofhis life, from boyhood,
entered himself as pupil of the noble he aimed at perfection, at sublimity, in art;

Ca'nova, and by constant industry and per- that he taught hirself to be content with
severance gradually distanced those whose nothingshortofit; thathestrovermanfully
early advantages had been so much super- to overcome the difficulties which sur-
ior to his. He learned much, too, from the rounded him Aften this wonder not that
conversations carried on between Canova he reached the goal. "Lives of such

and Thorwaldsen and other artists- also! reat men but remind us we may make ou

fro the works of other artists, and the: lives sublime." Imagine, too, the happines

opencriticisms given and received while which must have lightenedhis life,as he

works were in progresvsion. was enabled to work out to perfection is

ATl this time, Gibson, though his brain most beautiful ideas!
teemed with visions he longed to embody, jean Paul's words on the impression left

was patiently and laboriously stwiving to on his mid by Greek statues, gave him

master the difficulties of sculpturina much pleasure: I I ar surrounded by di-

single figure; and not until Canova told vine beauty, impeishable, which I find,
hixn he might safely venture on higher nowhere else. The majesty, the noble calm,

ground, did lie attempt to do so. Even the perfect symmetry which sunrounds me,

when he had a studio of his own Canova makes me forget that I a a poor mortal.

camne constantly to advise and help him; I feel as if I were remodelled-yes, perfect

bidding him go often to the studios of in body and soul."
other sculptors, especially to Thorwald- Gibson died in the year 8l and is bur-

sen's, and to persevere in copying the ied at Rome. Me left his entire fortune,

Grecian style. This good and great man casts and models, to the Royal Academy,

died at Venice in 1822. In him Gibson fonthe use of future sculptons and student.

lost a truc friend,-non was he the only The inscription on bis tomb is written

artist who, in Canova, lost a friend, patron by Lord Lytton; it is as follows n

and father. His native gen lus stengthened by caref ul study,
He Infused the spiit o Grecwan art

In 1826, Gibson had the honor to be into masterpieces ail 'is owf.
elected Honorary Member of the Pontifical gIr chanacter as a man was in unison with hi
Academy at Bologna, and in 1829, by thein- attributes asannehist.
fluence ot the historical painter, Camuccini, Beautiful in its simplicity and truthfl-
and of Thorwadisen, he was elected Resi- esa, nPble in its dignity and elevation.

%ohn Gibson, R. A.266
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HOW I GAINED MY POPULARITY ON QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY.

BY B. ATHOL.

"Your mind doesn't seem easy, Alfred. IIsn't that so, Baird? Don't you fanzy
I'm afraid you've left your heart behind you hear the blast of the bugle, and the
down in the village. lie looks bad, does'nt roll of the drum, and ýee the rush of red
he, Baird ?' artillery. I'm sorry for ou, but you little

"And nowonder," retorted Baird, quickly; know what vou may be escaping. If you
" most men would after walking five had, like me, the memory of one review to
miles through this swamp,-all for the sake haunt you day and night, you would be
of a few paltry trout too. For my part I very thankful thal a combination of cir-
get tramping enough on common days cumstances forced you to sit on this bank,
without putting in Qieen's birthdays in this in comfort and ease, enjoying yourselt moie
style." rationally, and I may add in a manner

" You, Baird, you're cross," said McKay, more becoming a man, than dancing at-
in a coaxing tone. " You know the whole tendance on a lot of ladies. That's what I
five miles is not swamp. I'm ashamed to did the year before last; I'nî not likely to
hear an old companion who has shared s forget that Queen's birthday. From morn-
manv toils and dangers with me, complair ing tilI night everything went wrong.
of a little walk through the woods. And The other man disappointed ls, and I had
such a day! Did you ever see such delicious to bear the brunt of their combined dib-
gray clouds? If the trout won't bite to-day, Pleasure. We were too late atoneplace,
I will. and too early at another. We didn't get

With these words, my friend John James a good view, they said; no place suited
McKay crawls cautiously down the bank them. If I had taken them ail over Canada
to take a closer inspection of the quiet they would not have got a good place.
almost standing water at our feet. He Then the horses got frightenecPat the music,
remains down so long, that even Baird and they ail screamed and grev faint,
rouses himself to ask me if I think he has and dived over my back to snatch the reins
gone in. A man of his size ouglit to make out of my hands. You may imagine the en-
a little noise, I think. But our fears are joyment,-heat, dust and bad teînper were
soon dispersed when John's weatherbeaten the order of that day. Every one was glad
countenance, glowing with joyful antici- to get home, but fot one so much so as I.
pation, reappears on the edge of the bank I declare when I think of that day I won-
and is quickly followed by the rest of his der I ar here on this log in my right
person. mmd. And the worst of it is," continued

" Yes, boys. If I'm any judge, there's McKay, Ithey one and aIl look on me to
trout there," he gasps, throwing himself this day as the sole cause of their discom-
on the grass beside us. "I' ll bave one fort. The odium of that day's failure
day's good sport. What a good thing I' clings to me yet. No, thank you, Baid; no
Out of town to-day! But you two seem to more reviews for me. But I'm sorry you're
be very dumpy-I know what troubles so mumpish to-day, and Alfred is almost
Baird;hsthoughtsare allatLogan'sFarm as bad. I believe you would both prefer

WOuld tbat my form possessed the magIe Power to be lown in the village, listening to
To follow wbere my heavy heart woud be" those wheezy bagpipes r ather than a good

quiet day's sport."
Nature bas not designed McKay for a II don't know whatyou mean by mun-

VOcalist; but we are alway satisfied with pish'," said Baird, whowas commencing to
hi& attempti. recover from hi fatigue. Yo wse Alfred
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and I can't grow wild over a trout stream 7worms, which he carries in his pocket, he

like you. Besides there may be some truth
in what you said about Alfred's heart be-
ing left down in the village. You're a great
favorite down there, Alfred. How did you
manage it?" The question makes me
grave. Ah, thereby hangs a tale, or rather
a combination of tales,-a serial I may
call it.

" I suppose your aunt did it for you," said
McKay.

"My aunt!" I replied. " Aunts cannot
do everything. If I were to tell you of the
self-denial, mortification, slights and per-
secution, I endured in order to force myself
into the arms of this community, as it were,
you would wonder that I was sitting here
on this log."

"I believe you," said Baird; " Charlie
Graham told me the same thing. He went
North once to start for himself, but was
obliged to come back to the city. He said
hewould'nttakethere. Howdidyou do it,
Alfred ?"

" I could hardly tell, I did so much. But
it just struck me this morning when we

passed the hill where they were putting
up tents for the gingerbread,-it just
struck me that I achieved my most signal
success on a Queen's birthday. I'm not
sure but public opinion was setting in a
little in my favor then at anyrate, but that
day's deeds finished it for me. It would
take a long time to tell all-"

" Then for pity's sake don't begin now,"
interrupted McKay in a beseeching tone,
" there's a good fellow, you see this is the
very hour for the trout, so beautiful and
cloudy too; you can tell us everything at
luncheon. 'll be only too glad to hear all
about it then, but I wouldn't lose these few
hours on any account. No fish will bite
when there is talking going on."

So I hold my peace, though with some
difficulty, for I long to pour the history of
my struggles in some sympathizing ear,
and receive in return the commendation
which I know is my just due. But one
word now more than is absolutely necessary
would be torture to my friend.

Baird and I silently get out our rods.
McKay's is already put together, and from
a tin case full of writhing, wriggling

selects a very fat one, and proceeds to put
it on the hook with the air of a man who
knows what he is about, remarking in a

low tone, " 'll just try these first; if they
won t do, L'Il cast a fly. Pve got one for you,
Alfred; it's a new thing from the States,
just out. Do you know how to use yours
yet, Baird ?"

" Hardly," is the dry rejoinder. " The
truth is its such a stylish affair, I am afraid
of losing it, so I keep it in a little box in
my valise as a token of your affection."

Having arranged his bait in the most
alfuring manner, McKay rises to his feet
to commence operations. He leans cau-
tiously over the bank, and then with a
grace and ease that would bring tears of
envy to the eyes of Izaak Walton, if he were
present, throws his line far out and lets it
drop silently into the stream. Then with
his head a little turned down, to one side, as
if listening for a bite, he patiently waits

the result. And we follow his movements,
though in a more leisurely and less scien-
tific manner, as we are not so eager for the
soort, nor will the fish bite for us so readily.
Besides, as my thoughts wander back to
the village, where I have now an establish-
ed position, and enjoy all the rights and
privileges of a favored citizen, I am not
quite sure that I should be sitting on this
bank with a rod in my hand. Hitherto I
have taken a very active part in the cele-
bration of all holidays, more especially
Queen's Birthdays, and the interests of the
village lie close to my heart. If anything
should go wrong in the day's amusements
I feel I shall be responsible. It is true
all the inhabitants were anxious that my
two friends should prove for themselves
the excellence of our trout stream, of which
we were justly proud. But then they never
deemed we would be foolish enough to
give up all the attractions of the Qtjeen's
Birthday for a solitary day in the woods.
No; I don't feel quite easy, and have known
days, too, when I felt more disposed to fish.
Baird, also, has let his rod slip out of his
hand, and is deeply buried in a book he
has brought with him. So one, two,
three hours pass away in a silence almost
uninterrupted, save for an occasional
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kapturous whisper from McKay, who still start and go round on the other &ide ofthe
leans over the water,-he is always too church. Two or three men on our side
anxious to sit,-when, with an artistic jerk, rose from their seats, and, after looking at
a beautiful shining trout flashes up out of one another in a helpless sort of way, sat
the water and is thrown panting and down again. Then I feit myself called
quivering at our feet. upon to act. I thought, naturally enough,

" Did you ever see such a beauty ? Weighs that it would be a pity to lose the contribu-
five pounds, I'il warrant. How are you tions, and it struck me, too, thatthis was a
getting on?" " Oh, you'll do very well fine opportunity to let people see mv
before we're through," in an encouraging willingness to render myseif generally
tone. useful. So, scarcely waiting to think, 1

At last the pangs of hunger force him seized the plate and went round. I got
to desist for a time. After inspecting a good deal more than contributions that
and counting over his spoil, he throws day, as I found out very soon. The whole
himself on the grass with a sigh of self- village was up, when a sprig like me had
satisfaction and a glance of mingled pity the assurance to get up in a strange church
and disgust at Baird's book. and go round holding the plate under the

" I believe I'd rather eat sandwiches very noses of old men who had been here
than anything else,-that is if the ham is for years,-had lived here when there was
worth anything, and there's plenty of no village. It was high time to show him
mustard. Your aunt knows how to make his place. This was a bad beginning, and
them, Alfred. What was that story you $0 everything kept on. In tact, do what
were going to tell usi I would, I gave universal dissatisfaction.

" Yes, come on, Alfred," put in Baird. Thecutofmy hair, mycoat, hat, glovesand
"Tell us how you managed to get into cane were, one and ail, eubjects of disap-
everyone's good graces down there. The proval. There was too much style about
landlady of the hotel told me last night me, they said, for plain people. I fondly
that she did not know when she had laid hoped that when they became accquainted
eyes on a nicer chap. Tell us all about it." with me they would soon change their

" Oh, I have nothing much to tell," I re- opinion. But for me to get acquainted was
ply, the invariable response, I believe, of no easy matter. The few voung men in the
people who really have something they place seemed to have clubbed together to
are very anxious to talk about. " But I repel my advances. They said I put on
can't help thinking of the difficulties a too many airs for them; and with few
man from the city has to overcome exceptions the elderly men, the heads
before he is looked upon even with the of families, though more civil to me, re-

eyesof frberanc in ne plae." garded me, it was easily seen, with graveeyes of forbearance in a new place.''
" But I should think your aunt's being suspicion, and evincednodesireto have any

here would have made you an exception." further intercourse with me. Their wives

" Well, it didn't; though, I suppose, if it and daughters were not so forbidding.
had not been for her, things would have The mothers were forced to admit that 1
been much harder for me. But, while they was a very pleasant-spoken young man,
treated me with civility before her, there and very much like other young men. Stili

was o rorn eftfor oub as o teirthey were not quite sure of me. The very
was no room left for doubt as to their
private opinion of me. It was unfortunate, fact that I had not been born and brought
too, that upon my first appearance inmake
Publ, tha sup cn myc frtaerac in them fearthat, under alI this pleasant, affable
public, I should act in such a waym
as to bring down the general disap- anner, a gre:it deal ofbaseness might lie
probation of the inhabitants. You see concealed. The daughters and I could get
I made my d.but at church, and it so hap- along wetl euh if e ha ee et
pened that the deacon who took up the alone I ne spto onecwiehout
collection on our side was absent that day. tiîity in some fellow who suspected me of
Well, when the time camne, I saw a man trying to affect ls interests. So in that
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quarter I did myself more harm than good. i cultivate me. So almost every day found

Besides, the girl herself was always sub-

jected to persecution on my account. All
this was because I had come among them
for the purpose of making a living. If it

had only been for a few weeks' holidays,

and I had had plenty of money to spend,
they would have received me with open
arms, at least the feminine part of the com-
munity-the other sex would have been

obliged to retire to the back ground, where

they might grind their teeth at me in use-
less rage. I've seen that done more than

once. But my case was very different.
Instead of coming to spend my money, I

had come with the intention of earning a

littile of theirs. This, and the fact that I
was a stranger, had come from a city, was

quite reason enough that I should be put
down at once. A hopeful commencement,
don't you think? And no prospect of a

change. It was in vain my aunt made
small gatherings at which she condescended
to present me to her friends in the most
favorable light. Although very gracious on
such occasions, they were evidently resolv-
ed not to view me from her standpoint.
In vain I discarded gloves and cane, and,
choosing my oldest hat and shabbiest coat,
walked about in dusty boots with an ex-
pression of countenance which I intended
should lead them to believe that, how-
ever poor an opinion they might have
of me, I thought still less of myself.
In vain I went down on my knees,
and, with my own hands, tore up the little
bit of carpet off my office floor, which, in
the thoughtless prodigality of youth, I had
tacked down on the little back den, with a
view to make it more inviting. This ex-
travagance (there was about four yards of
it) or style, as they called it, on my part,
gave great offence; so, being determined to
leave nothing undone that might help me
to ingratiate myself, I tore it up. Still
they were unanimously resolved that I

should not be recognized as one of them.
And the more I saw this, the more I became
resolved that they should. I determined to
wear them out and myself in by sheer per-
sistence. I thought it would be a good
plan to try to cultivate the acquaintance
of the farmers, or rather induce them to

me at the market poking fat cattle in the
sides, or talking about horses, crops and

land, in fact trying to make myself agree-

able in a variety of ways. Of course I

never pretended to know anything myself,
but showed my interest by asking questions.
I met with a great deal more encourage-
ment here, and profit too, I may say. All
the work I got came from those farmers.
They did not find me too stylish. Many
is the good day I've had out at some of
their places. This caused a slight change

of opinion in the village. When it was

noticed that I had secured the business of

one or two of the richest farmers, and

seemed to be on the best of terms with

them, they commenced to think a little

more of me. There is nothing so success-
ful as success. But the first time anything
of this kind was openly expressed, was on
the occasion -f a fire. I happened to be

the first to give the alarm; first on the spot,

and almost the last to leave, having work-
ed like a Trojan while it lasted-an oppor-
tunity, I admit, better calculated to display
my manly prowess and call forth commen-
dation from the crowds, chiefly composed
of women, as is the case at all our fires,
than handing around , the contribution
plate in church. I made somegood friends
that night; the people who were burned
out, and whose goods I helped to save, have
never forgotten it to this day. It's an ill
wind that blows nobody good. Shortly
after that, even before the memory of my
valorous deeds had time to fade from the
public'mind, we had another fire, at which
I gained fresh laurels. But I reached the
crowning point of my glory on the Queen's
Birthday. I invested in a new flag for
that occasion, and had the longest pole I
could get planted before my office on which
to hang it. Such a day as that is never
passed over by us without a good display
of loyalty and evergreens. For a week be-
fore I was out in the woods almost every
daywith a few others, who, I suppose owing
to the modest way I had of keeping myself
in the background, and my willingness to
work, allowed me to accompany them, and
even explained how everything was to be

done. When we were not in the woods, we
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were decorating the village. I had a num-
ber of devices I was most anxious to display,
but my good sense taught me to keep my
opinions to myself, and follow the direc-
tions of my superiors.

On the morning of the twenty-fourth I
rose with the lark, and proceeded, the first
thing, to run up my flag, and made it secure
for the day. Then, after breakfast, I made
my toilet with more than my usual care,
for since the occasion of the two fires a
little of my former independence of mind
had begun to re-assert itself. Besides, it is
the fashion here for the men to appear in
their new summer suits for the first time on
the Queen's birthday, so I knew I would
not look conspicuous. Although somewhat
fatigued with my labors of the week, I
looked forward to enjoying my Queen's
birthday as well as any person. But little
did I know how I should distinguish my-
self before night. Little did I dream with
what achievements my mind should be
coupled in the history of the day.

The hill we passed to-day is the place of
public resort with us un such occasions.
Town and country, high and low, ail meet
there on common ground to wander about
the tents and drink lemonade, or watch the
games going on inside the ring. I had as-
sisted in the marking out of this ring, but
had very littie idea of what was to take
place inside. By the time I reached the
hill, that morning, I found it pretty well
occupied, chiefly by people from the coun-
try. Some of these were my particular
friends, and I had two or three hours of
their society before it was time to go for
rny aunt, who, with the more fashionable
part of the community, did not appear until
the afternoon, when the games had com-
menced. This promised to be the best part of
the day for me. The ladies from the country
were in no way distressed with my style
or airs, and neither was I with theirs. The
honest, unaffected way they partook of
lemonade, ginger bread, or any other deli-
cacy I could procure for them at the tents,
was cer tainly a treat to me. I could not help
thinking when escorting my aunt up in the
afternoon, that for me the day was finished.
Instead of that my time had not yet come.
About two o'clock in the afternoon the

amusements were got fairly under way,
The men, who inside the ring vied with
one another in feats of athletic skill, were
spurred on to fresh exertions by the cheers
of the crowd, and the inspiring strains of
the bagpipes-the same two men we met
going in to-day, they always appear in kilt
on the Queen's birthday. When they were
blown, two other men, one with a fife and
the other a drum, took up the strain and
so, between them and an organ-grinder,
the musical part of the programme was
well sustained, But the two highlanders
were the curiosities of the day and drew
a crowd of youthful admirers after them to
any part of the ground. Everything was
so new to me, that I could not help enjoy-
ing myself. I had nothing to do but walk
around and offer to treat the ladies to cakes,
candy and ginger beer, a dutv which I
believe I fulfilled to the best of my ability,
I also distinguished myself by the dexterity
I displayed in jumping at and seizing fire-
crackers before any damage had been done
to their light dresses. But this became
monotonous. Whilst looking around in
search of some diversion, I saw an ar-
rangement-I don't know the right name
of it-which some enterprising indivi-
dual had set up in the hope of earning
an honest penny. It was shaped like a
boat, and strung on ropes, and by some
means was worked like a swing; while one
end was up the other was down. It would
seat a good number, and the party, for the
consideration of ten cents per head, got so
many pulls. Besides, while being wafted
through the air, etc. etc., slow but sure,
one was soothed by the notes from the
organ, which I found out was in company
with the boat. From the shrieks of de-
light I heard, as the occupants found them-
selves now up in the air, now skimming
along the ground, I thought it must be
the nicest amusement we had-at least
there was the varietyof motion. And, for.
getting ny usual caution, I gleefully pro-
posed that we should make a party large
enough to fill it. and have a swing. Some
of the young ladies looked as though any
change would be agreeable, but their
mothers were very much shocked, and
either treated my proposal with almost
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silent contempt, or laughed at it as a very

good joke. That sort of thing would do

well enough for country people, but to

name it to them! surely I had forgotten

myself. I thought I must have, and relapsed

into silence. But I did get a ride that

afternoon with some girls from the coun-

try who were not so refined as to have for-

gotten how to be natural. And now comes

the grand performance of the day.

It was pretty well on in the afternoon,

when the fun was growing fast and furious,

that my aunt told me I needed only one

thing to hand my name down to posterity

in the village-that was to win a prize for

jumping, racing, or in fact anything that

was going on inside of the ring. That was

a capital idea. I wondered I had not

thought of it before. In a moment I was

down at the ring, and had entered myself

as a competitor in the Olympic games.

There is a good deal of spring in me, you

know. I was sure I could jump, at least,

and jump I did. I don't wonder you laugh. i

jumped in every imaginable way, and over

everything I saw, wheelbarrows, hurdles,

or whatever else came in my way. Noth-

ing was too formidable for me to try. The

bagpipes were in full blast, and my cour-

age rose with every fresh exertion as the

inspiriting strains of the 'Birks of Aber-

feldy' floated dowa the hill to me. Of

course I was badly lamed and got no prize.

But there still remained one more chance
to make a name for myself. In the centre

of the ring a long pole had been planted,
on the top of which the old Union Jack,
that has looked down on many a strange

scene, rose and fell on the air. This pole

had been rubbed with some vile prepara-

tion to make it slippery, and the man who

reached the top would receive a prize of

one dollar and a half. While the other
sports were being finished, I took a seat

preparatory to a final eflort for this prize.

I started first on the pole with the assist-

ance of a boy-and after I was up two or

three feet, and people saw me, the air re-

sounded with cheers. What, with these,

encouraging huzzas, and the tooting of the'

'Girl I left Behind Me,' (so appropriate)

on the pipe, I felt every inch a hero going

up that slippery pole. The trouble was I

could not leave any one very long behind
me. Two or three times, when I was pretty
well up, I slipped down again, almost on
the head of eager competitors below. I
always managed to get high enough to let
people see me go down. But any way I
got farther up the pole at last, and fairly
won the prize. So my popularity in the
village became established. I was not my-
self again for a month. But what matter ?
I had made a name for myself on that pole
-not to speak of the dollar and a half.
As the Irishman said, 'It was chape at the
price.' Ever since then I've been first on
the committee for providing amusement
for the Queen's Birthday, and have heard
no more about my 'airs.""

" Well, Alfred, I'm sure I don't know
when I've laughed so much. The idea of
you on a slippery polel"

McKay is wiping his eyes when I finish
my recital.

'' But I do admire your courage; you see
you were determined. Determinatio*n is
everything. Now, I always think I might
have acted differently myself after that re-
view. I've always looked as though I'd
done something wrong. I never see those
people, but I feel like a whipped puppy and
perhaps look like one too."

McKay commences his angling again,
but being unable to suppress his mirth at
the idea of me on a pole, he is obliged to
give up. The fish won't bite, and when I
remind him that I have to head the torch-
light procession at night, he readily packs
up his tackle and shoulders his basket for
the five miles' walk which he enlivens for
us by repeated bursts of laughter. On
entering the village we find the hill almost
deserted. Down the one long straggling
street the people are wending their way,
Bringing up the rear we see two broad-
shouldered, stalwart highlanders carrying
their three-horned pipes and followed by a
crowd of wonder-striken boys. They were
to conduct the procession at night, and in
the meantime to be entertained at the ex-
pense of the community with the best the
Royal Hotel can offer.

" I'm sure I don't know when I've had
such a day. What a delightful thing this is
now compared to a review." And McKay
bursts into another laugh at " that pole,'
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WIND-VOICES.

BYJOHNJ. PROCTER.

A voice in the tops of the trees,
Fitful, and changing every hour;

Sometimes it comes like the roar of the seas
When the mad waveS leap in theirgiant power;

Anon it is low and still
As a maiden's voice when her love is told,
And again it swells out sharp and shrill
As the brqzen trumpet that cries alarms
To the soldiers' tread and the clang of arms,
And again it roughens, and roars, and is rolled
In a thunder-bass till the great pines throb
Through their rugged boughs, and the maples sob,
And the tamarac quivers in every tress;

Anon it softens to tenderness
Till the bright tears glearn in the eye of the snow,

And again it is hard and chill.
So ever it seems to come and go,
Changing its tone at its own wild wili;
But fitful and changeful though it be,
The same words are set to its melody.
Come it in peace, or come it in strife
It has but one watchword-Life.

O dweller upon the mountain crags,
That hearest the sound of the cataracs
From stony spurs to rocky jags
Falling in thunderous, wild impacts,
Froth-lipped and shrieking, while overhead
The blue of the calrn, unpitying sky
Is dimmed with the sweat of their agony.
O pine tree 1 what saith the voice to thee?
" What do'st thou see?" it saith to me,
" That thy branches weep to the frozen ground,
And, whenever I come to thee, they sound
Like a famished orphan's moaning cry?"
"Well may I weep," I make reply,
"And my branches sorrow under their breath,
For wherever I look, I see but death."
"Nay ! listen," it says again, " below,
Under the pall of the maiden snow,
Down in the earth where thy rootlets go,

What do'st thou hear, O tree?'
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"A sound of waters that ebb and flow,
Of waters that sing in their hidden glee.
And they sing of life that is coming apace,
Of the sweet May-flowers, and anemone,

Of the starlike wort, and the pimpernell,
And the violet's eyes, and the lily's bell,

And all the beauty of spring and its grace."

" Lo i this is what I come to teil.
Hear, O tree, what the Master saith,
'Though the breath be fled and the bones be dry,

Yea! though the world were dead, yet I
Live, and I work in death.'"

O dwellers on verdant hills and caies,
That hear the noise of the children at play,
And the wild bee's hum in your leafy vales,

What do the winds of the winter say?
When the jocund, sheaf-crowned Autumn came,

The hills and the valleys were all aflame

With the flushes of your blushes,
Till tbe smiling country seemed to be
A piece dropped down from the Western sky

When the huge sun swirled from his path on high
To visit and woo the sea.

But now the voices at play are still,
And the riotous bee is asleep in her cell,
And thy poor arms stretch out, bare and chill,

By hill and vale, and dell.

"My blessing upon the winter wind!
Mild or fierce it is ever kind.
It brings the laugh of the children at home,
And the drowsy hum in the honeycomb;
It gives me news of my leaves that are spread
Thick and warm on the earth in her bed;
It rouses me up from the torpor of death,
Till the veins at my heart throb fast at its breath,
And I gather, I gather,' I gather aill day
Sweets for the children at their play.
Sweet are my thoughts, and my blood runs sweet
From the flowers that are sleeping at my feet
Up, still up to my topmost crest
Where the full-breasted robin has left his nest,
Soon will my singers be back again,
As sunshine cometh after the rain,
And the glad bird-voices o'er hill and plain
Shall join in the never-ending strain;
The dead shall praise Thee, for Thou dost give
To the living to die, to the dead to live.
Winter and summer, spring and fall
Praise Thee, O Lord, who hast made them al."
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LOSS AND GAIN; oR, THF BENSONS.

BY EDITH AUBURN.

CHAPTER IV.

Long after Helen had fallen into the
elumber which tired nature demands, Alice
lay awake. Everything was so bewilder-
ingly strange around her that she could
not yield herself to sleep. The small close
room felt suffocating, this warm August
night, for Helen had shut the window, lest
insects from the luxuriant hop-vines which
covered it should creep into the room.
The straw-filled mattress, too, which Mary
McDuffy had spread upon the floor, con-
spired with its noisy rattle whenever she
moved to banish sleep. In addition, mem-
mory, that for weeks had been knocking
for a hearing, and would nowbe retused no
lunger, made its voice heard. " I dare not,"
she thought, " think of Fred, but for the last
time I will recall the years when, happy in
each other's love, we saw no cloud on our
horizon, and in doing so, I will linger
over recollections of the home that is ours
no longer, and mzmories of the loved ones
who have entered into rest."

Alice's pillow was wet with tears, and
her head throbbing violently, when, for-
tunately for her, her attention was attract-
ed by loud words, singing, and shouting.
In an instant she was out of bed and by
the window listening. The sound was
Coming nearer. " Frank," she called, but
Frank was already up and on his way to
the little attic, whither she followed him.
Stationing themselves at the small window
wihich overlooked the road, they saw a
number of men coming down, staggering,
leaping and shouting. Alice trembled as
they approached the house, fearing lest
they should enter the garden. But they
passed on toward the river, and in a few
moments they heard the sound of oars on
the water. Greatly relieved, Alice said,

" I am afraid when morning cornes,
Charlie will find his boat in some other
moorings. I suppose those men are re-
turning from a tavern."

" No," replied Frank; " there is no
tavern nearer than the village and they
would scarcely come round this way from
it. But there is a carpenter's shop on the
lot back of our garden, that is as bad as
any tavern. I have been told that the own-
er of it, John Racket, is an infidel, whose
chief delight is in corrupting the young
men of the neighborhood. They congre-
gate in his workshop every Monday even-
ing, to hear him read infidel works, and
they generally finish with a spree."

" How dreadful! Can nothing be done
to put a stop to it?"

" Mr. Rousse, the clergyman, tried and
failed. But, unfortunately, he tried in such
a way that Racket laughed at him. He
read the names of those attending there
aloud in church, ridiculing each one as he
did so."

" What a pity that he should adopt such
a course !"

" His parishioners corroborate what we
heard of his domineering manner. They
say that he tells them quite authoritatively
wlat they must and what they must not
believe, and that they must do what he
tells them, for he will have no opposition
in his parish. It is also said that he is
quarrelsome, and threatens people with
the law for every trifling offence, so that,
here our Church is looked upon with a
mixture of contempt and fear."

".I do trust that we won't find him quite
so bad."

" I trust not, but we had better return to
our beds, or we will be very unfit for to-
morrow's duties. Before going to sleep I
hit on a plan for mraking the house look
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better; I will go into Toronto on Saturday
and buy wall paper, and Charlie and I will
paper the walls."

When Alice returned to her room, she
upbraided herself for having given way to
what she termed selfish grief over the
irrevocable past. " It was wrong," she
thought, " very wrong to do so, for such
indulgence only makes me half-hearted for
the life before me. Let my motto be-

'Let the dead Past bury its dead I
Act,-act in the living Present I

Heart within, and God o'erhead!'

Why should it be otherwise? The Alice
Benson of Lindenwold is no more. The
Alice Benson of this, what Charlie has
named, ' Aeriel Cottage ' is altogether
another being. It may be the moulding of
my old self to circumstances, or it may be
apathy as to what is before tne, but certain-
ly I am changed-wholly changed, eager
to endure whpt would once appal me,
and prepared to do what seemed impossi-
ble."

CHAPTER V.

"What an exceedingly warm afternoon 1
The needle is rusting in my fingers,-it is
almost impossible for me to sew in this
weather," Helen dropped her work upon
her lap, and looked langui'dly out upon
the river.

" See," she said, " the very insects are
flying about in a lazy way, and dropping
into the water from sheer exhaustion; and
there is not a fish to be seen,-not even a
minnow; they are all resting in the cool
depths. Alice, I wish you would put away
your work too, and rest."

" I would willingly, only the sewing has
to be done, and I want to be able to put
it away when Frank and Charlie come
home at four. You know they are going
to take us out for a boat ride to the
swamp."

" A boat ride under such a sun1 Why,
they would not have strength enough to
row us. See, there is not a cloud in the
sky, any more than a ripple in the water,
I am sure that I could not go, for I have i

not energy endugh to walk down these
steps to the boat."

" Fie, sister ! Do not give way to such
feelings. Think of Frank teaching sixty
scholars in a small room, with only two
windows and a door for ventilation. And
here are we sitting on this lovely bank
under the shade of these trees, and plenty
of nice cool fruit almost within reach of
our hand4."

" I know it, Alice, and I have been think-
ing of it too," replied Helen, taking up her
work, and commencing to sew again;
" but my old enemy, indolence, is perpetu-
ally at my side. I wish I was like you,
never yielding to anything but duty. But
I am Helen and you are Alice, and I sup-
pose we will be different to the end."

" Different in disposition and some of
our tastes," said Alice smiling and yet
looking very earnest; " but I hope we are
alike in our aim to serve God, and to do
whatever He gives us to do cheerfully and
promptly."

"I do want to serve Him, and my short-
comings are my burden," replied Helen, a
little despondency in her tone.

Alice remained silent, for she was
wondering how her light-hearted, merry'
sister could carry a burden.

The Bensons were but a fortnight in their
new home when this conversation took
place. The two girls were sitting in their
favorite spot under the shade of the fruit
trees at the foot of their garden. The
ground was high at this place and seemed
to overhang the river. Several stone steps
terminated the walk from the house, and
led to the water's edge. They were sitting
.lose by these steps, where they could look
up through the straight path with its sen-
tinels of hollyhocks and tiger-lilies on
either @ide, to the little cottage.

"At last," said Helen rising up, and
tossing her work at her sister's feet, " that
interminable seam is termirated. I think
I shall go up,, now, and set the tea-table. It
must be nearly five, and the boys won't
want to be delayed."

" s it so late? They expected to be here
a little after four."

Before Helen entered thecottage, she stood
for a few moments at the door admiring
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the pretty effect of some bouquets of flowers
and grasses that Alice had arranged on
the piano, and on a couple of brackets of
home manufacture.

"What taste Alice has 1" she said, half
aloud. " She imparts beauty and elegance
to everything she touches. Who could
have thought that the dingy little hole
that two weeks ago gave such a shock to
my feelings could possibly be transformed
into this bright pleasant little home 1"

It was indeed changed into a "bright
pleasant little home." Frank and Charlie
had spent their evenings and Saturdays
in papering the rooms with a pretty light

paper, painting the wooden ceilings white,
and manufacturing out of packing-cases, a
lounge and couple of easy-chairs, which
the sisters covered with bright chintz.
They had also put up some shelves for the
books; and framed and hung up some of
Helen's water-colors-pretty views on the
St. Lawrence. So when the work was all
done-the dark carpets put down, and the
furniture arranged-Frank said that they
had the most tasteful home in the settle-
ment. Charlie had cut away the hop-vines
that darkened the windows, to let in as
much light as possible, believing that
nothing added so much to the beauty and
cheerfulness of home as the bright, sun-
shine.

Since their arrival at Shoreville, Helen
had had very little time tospend in admiring
anything; even her old enemy, indolence,
had been kept pretty well in abeyance, for
a great part of the work of the new home
devolved upon her. Mary McDuffy, who
was always eager to come to the cottage to
help the young ladies, had taught her to
Make bread, and many other useful arts
which she found necessary to learn.

Alice's time was also fully occupied. She
taught music from nine o'clock to three
every day of the week, except Tuesdays
and Saturdays, and these days she devoted
to sewing and mending, es well as visit-
ing in the neighborhood. Already she
had found sick to visit, aged ones to cheer
and instruct with the words of eternal life,
and some families careless and indifferent
about religion, who yet received tracts
from her and promised to read them. She t

and Frank had gathered together about a
dozen of children, and commenced a Sun-
day-school in the schoolhouse. So that
she could not relieve Helen of any of her
duties.

" But," said Helen, " I like this life,-it
agrees with me, though sometimes it
seems as though I had not breathing time."

Charlie also found plenty of work. He
assisted Frank with some of the classes in
school, and Frank helped him with his
studies, and together the boys worked in
the evenings and mornings.

CHAPTER. VI.

Instead of being home a little after four,
as they had promised, it was nearly seven
before Frank .and Charlie made their
appearance. Helen, grown tired of watch-
ing and waiting for them, had sat down to
the piano to practice some new music.
Alice had finished her large basket of
mending, and after taking a walk to the
roadside gate to see if they were coming,
was about to ask Helen to get their hats,
and walk down toward the schoolhouse,
when she saw them coming up the garden
path from the river.

On seeing their sisters the boys asked
simultaneously, " Did you think we were
lost?" their faces beaming with unusual
pleasure.

" We were growing a little anxious."
" And you were going to start out to

look for us."
"We were thinking of it."
"It is just as well you did not go; you

would not have found us. We have been
across the river in the opposite county for
the last two hours, with an old friend of
papa's," said Frank.

"If tea is ready," interrupted Charlie,
"we will take it, for we are as hungry as
bears; and then we will go out for our
boat-ride. It is too late to go down to the
cranberry swamp this evening, but therp
will be glorious moonlight, and we can
row round the island,"

" And glorious mosquitoes too," laughed
Frank. " I got about fifty bites in half au
many minutes, while walking home by
he shore."
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" We can take a bundle of that ' live-for-
ever' with us," said Charlie, pointing to a
semi-circular patch of it. " Mary McDuffy
says its splendid for mosquito bites."

" Come in to tea now. Helen and I are
quite disgusted with you for not keeping
your promise,'or not being able to give us
a reason for not doing so," said Alice,
playfully.

"But we can give you a reason, and,
like the rest of our good things, it is com-
ing," replied Charlie as they took their
seats around the tea-table.
The boys exchanged glances, and laughed.
" What is amusing you ?" asked Helen,

catching some of her brothers' excitement.
" I am going to tell you; but as it is a

long story, or long in its consequences,
you must have patience. Just as we were
coming out of school, after dismissing the
rising generation, an old gentleman in a
buggy was driving past toward town. He
stopped and asked us if we were the young
Bensons. He then invited us in for a
drive. After driving us across the lock-
bridge he bade us good evening, telling
us we were young and strong, and the
walk home would give us an appetite for
tea. Now do you not think a five mile walk
a good enough reason for being late?"

" Charlie, you are a great tease,-I am
sure there is something else to tell," said
Alice.

" Yes, there is," replied Frank. " The
gentleman was Dr. Henrick, and he was
coming to the schoolhouse to see us. He
says that he and Mrs. Henrick are coming
soon to see you. He is so kind. He heard
from his nephew, William, that I had been
studying medicine at McGill, and he
wants me to continue it. He says that if I
walk into town every Saturday I can grind
with him, and this will keep up the inter-
est, as well as prepare me for the next

true, that on Saturday I could always
chance on a drive in some market waggon
one way, if not both."

Alice remained silent, but Frank read
her feelings in her expression. Her heart
was welling up with gratitude to H im who
had made this opening for her brother.
Since coming to Shoreville, she had asked
herself whether or not they had fled from
duty in choosing a home in the back
country, where they were all alike shut ont
from every advantage. This news seemed
the answer, and with it came the sweet
assurance that He who had led them in
the past, was leading them still."

" Now," said Charlie, " that is Frank's
half of the news; mine I will reserve un-
til we are seated in the boat."

" Never mind the tea things; we will
lock up the house, and everything will be
safe until our -eturn," said Frank, as he
saw his sisters preparing to clear the
table.

In a few moments they were seated in
the boat, and were about to push off from
the bhore, when Charlie suddenly remem-
bered the "live-for-ever." Springing light-
ly on the bank, he returned in a few
moments with a large bunch of it, which
he distributed to each, in the hope that
they would have less need to apply its
fieshy leaf than he had, as he had got about
a dozen fresh bites while gatherirag it.

They were soon in the middle of the
stream. The sultriness of the day had
passed away, and fhe air, which had evi-
dently been cleared by a thunder-storm in
no very distant place, was cool and clear.
The moon had mounted but a short dis-
tance above a pretty maple grove, and was
beginning to fringe the opposite shore
with shivers of light, while the high banks
of the river with their rich foliage, or
shelving rocks were reflected in the water

session. He advised me to do all I can, on either side.
and as God helps the inan who helps him- IIt is a glorious night!" exclaimed
self, some way will be opened for me to Charlie, after as long a silence as hie light-
continue my studies, if not this winter, hearted disposition would Permit, "but 1
next." canno halfenjoy it."

"How exceedingly kindi" exclaimed Why?" asked Alice.
Helen. " But you could never walk ten For the simple reason that 1 have been
;piles into town, and ten back." waiting ever since we started, for you to

I cold not; but ha aYswhtt is ask me* for the riou of theaood

'
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news, and you have not alluded to it. I
believe that neither you nor Helen have
any of the curiosity of your sex. Now we

boys could not have stood it so long."
" Our sisters have no feminine weak-

nesses," said Frank, -with mock dignity,
and yet with a little sincere pride in his

tone.
" I do not deserve your compliments,"'

said Helen, "for I arn restlessly anxious

to hear Charlie's news, but I knew I had

to wait his time."
" Seeing you are, I will relieve you and

be as compendious as possible-trying to
give it to you in a nutshell. The Bensorn

swamp, about which we have had so many
doubts, is in reality ours. Dr. Henrick says
that the deed of gift to mamma was made

in his office, and that uncle purchased it,
and gave it to her be.:ause of the cranberry
bushes on it. She was full of a project for

turning it into a cranberry plantation. He

says cranberries are now worth four dol-

lars per bushel, and he has no doubt if we

look well after the fruit, and see that it is not

stolen, that we can realize a hundred and

fifty dollars from it this fall, and that

would be about half Frank's expenses at

college, this winter."
" This winter!" replied Alice. " How

could he go this winter? Who would teach
the school?"

" Yes, there is the difficulty," replied

quieted the party, as well as raised Charlie
in his own estimation, and, he hoped, in
the estimation of his sisters.

" We had a narrow escape," said Char-
lie, looking back at the great ugly black
t.hing in the water.

" Yes," replied Helen, who had sudden-
ly subsided into a reflective ,mood; " and
it should teach us never to let any one
thing become so absorbing as to make us
forget everything else."

" Very wise, Helen," said Frank; " but,
seriously, when Dr. Henrick was planning
for us everything seemed so practicable
that I thought we had nothing to do but
follow his advice. I never took into con-
sideration a lad of fourteen teaching those
great boys and girls, and trying to mould
a merry laughing face, that incites to mis-
chief, into pedagogue gravity."

"I will be fifteen in a week," said Char-
lie, half offended, and keeping his head
slightly turned away.

" Charlie, I will help you, and between
us we can manage the school," said Helen,
reading her brother's feelings.

"No, Helen," !.eplied Alice, "I have
some experience in teaching, and will
help him-that is if the trustees will give
him the school. As far as education is.
concerned, he is quite fitted; and I do
not see why he and I could not teach those

Frank. " But Dr. Henrick thinks it could sixty scholars almost as well as you, Frank.

be overcome, and that the trustees would At first our doing so did strike me as ab-

give it to Charlie, if you or Helen would surd, but it does not now. I could help

help him with the girls every afternoon." him every afternoon."

The sisters laughed heartily at the idea " What about your music pupils?"

of Charlie having charge of a school. He asked Frank.

would have joined them in the laugh, but "Arrange for them to come from eight
that he feared his doing so would compro. o'clock to twelve, and teach every day,
mise his dignity, as he had fully decided which I do not do now."

to undertake the charge, should it be Charlie now turned his face fully round
offered to him. Frank caught the infec- to his sisters and brother, and fully sus-
tion from his sisters, and laughed so im- taining his new dignity, helped to discuas
moderately that he could not control the their prospects. They soon became so in-
oars, and had it not been for Charlie's terested that though Frank did not again
presence of mind in quickly turning, the lose control of the oars, they forgot to use
boat would have stranded, or perhaps the " live-for-ever;" although. judging
upset on a great snag that lay under the from the frequent slappings, the mosquitoes
surtace of the water. Thiq littie incident did not forget them.

Tgk ~tnv>
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TOMMY THE ''TOFFEE MAN."

BY M. Q. N. D.

I wonder if you remember Tommy in his When they are such that he can save noth-
youth. That was but a few years ago, ing are they worthy the employment of
though he is an old man now. How his best working days? I've heard ot start-
sprightly lie was, as a clerk in our principal ing with the bits of things given by
store, with that air of business expressed friends, "to set them ap," and two living
by the uplifted head, the slight frown of on that which just kept one decently, and
care on his " fair brow," and lips slightly I've seen folks dragging, merely living, all
parted in a breathless way 1 That busiest their lives. Is not an independent home
of busy manners 1 Above all, do you re- from the start worth a little sacrifice? Do
member his Siinday exhibitions? The suit you think I've strayed from Tommy. Oh
of black and the silk hat, the blue tie, no, for he was not of my persuasion in this
how it shaded his complexion and matched matter. It was hinted that some blunders
his eyes, the kids, the cane (the last about lost him that pretty place in the store. I
a foot long), and the dainty carriage of his can't say. This I know that the honey-
very respectable number of inches. Oh! moon set in a third rate village grocery,
the triumph of that walk from church, the gilding with its mild light, butter, apples,
glances of admiration from the young candy, marbles, crockery. sugar, etc.
ladies of other congregations which met Tommy proposed making a fine business
him, the satisfaction of feeling that he was of it, confidently telling his lady friends
".a nice young man." Surely all this re- who patronized, and old acquaintances
paid the economy that display must have that he "never did believe before that a
cost. It seemed to me that the abbrevia. woman could be as loving as his wife,"
tion, "Tommy," was not in keeping with his expatiating in fiowery language on the
usual style (people did smile at this same beauties of his marnied lue as he cut the
stvle sometimes), though his father always cheese with precision. Whether it was

said "Thomas" in his most dignified that her tastes did fot agree with the busi-
manner when he spoke of him. ness (though people must eat), the degen-

Now the boys say, " Toffee Tommy." erating influence it brought to bear on the
Well, Tommy married. A natural thing to appearance of her once exqui&ite husband.
do, you say. Yes, especially when there or that she found herself another victim to
is little to do it with. Waiting and saving is mistaken "mission," is not known to the
all nonsense of course, and I am a heathen public. Certain it is, her loving disposi-
not to believe in the pretty theory of marry- tion soon showedeymptomsof rapid decline;
ing young and trusting to (a much imposed her care for appearances followed, then
on) Providence. " God helps him who helps Tommy's sweetness.
himself"isanarticleof mywork-a-dacreed. His first business failure within a year
When a young man is always thnking was fot likely to improve matters, as it
of marrying, "a nice little woman," "a tended neither to raire self-respect or mend
pretty girl," or, " that noblest of women," had tempers, and it followed that being
according to the cast of his ideas, why in "set up" once more by friends i a still
the. name of cotmon sense is he not also smaller way of busines , customers were
trying to improve bis çircurnst .c J entertained by littbe domestic dramatic

»So
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scenes as " Take that child out of the shop," using ail his energies to keep up varieties
" Take her out yourself," Will fou take in the style and finish of that marketable
that child out of the shop' " Attend to article. His ambitionis torivalthe candy
Your own affairs," " How can I with you shop next door; his amusement, counting
in the way ?" "Get your work out of this;" his wares and disputlng with the sullen
" Wait till I'm ready, will you ?" These are Mrs. Tommy. His history is finished be-
m!ild specimens. Then imagine if you can cause there is no improvement for him now,

Our Tommy marketing in dirty linen, worn and therefore 1 call him an old man. I
boots, and the no longer carefully dressed fear the love part of my story is fot a suc-
hair covered by an old hat. Think of him cess,-that you will not think Tommys
smoking an old clay pipe in his door, and little romance quite perfect. I'm sorry 'tis
running up street after his dirty little girl 80, but assure you it is not my fault, for
after having a dispute with Mrs. T. As to though I neyer did have much faith in the
who is to find the baby. Yet another crowding ot that small space behind coun-
change, and behold him after new troubles ters, and its hazy prospect for the future,
throwing out the groceries and making a yet I wouîd have made Tommy's history
specialtY of the chuldren's favorite toffee, pretty if it had been possible.

"PAPA, PLEASE LET ME IN!"

A timid knock was at my door
And restless feet were on the floor;

A soft sweet voice said, " Papa, please,
And little jimmie will not tease. el

I knew the presence waiting there
The deep blue eyes, the nut brown hair.

Just now, the bolt upon him drawnp
He had been banished all forlorn;

For turning things all upside down
While I was in a study brown.

His little hand touched everything,
His tongue put in such questioning;

That I cnuld not command rny thought,
And so I rose and turned him out.

He went wtihout remonstrance cry,
But curled his lip so mournfully,

That courage cooled as I went back,
And somehow I was off the track.

Did I not know that in his eyes
My study was a paradise ?

And there he stood beseechingly,
With voice so soft sobbingly;

And so with show of discipline
I rise and let my Jimniie in.

His dear red lips m cheek did press,
About my neck he ung caress. ,

" 'm sorry, papa; let me stay,
And l'Il be good and still all day.'

Then down with book upon the floor
He sat and turned the pictures o'er.

And as he mused, he sweetly said,
" I wonder when the folks are dead,

l And go to God, how long they stand,
Betore our Father takes their hand

"And says to them, I'm glad you've corne,To my nice, warm and pretty home;

" And is It long they have to wait
Before God opens wide the gate? "

I told my boy the Lord would come,Himself, to take His people home.

"And will He come for me, papa,
When I must leave you and mamma?

" Oh! if He does, l'Il thank Him o,For He will know the way to go. '"

Two weeks hadl passed and little more,
Our jimmic was at death's dark door;

He murmured sadly in his sleep,And asked the Lord his " soul to keep."

" Pm knocking, papa, at the door;
Please let me in, 'Il plague no more.''

Then suddenly, with opened eyes,That shone with sweet and glad surprise;

" O thank you, Jesus; you have come ITo take your little Jimmie home. "

We closed his eyes,'his work was done,Our darling boy was from us gone.

O jesus Christ, our blessed Lord,
We thank fhee for Thy precious vVord

"Suffer the children, let th m' come,For I will Iead them to mn h 2
r e, »'
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A Rainy Day Chat.

oung 4folkS.

A RAINY DAY CHAT.
THE GRANDFATHER GRAY SERIES.

BY A. M. AMES.

It had been raining all day-a dreary, flew open as though by rnagic, and the
dull rain-not one break in the sullen sitting roor, so quiet before, now present-
clouds having held out a hope of " clear- ed a scene of confiderable animation.
ing up." Johnnie and Mary Gray had re- Johnnie took bis grandfather's umbrella to
turned from school with dripping outaide the kitchen sink, brushed bis bat and bung
garments and umbrellas, and it was a pair iton therack, while Marybelpedbirntore-
of rather disconsolate-looking young faces move bis outside coat and arranged tbe
that watched from the window of their arm-cbair and footttool for bim by the
parents' comfortable sitting-room for their tire.
grandfather, whnse appearance just then "So you find the day gloomv and lone-
seemed the only boon worth having. some, do you raid the old gentleman

It was the hour when business men and in response to sore remark to that effect,
some of the more fortunate class of bread- and be looked affectionately round upon
winners are privileged to seek their homes. bis grandchildren as tbey drew up to the
Hacks and carriages were continually roll- cheerful hearth and seated therselves near
ing past, and the street was alive with him. "Well," be proceeded somewbat
pedestrians, despite the unfavorable wea- tbougbtfully, "1 believe nost persons bave
ther. Johnnie and his sister soon became a sort of dread of a persistent rainy day
interested in the moving panorama out- like this; but in regard to myseif, it is the
side, and forgot their impatience in watch- rainy days that awaken in me the keencst
ing the tactics of individuals to keep sense of the blessingé of bore-corforts
their umbrellas from becoming entangled and friends-tbe days that wrap me about
witb those of teir neigfbors without slack- as wit a mant e from the striving, a-
ing their speed. At length the children bitious, jostling world, and carry me back
began to tire of the scene, and ceaaed to to tbe Urne woen, ernancipated from out-
criticise the questionable taste that led door labor, 1 used to enjoy an extended
sorne young wonen to prefer bedraggled season of reading or study, or busy myrelf
finery to a tidy waterproof, or to express wfth some fireside employment. How well 1
their wonder th at people jostled eacb otter, remember wit what a glad feeling of
and that teamaters beat their poor jaded comfort and secuity, ued to listen to
horseso more on this than on any other days. themusic of dotaer's and Ellen' wheels
Presently their faces bightened at sigbt that the merry nain seered keeping step to
of the portly figure of a man well protected on the shingles overhead. Father was
by an ample rubber coat and a sixteen often there too, improving te time in con-
nibbed umbrella, who emerged trom the structing sorne simple article of furniture,
crowd on the opposite side of the or in repaiing some farming utensil and
street, and with a flrn, measured tread, making us glad by be cheerful presence.
every step smphasized by a click of hi& And now, like a picture within a picture,
stout gold-headed cane, crossed directly cornes to my mind's eye, dear litte Lu
over, and mQunted the atone steph. fast asleep on the rug, er golden head
Scarcely bad 1b. vçhe1 the daor when it pillowed on th patient ro , i er ain y
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curls straying over his shaggy coat while
in her arms reposes the kitten that she has
wearied herself outin frolicking with. How
the firelight from the high piled hearth

lights up the tableau with a glory that
seems to bring it out into bold relief, while

the surroundings are cast into compara-
tive shadowl"

"But rainy days are different with us,"

said Johnnie, observing his grandfather re-

lapse into a thoughtful mood, " for ai-

though Alice is over there asleep on the

sofa with her doll on the pillow beside her,
and we have a cheerful little fire in the

grate, father must stay in the store all the

same, rain or shine, and mother has to be

in the nursery, or overlooking household

affairs, which, with many other calls upon
her time and attention, allows her but

little time to devote to us except of even-

ings. We manage very well, only on

rainy days, and then we get sadly out of

sorts before night."

" And I cannot perceive anything cheer-

ful in the sound of the rain pouring down
the spouts into the gutters," added Mary;

" I am sure it suggests nothing to me but

UMbrellas and rubbers, or the depressing

alternative of staying indoors. For my

Part, I wish our house was all in one rOom;
then mother would have to stay with us all

the time. Wouldn't we have fine times

Playing with the baby here on the carpet!
Then if father was only at work here too-
well, wouldn't it be funny though !" and

Mary broke into a gleeful laugh at the

scene her fancy painted. Johnnie joined
in the merriment, and their grandfather

could not repress a smile that expressed a

degree of both pity and amusement as he

lovingly regarded his grandchildren and
thought how little they realized of priva-
tion or hardship of any kind. Presently
he said:

" Well, children, itis not so much
the want of company, after all, as the want

of something to do, that makes you 80
' out of sorts,' as Johnnie expresses it. I
find itis the idle that complain most of the
weather and the slow march of time, and I
know there is a blessing in labor, indepen-
dent of mere money compensation; but
lRbot, to be either profitable or stiWfac-

tory, must be pursued regularly, and with
some definite object in view."

Johnnie and Mary looked puzzled and a
little incredulous, observing which, their
grandfather proceeded:

"I suppose you have not forgotten
what I have before told you, that
when I was a boy and the country was
new, the children had to devote themselves
to such employments as were suited to
their years in order to help their parents
secure a comfortable living anl 'keep
above board,' as they expressed it; conse-
quently, we had very little leisure in which
to pursue projects of a private or less mo-
mentous nature, except on the long winter
evenings and on rainy days. For that
very reason, I suppose, we looked forward
to these seasons with more pleasure than
dread, for we always had some darling
scheme in prospect or in progIress in which
we were all more or less interested. At
one time, I remember, every leisure hour
that the weather thus accorded me, was
industriously devoted tothe construction of
a handsled that I confidently expected
would outrun every other sled in the neigh-
borhood. Besides the encouragement and
assistance that I received from the other
members of my own famlly, in the visions
that I indulged of future triumph-visions
that seemed more liable to be realized as
the sled approached completion -there
always figured a little fairy in a blue hood,
watching me with a quiet but eager inter-
est as I glided past all competitors down
the long hill, which was a wondrous
incentive to my exertions. At another
time there were boxes to be provided for
mother's and Ellen's ever-increasing stock
of plants that kept father and myself busy
and the rest interested for two or three
days like this; but by far the most inter.
esting of all the indoor pursuits of that
summer was the patchwork quilt that had
occupied every hour for weeks that mother
and Ellen could spare from more pressing
matters, and which had, more than once
during its progress, taxed the ingenuity of
the whole family to preserve a harmony of
design and color and at the same time
make every piece 9vailable. If this Thant
ner of exerçising pur talents waq p9t A%
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instructive, it was quite as absorbing as the
study of a dissected map or a geographical
puzzle, I assure you.

"Well, the patchwork was at length com-
pleted and spread upon the bed and com-
mented upon and admired, and, finally,
carefully folded away to await a conven-
ient time for a quilting-bee, which would
accomplish the twofold object of speedily
converting the now useless patchwork into
serviceable shape, and at the same time
make the day one of social enjoyment. In
anticipation of the event, and about.a week
previous to it, I was despatched on horse-
back to the 1 Mills,' to procure a supply of
articles considered indispensable on an
occasion of so much importance, and, that
we might enjoy each other's company, Mrs.
Deering sent Paul along, too, on a like
errand for herself. I think, children, it
would astonish almost any boy of your
acquaintance to be told some morning
that he must go on horseback the distance
of twenty miles through the woods to do a
little errand for his mother; but to us, who
were used to the rough experiences of a
forest lite,this journey was looked upon as a
pleasant recreation. True we were obliged
to be on our way long before sunrise in or-
der to return the same day, and the figures
we cut were anything but elegant when
viewed from a city standpoint; yet, so that
our bundles of paper rags mounted behind
us, and the two bushels of new barley that
was slung across the horses' backs, kept
their respective positions and went in safe-
ty, we cared neither for appearances, the
gloom of the early morning, nor the long
ride before us, but jogged along in happy,
care-free chat.

"By and by there was a faint glow in the
east that extended and brightened every
moment till the whole eastern horizon was
radiant with warm, rich coloring, and
presently the sun rose in full glory above
the treetops, awakening ail nature with his
genial influence: even the kind beasts we
rode and faithful Watch, trotting on by our
side, seemed more brisk in the warmth and
brightness. I suppose that not one city-
bred person in a hundred ever witnessed a
sunrise like that, and somehow it seems to
me just so much lost out of their lives.

"As we proceeded we occasionally rose up-
on an eminence from which we could get a
-view ofthe distant mountains, whosè blue
tops were half enveloped in a gray mist,
like a hanging cloud, and the long line of
vapor away to the right, we knew marked
the winding course of a river. Anon we
dropped into low valleys, through which
the narrow road had been partially redeem-
ed from mire-holes by rough causeways of
logs, where dense and gloomy thickets ex-
tended for miles on either hand, making a
safe retreat for wild animais, and we some-
times speculated upon the probability of
meeting one, but we saw nothing to alarm
us.
"We knew that a middle-aged woman had,

early in the spring, put up and opened a
sort of public house, about midway be-
tween our settlement and the ' Mills,' and
that our people found it very convenient to
patronize it when going to and fro. We
were to stop there to bait and rest our
horses; but before coming to any land-
mark mentioned to us as being in the vi-
cinity of 'Ma'am Buzzell's' we began to
notice evidences of the proximity of man.
First the newly cut stump of a tree, then
the steady strokes of an axe, and finally an
open space of some extent dotted over with
neatly piled logheaps, and on the far side
of the slash we saw a man busy felling a
large tree. We had wondered at first, that
we had never heard of a new settler, but
when we came to recollect that no one had
been from our settlement to the 'Mills' for
two or three weeks, we concluded this man
must have ' pitched' there since any one
had been out from our neighborhood. We
continued on for a mile or so without ob-
serving any further change in the aspect of
our surroundings since we had traversed
the same ground more than a year before-
except, perhaps, that the road had been
widened and improved a little-when we
suddenly came in sight of a little cabin a
few rods from the highway and in front of
which a man was shaving shingles and
whistling 'Yankee Doodle,' both with all
his might. We could not forbear halting
at this place, ostensibly to make sorne en-
quiries, but really, I am afraid, out of cu-
riosity to get a better view of the stranger
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and his queer little hut that had no visible
door nor window,-and here I would re-
mark thatpeople, old and young, often get
themselves into trouble by trying to pene-
trate into secrets they have no sort of busi-
ness with. Our newly discovered shingle-
maker was so busy and so noisy withal,
that he did not observe our approach until

we reined up close by his side, when he

sprang from his seat and confronting us
with a half scared, half defiant attitude, sa-
luted us with:

" 'Halloo youngsters. Where in creation

did you hail from?' 'From the north,'

replied Paul, who was next the stranger,
'and we called to ask how far it is to
the half-way house where our people stop
to bait their horses.'

"' Well, du tell nowl' said the man look-
ing interested and a little incredulous,
withal. ' Your folks don't travel much, I
reckon, as you are the fust human critters

Ive seen from that quarter since Jim Slade,

up there in the slash yonder, and I made
a strike in here nigh on to two weeks ago.
Much of a settlement up there?'

" We told him how many families were

located in our neighborhood and then re-
peated our question.

"' A pretty smart sprinklin' that's a fact,'

he went on without paying any attention

to our enquiry. ' Mighty quiet set too, I
reckon, to stay in there without a soul
showing himself for two whole weeks.

Shouldn't wonder, now, if I could make a

strike up there somewhere, when I get all

the shingle timber cleared off this 'ere con-
sarned lot that I bought like a pig in a bag;
and when I come to locate on it, I found it

wa'n't no more fit for a farm than a Ken-

tucky pine barren, and so I concluded to
take my money's worth in shingle timber

-consarned hard way to get My money
back, though, that's a fact.-Oh, you
wanted to know how far it is to the half-

Way house, that's-Ma'am Buzzell's, I rec-
kon,' he broke off to say when he saw us
turning our horses' heads toward the road.
'Well,.I believe it's nigh on to two miles,
but the road's middlin'-better'n some

you've corne over, I reckon-but hold on a
minute, youngsters,' as we thanked him
and were about to resume our journey.

" Thus detaining us he hurriedly dis-
appeared around the corner of the hut, but
soon returned carelessly swinging an old
boot by one strap and, leaning his tall
form against the corner of the shanty, he
prelaced a request in this wise:

"' Well now, boys, I s'pose you wouldn't
do a feller a favor no how, would ye?'

'" Certainly,' said I, eager to be on my
way; ' we will if we can.'

"' Well, now, that's accommodatin' like,'
said he, brighteningup, and, taking a string
from his blouse pocket, he tied both straps
of the boot together and hung it to my
saddle.

"' You see,' he went on, talking as he
worked, 'this consarned boot has been
lettin' in water for more'n a week and I
couldn't get a chance to send it to the shoe-
maker's, nohow. Lucky I thought on it
just as I did, that's a fact. There, now, all
you've got to do when you get to the
" Mills," is just to fun over the river to the
shoemaker's with this, and tell him the
shingle-maker up in the woods sent it, and
he'll understand all about it. Now, good
day, and much obleeged.'

" Thus dismissed, we gladly proceeded on
our way, and were not long in reaching
' Ma'am Buzzell's,' whose house was roomy
and comfortable, though of logs, and was
presided over by a capable English dame
of an active business turn and equally ex-
pert in gleaning information and in retail-
ing news. She would come to the porch
where we sat taking our lunch, and in a
low, confidential tone make kindly remarks,
then enquire about our people and our
journey, what we had seen and whom we
had met, and then trot away to attend to
the preparation of the meal she seemed to
be providing for some guests in an inner
room. We saw no one, but occasionally
heard the voices of two men as they con-
versed in low tones together, and two or
three times more distinctly as they im-
patiently ordered the landlady to hurry up
their dinner. We finally came to notice
that the hostess, under one pretext or
another, made frequent journeys to the
rear door; and by and by we saw a singu-
lar-looking, red-headed youth, somewhat
older then ourselves, approach and hold
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a hurried consultation *ith her and then
dart suddenly away into the woods.

" The allotted hour for rest and refresh-
ment soon slipped away, and we again
set forward, leaving our hostess as busy as
when we arrived, and yet the meal she had
all along been so industriously preparing for
her guests, was only just coming upon the
table. We jogged on in silence for some
time, each absorbud in bis own reaections
-rare case with us at any time, and espe c-
ially so when surrounded by new ad
strange scenes. Ever since leaving the
little hut in the woods, the impression had
clung to me that there was something
queer about the shingle-maker, both'in re-
gard to his own appearance and in the
fact of his having purchased a lot of land
that had been hitherto avoided as nearly
worthless; and now, to still further perplex
me, I was pursued with a vague ides that
there was some mysterious connection be-
tween the new settlers and the odd proceed-
ings at ' Ma'am Buzzell's.' By and by, Paul,
whose more acute and active mind had
succeeded in bringing his impressions
into tangible shape, startled me by sud-
denly exclaiming:

"' I say, Dick, did you notice that shin-
gle-maker's eyes ?Black as jet, weren't they?
His beard just cropping out is black, too,
while his sorrel-top hair is nothing more
nor less than a wig.'

" ' Thati just it,' I replied, admnimngly;
'and I have aIl along been trying to ac.
count for the singularity of his looks and
couldn't do it.'

"'And those men at Ma'am Bussell's
were officers, you may bet your life on
that,' he proceeded, now fairly excited;
' and all that parade about getting their
breakfast or dinner, or whatever it was,
wasn't made to take up so much time for
nothing, nor that red-headed chap sent
away for nothing either."

I believe you are right,' said I., and
perhaps the disguised shingle-maker is the
man they are after, for Ma'am Buzzell ap-
peared very anxious to find out just what
he was doing.'

"' I took that into account, and I am sure
he is the man," said Paul. This matter thus
cleverly elucidated, as we thought, we

again feit free to notice surrounding ot
Jects and to converse upon whatever they
suggested to our minds, little dreaming
that we werein any way involved in a trans-
action of deeper import than any we had
imagined.

" When the tide of emigration once sets in
toward any place, a vear works wonders
in its improvement; so, during the remain-
der of our journey, we were continually
meeting with objects of interest in the in-
creased numbers and improved condition
of the buildings and their surroundings
since we had last seen the place, and the
remembrange of our morning's adventures
was fast being crowded into the back-
ground.

" By and by, log houses disappeared alto-
gether and half finished framed buildings
and more extensive clearings met our gaze
on all sides. At length, about noon, we
came to the top of the hill that overlooked
the little cluster of buildings known as the
'Mille,' and to us backwoods boys it was
like coming all at once upon the verge of
a new world. What bustle and stir ! What
a roaring of waters over the wide dam!
What a busy clash and whiz in the saw and
grist mille, and with what a hearty ring
the blacksmith's hammers kept time! To
make the scene still more animated the
school bell pealed out the hour of noon,
and joyous shouts greeted our ears as a
troop of merry children sprang from the
door of the schoolhouse on the other aide
of the river and scattered to their respective
homes. Watch capered and rolled over
with delight, and the horses pricked up
their ears and, despite their heavy loads,
trotted gaily down the hill and across the
bridge, where we drew up in front of the
mill just in time to meet the miller coming
outto go to his dinner; but when we made
ourselves known, he carried our grists in
with the promise that they should be ready
in an hour. We next saw our horses pro-

perly cared for, then went to the store and
had our orders filled and the various par-
cela stowed in the bags we had brought for
the purpose, and when all was ready to
swing scross the horses' backs at a mo-
ment's notice, we set out to find the shoe-
maker's shop. Just as we stepped from the
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XIore door, we hioticed that two men were instant when two red6i, the &aMe who fol-
dismounting from their horses in front of lowed us from the store, sprang into the
it, but we were in such haste to complete room, ond seizing the package from the
our business in order that we might have a surprised shoemaker, and the other clap-
little time in which to look around before ping him on the shoulder, exclaiming:
we were obliged to start on our return " ' I arrest you, sir, and also these two
home, that we did not give them a second young rascals here, for dealing in counter-
thought. We had not proceeded far, how- feit money.'
ever, when we became conscious that per- '. Counterfeit money ! Twenty exclama-
sons were behind us, and on looking back tion points would convey no idea of the
we perceived they were the same men we bewilderment and consternation with
had noticed as we left the store, yet we which we heard that ominous charge. The
were not at all surprised at the circum- only.counterfeit money I had ever seen,
stance, as other people were as likely to was a badly executed half dollar in my
have business in this direction as our- mother's possession, which we children
selves. had successively worn on our necks during

"We had no difficultv in finding the shop, the troublesome period of teething, and
and as the door stood invitingly open, we the oft-repeated tale which this display of
stepped inside without any ceremony. the coin had called forth of the shooting
The sole inmate of the small apartment of a counterfeiter on the very spot where it

was a man in hie ehirtsleeves and was afterwards found, now came to my re-

with a leather apron before him, who collection with a vividness that conspired
at the moment of our arrival was to render my position more desperate than

busily occupied with something in itwould otherwise have seemed. I verily
a small kettle suspended over a fire in an believe that every hair on my head rose as

open fireplace-for stoves were scarcey high as a not over light straw hat would

known so long ago as that, even in villages. allow, and s0 benumb.d were my taculties
On our entrance, he placed the kettle on that I was only fully awakened to what

the hearth, and came forward to attend to was going on, by the advent of a new

us. We soon made known our errand actor upon the ssne. The new corner

whom the boot belonged to-abd when it had arrived in ot haste on horseback, and

wae expected to be repaired. nHe shall throwing himself from hie foaming steed,
have it in good time,' said the man of lasts, had stepped into the shop, unhoeded by
atthesjametime turningitoverand examin- the excited and exultant oflicers, whose
ing it critically as tbough calculating, to a backs were towards the door, and just in
nicety, tht amount of repaire needed. ige to hear the first sentence that had

White he was making ic, mental calcula- reached me with any degree of distinct-

tion, whatever it was, Paul and t were ness since thy dread accusation.

as intently observing him, for there was "'Why, then, do you not produce your

certainly a resemblance betwe rr this man boasted proofs sufficient to Convict a regi-

and tome otbe whom we had before sni ment? ' the shoemaker was saying in a defi-

but when or where we could not decide. ant ton , and hise black ys glowed with a

Not muci time was allowed us to consider dangerous light as, with folded arme, he

the subject, for, suddenly turndi his back regarded the officer who still held posses-

partially cowards us, he thrust his hand sion of tht package.

into the boot, and to Our utter aeazement, al I will produce iL in court replied tht

drew forth a neatly Lied package. Paul officer, pompously.
and I looked at each other with wide, nl sProduce i i courtea was reiterated in

enquirng e hes, as neither of u had once a tragical tone, just behind hm, and the

dreamed of anything becg concealed in a dexterous movement of a hand sent th

boot l carlessly intrusted to us; but if offensive package directly into the fire.

w were atonished at that little incident, The perpetrator of the rash act immedi-

what can be said of our emotions the next ately stepped to the shoemaker and, folding
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his arma, he too bent a pair of black eves
provokingly upon the now bafl¶ed officers,
who vainly blustered and essayed to secure
the package from the flames, that, to my
secret delight, soon reduced it to ashes.

"Anything happening out of theordinary
course in a small place like the • Mills'
soon excites the curiosity of the inhabi-
tants, and ere the mischievous package
had fairly fallen into ashes, the door of
the little shop was besieged by men and
boys, eager to learn the cause of the unusu-
al excitement. Paul and I paid little heed
to the crowd, our whole attention being
engrossed by the two men, who did not
change their position, but still regarded
the blustering officers with looks of tri-
umph. At the very first we had been
puzzled with the idea that the shoemaker
resembled some one whom we had met
before, and now, to add to our confusion,
there stood his exact counterpart, save in
some little matters of dress. Paul and I
were not the only ones struck with the
marvellous resemblance between the two
men. Our puzzied looks must have attract-
ed the notice of the stranger, for, with a
twinkle of fun in his eyes, and in a voice
totally different from that in which he had
before spoken, he called out to us:

"- 'Halloo, youngsters i There's a con-
sarned excitement here about nothing, I
reckon,' and he smiled at the quick start
we gave as the truth flashed upon us that
he was no other than the forest shingle-
maker, minus his disguise; yet the know-
lege did not serve to make us more recon-
ciled to our position, I can assure you.

"Well,as it would not interest you to hear
by what means the officers had been led to
seek in the backwoods for the lawless men
who, by one method or another, had man-
aged to put a large amount of bogus money
afloat in some of the adjoining States, I
will only say that the shop was searched
thoroughly without any proof being dis-
covered of the guilt of the suspected men,
and that, after hearing all we could tell
them of the suspicious package, Paul and
I were allowed to go about our business.
You may be sure that we gladly availed
ourselves of the privilege and were hurry-
ing from the door as fast as a more than

common regard for our dignity would al-
low, when we were arrested almost on the
threshold by a call from some one behind
us. On turning round we came face to
face with the shingle-maker, who, in as few
words as possible, expressed his regret at
our annoyance on his account and offered
us each a five-dollar bill in compensation
for our trouble and delay.

"'Were I a man,' said Paul, 'I would
soon teach you that money cannot pay me
for the open disgrace I have been under
for the last two hours,' and with flashing
eyes and compressed lips he walked away.
As for myself there was such a choking
sensation in my throat that I could not ex-
press my indignation otherwise than by a
decided shake of my head as I turned and
followed my companion down the hill.

"We left the storekeeper, miller and sev'-
eral other villagers still engaged in talking
the matter over with the ofdicers and the
suspected men, the former declaring it to
be their conviction that the destroyed pack-
age contained counterfeit money, while the
latter were as strenuously asserting
that it was only a package of letters
sent down for the shoemaker to post.
A man at the mill helped us to put our
grist on the horses' backs and we were
soon on our way; but the sky had become
overcast with clouds, and our hearts were
far less light than in the morning, conse-
quently our return journey was not an over
cheerful une. Many a time since then
have I likened life'sjourneyto thatjourney
of a day. The bright anticipations with
which we set out, our deviations and en-
tanglements as the day advanced, and our
belated, storm-threatened evening, were
embleme of but too many life-journeys.
Happy are they who reach a bright home
at last as we did. There was no one visi-
ble at Ma'am Buzzell's except the red-head-
ed youth before mentioned,and he had such
a sullen look that we took our own lunch in
the shed where we fed our horses, and
pushed on again. There was no shingle-
maker whistling cheerily in front of the
lonely little cabin, nor the sound of an axe
in the slash, and Mother Nature was be-
ginning to draw the curtains for her chil-
dren's repose when we emerged from the
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gloomiest part of the forest,where darkness
had already closed in. It was near mid.
night when, weary and dispirited, we
reached my father's house to find my pa-
rents very anxious, and Mr. Deering also,
who had been waiting there some hours for
Paul. We recounted our adventures to an

attentive and somewhat excited audience
that night; then, after partaking of the

warm supper which mother had long kept
steaming by the fire for us, Mr. Deering
and Paul started for home just as the thun-

der began to mutter over the far hills, and

I gladly sought my bed in the loft; but the

thoughts of the day's adventures, and the

increasingnearnessof the thunder, kept me
wakeful in spite of my weariness. By and
by the rain began to pour upon the shin-

gles, and its soothing influence soon put
me to sleep happy in the thought that I

should not be obliged to rise very early
in the morning."

"Well, grandiather, did you ever find out

whatwas really in the burned package ?"
enquired Mary.

" And I am all impatience to know who

were the two men that created so much ex-

citement, and what became of them," said

Johnnie.
" One question at a time, if you please,

replied their grandfather, smiling at their

eagerness, then proceeded:

" As to the first, I never knew whether

or not we were guilty of the charge

preferred against us, but we learned

subsequently, that the two apprehend-

ed men proved to be the notorious
twin brothers whose nefarious prac-
tices of gaming and passing counterfeit

money had foi some time worked much

mischief in several ot the adjoining States.

At the time of which'l am speaking, they
were released for want of sufficient evid-

ence to retain them, but though they had
thus far managed to elude the grasp of the

law, they vere eventually brought to Jus-
tice. Jim Slade was not apprehended, yet
neither he nor the others ever resumed

their places and occupations in our vicin-

ity. The inhabitants, both in our neigh-
borhood and at the Mills, strongly surmised

that the suspected men had entered upon
their severai occupations only to blind

people to their real calling-the systema-
tic manufacture and disposal of spurious
money; and, years after, when the hitherto
neglected pile of shingle by the forest way-
side had burst from their rotten bands
and were themselves fast falling to decay,
the little cabin was pulled down and their
suspicions verified by the discovery of a
set of dies and other tools for making
counterfeit money, which had been ingen-
iously concealed beneath one corner of the
rude dwelling.

" The history of the twin brothers is one
of great interest, dealing as it does, in
scenes of daring and danger, and recount-
ing hair-breadth escapes, which were
mainly accomplished by means of the re-
markable resemblance that made it easy
to personate each other; while the finale-
death in a prison to which they had been
consigned for a long term of years-should
deter any boy from entering upon the
lawless course that, in their case, resulted
in the ruin of two men fitted, both by per-
sonal endowments and education, to shine
in the first society, to be the pride of their
friends, and an honor to their country."

NOT BREAD ALONE.

BY THE AUTHOR OF I ONLY NED."

CHAPTER XIII.-(Coninued.)

ELOISE'S SECRET.

Thursday morning Josie brought a note
to Marion that Tom had left for her; Thurs-
day in the twilight found her at the window
of the " pokey little bedroom." writing the
reply. It was finished, beginning "Dear
Tom," and ending decorously, " Your
friend, Marion." She sat nibbling her pen
and wondering if she had spelledt "agree-
able" correctlv, when Eloise calied to her.

Marion found her in her night-dress
waiting for her to come to sing her to
sleep.

" I go to bed with the lambs, Marion.
Father savs it will make me strong."

Marion drew the brown head down to
her shoulder and sang " Jesus of Nazarath
passeth by."

" Marion," interrupted Eloise, loosening
herself from Marion's arms and sitting up-
right, " what do you wish for most of ail ?"

" A piano of course. How could I wish
for anything elbe?"
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"'More than anyIuiug," queried the child "Now a book to rest it on."
studying Marion's face. She brought an old atlas that Marion

"Wthy, no, not more than anything, had brought to her that day.
childie." " Write: 'Dictated to Marion by Eloise

" What do you want more than any- when she was sitting in Marion's lap.'"
thing? Don't you like totell?" Marion wrote it rather crookedly.

"No, I don't like to tell," said Marion, Then Eloise went on, the color deepen-
smiling back at her. ing in lier cheeks " and Marion wrote

" Not your mother?' rather crookedly
"Not my mother," answered Marion I" It dosen't sound as I thought it."

gravely Eloise interrupted herseli, her eyes flling
"Would a piano be next best?" asked with dissatisfied tears. "My head was on

Eloise earnestly. the window-sill and the bees hunned it,
"Yes, indeed." and the birds sang it and the leaves rustled

Do you think you will ever have a it. I can't find the words they sang it in.
piano?" Oh, I wish I could ! Mother will not know

" Yes," answered Marion slowly, " if it what I mean.
is good for me to have it, 1 shall.' The tears of vexation rolied down her

"It is a good thing, of course. A piano cheeks and dropped on Marion's fingers.
is a grand thing! Ilow can you want it -" I krow what you mean," coiforted
most of ail wlen you don't know whether Marion. "' lil read it to you; shut your
or tinot it is good ?' eyes and sec how pretty it is."

1 do know that it is good-in itself." " Shut my eyes and sce," repeated Eloise
I did not know that yoi were a philo- with the dawn of a snile; "but it can't

sopher. Is your father too poor to buy sound just as I heard it," sighed the discon-
one ? poor' is," re- solate little poet. "It sounded over and

" You dont know what over like youi voice when I am almost
turned Maion sing asleep."

"I know that you are not poor. You "
vwear pretty dressés, and your father owns "li si ng it, then."

The brown head found its place again on
a farn. Still, you have no servants; per- Marion's boson. Very low and sweet was
haps you are poor. I think it is nicer to go Marion's music, with a joyful, loving re-
down to the spring for water than to rig verence that suited the words. Eloise
for a servant to bring it, don't you?' , istened as her meaning ran along ln the

"No; I would rather have servants. msic, as saified:
"Perhaps you will some day. Mother music, and was satisfied

says she was a country maiden ; she used " In the summer,

to iron and work just as you do." In thc suimier,
I want to work ail ny life," said Mar- The birds and the bees

ion hastily; " 1 want to teach music and Sing to me, sing to me,
lelp-" The words art like these,-

Your husband ? That is wifely, mother Brightness, benuty and love

says. utit can't you hossibly get a piano?' Ail around me ad above
No, tnot possibly." Titl my soul is iu a giow,

"Hlaven'tyou a rich aunt or uncle?" And God loves oe, 1 know.

continued Eloise, My thirsty soul is drinking
" Not tlat I know of. Aunt Dependence Ai the brightness and the love

is father's aunt, but she is a poor old maid Tilt my heart is overfloving

and goes around sewing for people. She With the love to hlm outgoing 1
has done it fifty years. She has prom- Then 1 tliik, and kecp thinking,
ised father lier thimble when she dies." And the vords are ike! these-

Perhaps it's a gold one? 1 vould like to be a zephyr.
" h has cntied gold for lier, but she And keep blowing and lowing

would think it silly to buy nie a piano

with her little store ?" Til i ho ars ove tue tree,

The child iiestled back with a satisfied Ail t iout ois sud becs,

smile.
I lave been thinking or sonething to- And sink dowu before the Love

day. 1 watit to surprise mother with it Who droppcd this brigittessfroin above.

by-and-by. She will like to read it some And say to li, 'u soY for ail -Y iful wys

day. Will vou write it for me if I will I'msorryfortlîefretfuincssof acliig nîghtsasuddays,

dictate? Cati you write and still keep nie But l'in giad for ail the beauty with which he speaks

in our arms?"
Yes, I can manage, but it will not be And gtad lis love is lu it, and thai niy tyes can sec.

handsomtie." The brown eyes looked up with a smile
Eloise slipped down and br<ouiglit paper lu ten.

atnd ;ncit. ' You sing lm hat I nieyn, soulirsoin. Now
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date it, and l'Il print a note at thebottom."
To-morrow ?"
No, now. I can see."

She took the pencil, making feeble
strokes.

" It's a secret, so you can't do it for me.
Perhaps I am growing up, for I have
secrets, too. Now, look the other way."

Marion laid her head back and shut her
eyes.

The weak little fingers printed in slant-
ing capitals the words of her note, little
thinking that she was doing the thing she
had wished she might do-help answer
somebody's prayer.

The words ran thus:
"Marion loves me dearly. Father and

mother please buy her a piano when I am
gone Home. For the sake of your loving
little daughter."

She folded the paper with the satisfied
smile in her eyes, and slipping from
Marion's lap, laid it away in her mother's
desk.

" She doesn't often open that part. She
keeps two orthree letters there, and a thin
old gold ring and such things. She will
find my note some day."

An hour afterwards Mrs. Raynor came
in to find Marion still singing with Eloise
asleep in her arms.

" Josie Nelson has come in for you to
walk to the post-office with her," said Mrs.
Raynor, touching Marion's forehead with
her lips. " I love you, Marion."

Marion colored with surprise and plea-
sure, and hasted away to Josie.

" I want to post a letter to Tom, and
mother said I must go myself for the air."

1 I have a letter, too," said Marion
shyly.

" I wonder which he will be the gladder
of ?" said Josiejealously. " Don't you steal
my brother away, Marion Lindsley."

" No," observed Marion indignantly. "I
don't want stolen goods; I only want what
is mine."

So the two letters started together, and it
was a long time before Marion knew which
he was the more glad to read.

CHAPTER XIV.

AN OFFER DECLINED,

"God never allowed any man to do nothing.ýt

Marion thought that never before this
summer did the Saturday nights corne so
near together.

" Because you do 80 much," said Eloise
in reply to Marion's remark that expressed
this thought.

Eloise was sitting in the barrel chair
that Nettie had named " Wesie's Throne."

An hour ago Marion had brought her a
dish of strawberries wreathed in myrtle.

" They are for the little princess," she
said, falling on her knees before Eloise as
she presented them.

"A princess couldn't have anything pret-
tier," cried Eloise delightedly, "nor a more
darling maid of honor."

It was an " honor" to wait upon. Eloise,
to do any service for God's little child! But
Marion did not speak her thought.

Harry Raynor called Marion to see Josie
at the front gate, leaving Eloise, with the
empty stained dish before her, fingering
the myrtle, absorbed in its contemplation.
She did not hear the laugh of the children
at play; she was working a thought into
rhyme. It was a thought her mother had
spoken that afternoon.' Many, very many,of the child's wearv hours were passed inrhyme-making. She moved uneasily,-
there was no comfortable place for the
aching back. With a half sigh she settled
herself, repeating her rhyme in a whisper:

I wLil not murmur or fret,
1 will gladly wait to get
From His hand the healing
I ask, before him kneeling,
For waiting comes at His command,
The very gift of His own hand?
I know it is one of His good ways
To bless with His love my waitingdays."

Then, as Nettie ran laughing past, she
began to rhyme a description of her. The
girls stood at the gate talking most earnest-
ly; it would be so beautiful to grow up and
be like them, Eloise thought as she watch-
ed them. Of all things, Eloise desiredI most fervently to " grow up."

" Very good news has come," Josie was
saying. "I couldn't tell mother; she was
just saying that it is our first Saturday
night without Tom!"

" I hate Saturday nights," spoke Marion
quickly; " everything seems so far off!
Another week is over-and nothing is
nearer--"

"Something i nearer to me. What do
you think? I had a letter from Walnut
Grove just now-somebody from there
brought it. I am glad mother didn't see
him; and they have offered me the school.
Some of Miss Helen's doings, I expect.
And I do want it sol So think how I
migkt have it!"

The color in Josie's cheeks was burning
tears into her eyes.

"Why can't you?" askedMarion quickly,I don't see why you can't."
"Why I could-but mother would miss me

so. I know just what she would say: that
Tom is able to do something for the child-
ren now, and that if we have got along,
we can get along better now. She said to-
day I must save my money for a suit foÀ
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myself. She doesn't know how that old she wanted only the thing that would hon-
machine makets my side ache-and she or God in the getting as well as the having.
never can know how my heart is set on " The twins don't seem to be well, Josie,"
teaching. I could come home every Friday remarked lier mother aneiously when Josie
night," Josie went on, excitedly; "it is entered the kitchen. "I think Sady has
oflered to me, I didn't seek it! Sarah isn't symptom of measles, and Baby has been
strong, but Lou can belp, and I would have disinclined to play ever since noon." Was
Saturdav to darn and mend! It seems as this one of God's " providences?" What
il I miwght go, doesn't it?" did it mean? Instantly Josie's letter of re-

"I see no reason at ail why you can't. fusai was begun.
What is the salary ?" I" Are measles bad?" inquired Lou, look-

" More than I make now, of course; three ingearnestiy at ber twin.
hundred and fifty." "Ôh, no. Ies a good time ta have them.

" I hope you can go, Josie," sympathized I hope it ibn'tscarlet fever. Josie, I believe
Marion. " You have been wanting a school I can spare Tom better thai. yau. Agries'
so long." face has baunted me ail the atternoon; I

I Jt does seem sent, doesn't it?" Josie said can't bear to think of N aur teaching."
eagerly, " but I do dread to break it to "Dont tlien!" returned Jasie with a
mother. She will say having me home is short laugb.
worth twice that to her." Josieended with Why, Josie, vou can't go awav.!" de-
a long sigh. " 1 know she will say I will clared Lau. CYou were Put here, just as
spit blood, like Agnes Lucerne, if I go. Adam was put in tbe Garden of Eden."
Mv lungs are strong. and Agnes's were "Don't talk about it then?' said Josie
always weak. Mother was over at the crossly. C Ihate to benr tbe word ' s hool'
parsonage to-day; when she came home mentianed. It sets the whole bouse in an
she said, ' Agnes says teaching is the uproar. I hope before I die 1 shah be able
hardest work in the world; she would to do one thing 1 want to."
never advise any one to try it. Just see, Josie's eyes were filled witb angry tears;
Josie, wihat it has brought that poor girl she pusb ed ber plate from ber and hastily
ta! ', benieve I talked o.r haIf an hour to lett the rogm.
piIove that it would be good por me. Oh, sIc Wew! at we madJ " was Lous
wi8lh she hadn't seen Agnes to-day! astonisped ejaculation. t Her red head
Agnes wouid bave had cansumptifn any spoke that time. d was as innocent as 
way; ber father and mother bath died Lamb-quoting Sripture, toa."
wit" it." Josie is troubled about soething,

"lSke mig"t let you try, any way," sog- said Sarah.
gested Marion. lDon't you tease ber, Louisa," remarked

I'Prc arraid she will nat. oin afraid tab er mother wteocly.
bpeak of it." "lMatber, you ca l me Louisas" replied

Lou's vice rang out clear from t ue back the incorrigible Lou, I have I offended
steps: you ?"

- Cme ta bot biscuit! Came to hot t dYou will, if you teasejosie."
biscuit!" Supper ended in silence; Josie did not

Jasie pusbed the letter down ta the bat- came down stairs l Sarah brougbt in
tom of ber pocket. Trudie and Agnes were the mik.
walking slow v up and down in front of the Wby, Sally, you needn't have miked,"

arsonage. trudie called ta Jsie, but she said with a tickness in ber vaice;
josie would not stop. She would not con- was cming."
less it ta berseif, but bhe did nat feel CiI tbougbt maybe you were tired! Oh,
pieasantly towards Agnes for the cbançe dear, we can't watcb for Tom ta. nigbt."
words she bad spoken that day. Over the way there was somebody think-

It did not seem passible that that iatf ing wit a deeper sigh, I can't watcb for
sheet of crumpled paper meant sa mucb. Tom to-ngg-t.

Ica ant what she had been looking for- Josie wrote the letter of refusai witbout
ward ta ail ber lifea! It meant the very consulting ber mother. The letter fror
thing site bad a.ýpked God for. But if He Walnut Grave she dropped into tbe kitchen
did mean it for ler, na one couLd take it stove, ooking down into the fire ta see it
away. Llaw cotuld she know wbetber or burn.

ot lIe did mean it for ber! Perhaps He "Tere's sometling for everybodv ta
lîad sent. it onl *v ta try bier ta bee wbat was do," observed tbe neighbor wbo was talk-
in bier beart1 Coud it be a good thi"g if ing witb ber mother in the back-yard.
it led ber ta disionor ber mother'scounsel. "S to there is," thought Josie, poking the
Would it be bonaring ber ta seek ta over- fragments of ber letter. IlAnd 1 suppose
persuade ber? Sucb reasofling was new if we keep aur eyes open we'll see the right
tojosie. The thing that she could et, ting. When Elîjah saw the Cloud, e
willingl or unwillingly, from her mother knew it meant ra, but I don't know wat

ad aiways been the good thir . But now n y cloud mean."



Not Bread Alone.

When Josie returned from the office she
stopped at the parsonage gate to speak to
Helen.

" You did just right, Josie," said Helen
heartily. " It is good to be so much com-
fort to your mother that she cannot let you
go! Perhaps vou will see some time what
you stayed at home for."

"Perhaps," replied Josie doubtfully.
"Later, Josie went into Sarah's room for

a candle. She lighted it, and seeing a
Bible lying open remembered Lou's words
at the tea-table that had roused her into
rebellion. She turned the leaves and found
the words. They had never struck her
before; she had read them with no thought
in connection with them:

" And the Lord God took the man and
put him into the garden of Eden to dress it
and to keep it."

She smiled at Lou's emphasis upon the
" put."

" There's dressing and keeping enough
to do here," she reflected.

Julia was asleep; Sarah moved uneasily,
but she did not speak.

" This light troubles you, Sadie; I didn't
think."

" Oh, no," in a stified voice; " leave it
burning, please."

" Why, Sadie, you are not crying !" ex-
claimed Josie, moving towards the bed.

Are you missing poor old Tom?"
"No, oh, no," with a sob. "I do want

to be good, Josie!"
Josie stood a moment perplexed ; she

could talk easily enough in Sunday-school,
but the words would not come when she
attempted to comfort her sister. Leaving
the candle burning, she went down to her
mother.

"Sadie wants you, mother," she said;
she is crying."
" She isn't sick, is she?" cried Mrs. Lath-

rop in alarm, dropping her mending.
" No, not sick. l'Il finish your work."

Josie put on her thimble and threaded
the darning-fneedle, bringing the words out
slowly and long.

" I don't see why it is harder for me to
do good home than anywhere else! I can
talk with anybodv's sister more easilv than
my own! i wonder whose fault it is !"

Mrs. Lathrop came downstairs after an
hour's talk with Sarah. Her gentle face
was unusually flushed, and her eyes were
full of tears.

" Josie, I was glad when Sadie was born
and now I am glad again."

Josie looked up.
• She says the words you have said in

Sundav-school have made her think, and
what you said the night you told us abqut-
praver."

Josie could not say a word.

CHAPTER XV.

WALKING ROUND JERICHO.

"Men ought always to pray and not to faint."

Helen stood before the glass in Agnes'
chamber arranging the ribbon at her
throat.

" I like to see you wear geranium leaves,
Helen," said Agnes from her pillowed easy
chair. " What were you smiling at?"

"I was thinking of Mary Lyon. Once
she stood before the glass tying her bonnet-
strings, when she surprised a friend who
was watching her by saying: 'I shaI be
very much disappointed if I don't get to
heaven.' I was thinking my thought was
as far away from the contemplation of my-
self as hers was."

Helen did not speak her thought. It was
this: •'I don't know any way but God's
way."

"Don't read any more, Aggie." counsel-
led Helen, turning to her " Trudie will
come up and read to you as soon as we
can spare her. I am sorry you cannot
come down to-day, but you cannot nelp
growing strong in these rooms if you are
not too obstinate. Eloise is not well
enough tocome in, either. Wouldn't you
like to have Con stay with you?"

"Oh, no, let her plav in the sun and
grow brown and rugged. I don't want her to
be a broken flower," sighed Agnes. "I like
to be alone."

"What will you do?"
"Learn the hymn in my Silent Corn-

forter. I want a new one to-morrow. But
isn't that Buttercup?"

Helen; glanced from the window. "Some
thing is the matter. Even the plume in
Trudie's hat looks wilted." The " some-
thing" was told in few words.

" Oh, Helen 1" clinging to her as they
met in the passage. " My book is refused !"

"Refused! It can't be. Don't be such a
goose, child. Let me see the letter."

It was in Trudie's hand; she had held it
all the way, secming to think that the
touch of her fingers could soften it.

Helen read it deliberatelv.
" Trudie, you must be blind. The manu-

script is not iefased."
A gleam of hope came into the dull eyes.
"What did your mother say ?"

"She hasn't seen it. Nobody has. It
came last night. I didn't get asleep till

daylight."
"O Trudie! Trudie!" fondly and chid-

inglv. " He expresses some doubt as to its

acceptance, it is true. A week will decide
it. It must have met with some favor, or
it would not still be in the balance. Have
you any'knack at hoping? '

" Nd, not over a letter like that." She
bid lier façe QI lIelcu's arml,
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2oseph fBeron's Resolution.

" There's a place to hope in, Trudie, so
we must hope. Even if it be refused,
you can revise it and send it elsewhere. A
careful revision will be a great improve-
ment."

" Oh," moaned Trudie, " I don't want to
write it over."

"You want to do your best."
"I did do my best."
"Whose care is it, Trudie?"
"Oh. yes, I know," raising her head

with tears glittering in her eyes; "but it
hurts me so. I am not patient like you,
Helen. I don't know how to wait."

" Only a week! That isn't long."
" And have itrefused point-blank then.

I can wait for a good thing-I cant wait for
an evil thing."

" If you are sure it will be refused, don't
wait to know it." Helen could not forbear
a smile.

"But it is more than that, Helen; it is
everything. I shall think I amnot 'called'
to write."

How many times did you write it?"
"Three times !" Trudie announced in a

very convincing tone.
" An author--I don't know who it was-

wrote one book over thirty-six times."
" Thirty-six!" was the dismal echo.
"This will prove whether you are in

earnestor not. If you can't be an earnest
worker, I beg of you give it up. If you are
discouraged, it is true, you are not ' called."

"Helen," Trudie smiled, "you slay me 1
When you speak in that tone I always feel
like picking up the wounded. l'Il write it
over, if I must. l'Il show you that I am
in earnest. But l'Il be so ashamed if it is
refused."

"Oh, that's it. There is no place for
pride if you are ' called,' Trudie. Seekest
thou great things for thyself? Seek them
not! Perhaps you are called to honor
yourself. I did not think of that. I am
not sorry at all," giving her a contradic-
tory caress; " now go and see Agnes."

Trudie obeyed after tearing the letter to
bits.

(To be continued).

JOSEPH HERON'S RESOLUTION.

Joseph Heron lived in Reedsville. He
was a plain, freckled-faced boy, rather
small of his age, and with an unfortunate
habit of stammering. He was a quiet,
bashful boy, but faithful to his widowed
mother, and industrious in his school.
There was one trial Joseph had, which to
him was the greatest, this was school de-
clamation.

lie hd never torgotten þ9w the boys

laughed that afternoon when he " spoke
Casabianca."

"The b- boy st-st-ood on the b-b-burning.deck,
Whence all b-b-ut him had f-f-f-"

"I think they must have had hard work
f-f-leeing," whispered Bob Jones, so loud
that Joseph could not but hear, and the
blood rushed to his face.

Then Hal Perkins, to whom the remark
was made, laughed aloud, and poor Joe
stopped discouraged and went to his seat.
Since this first time, his teacher had
given him private lessons, and he had tried
to improve; he had just begun to do better,
still nothing seemed so difficult to hlm as
to declaim.

The past winter there had been much
religiousinterest in the church which Jo-
seph and his mother attended, and many
of Joe's friends had made a firm resolve to
serve the Lord.

One night Joe went home from prayer-
meeting and found his mother sewing
as usual by the little kerosene lamp
in the kitchen. He went in, and drawing
a low seat up by her, said:

" Mother, dear, Mr. Jameson told us to-
n-night the-the story ofjoshua's resolution.
'As for me and my house, we will serve
the Lord,' and he t-told us we m-might
any of us then and there m-make the same
resolution for ourselves. And then he
s-said tous, 'Choose ye th-this day whom ye
will serve.' It seemed t-to me as if the
Lord was s-speaking right to m-me, and I
thought the people must hear m-my heart
beat; b-but it was only a f-few m-minutes,
mother; I made up my mind. I chose!"

"l Is it possible, my dear boy," said the
widow, as the tears fell fast on the unfinish-
ed garment in her lap; "have you chosen
to serve the Lord?"

" Yes, mother, ' as for m-me, I will,'
God helping m-me; and what is m-more,
to-morrow n-night, when the minister calls
on th-those who have resolved, to t-t-testi-
fy of the hopes, I m-mean to tell of mine."

" You are not afraid of stammering,
Joe ?"

"No, m-mother; I feel sure th-the Lord
will help m-me."

" But, my love, think how hard it is for
you to declaim at scbool; and think how
much harder it will be for you to speak
there."

" I'm n-not afraid, mother."
Truly, thought Mrs. Heron, this is the

grace of God.
The next evening, at the prayer-meeting,

little, pale Mrs. Heron, on the women's side,
listened tremblingly fur a weak, stammer-
ing voice, but the one she loved above all
others on earth.

Mr. Jameson said when the meeting was
half over: "I repeat the request I made at
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Charlie's Hens.

the beginning, tbat those who have lately few stitches in her work, as she sat
chosen to serve the Lord, testify." waiting for her son.

Joseph leron rose. Poor Mrs. Heron's The door was suddenly thrown open,
heart was in her mouth, and she had hid- and Joe's face, wreathed in smi les, appear-
den ber face in lier handkerchief. Joseph, ed.
pale, resolute, looked about on the assem- " Well, my boy, corne, sit down, dinner
bly an instant; there were the boys who is smokin g hot. You have not had a very
laughed at Casabianca; there was the hard time o-day, have you ?"
great preacher, at least be seerned a " son 'I-I-I don t know wl-what Possessed
of thunder' to poor Joe, and then the peo- the b-boys. motber. Tbey were n-never so
ple were ail so still, nothing but the tick. kind in th-their lives; and wh-what do you
ing of the clock could be heard, ail waiting th-think? Hal Perkins came to m-me, and
to hear him. Just then lie caught siglit of a-asked my p-pardon for a-ail his u-ugli-
his mother, in deep black, bent over, ber ness, a-and h-he says he is g-going to try
face in lier hands. He took c>urage. and be a Cbristian, too, and w-wants me

'My friends," he said, in a full, clear " Anditb cam topass," said M rs. Heron,
voice, " I have made up my mind that as Christian came near where tbe
for me I will serve tbe Lord- It was only lions were, behold they were chained !"-
last night that I made this resolution, but
the day past has been the happiest of My
life." Here, poor little Mrs. Heron's hand-
kerchief fell from lier eyes. Could this be CHARLIE'S HENS.
herjoe! He did not stammer; she even
took courage to look. BY ADELAIDE S. 1IILL.

Joe went on: " I want to ask all my
young friends to serve the Lord too. It is For Charlie Lane. I care ofJamesB.
a glorious service, and the wages are Lane." Tbis was what Charlie read ON

everlasting life." tbe outside of a large basket wbicb be saw
Joseph sat down, and others followed, in tbe woodsbed as lie ran in from sclîool.

but no one attracted so much attention as it quick, motber, do. I neyer
be. It seemed as if then and there the ba r.ytbîng corne by expre b
Lord had wrought a miracle. Every Word it? Wbat can it be? Wbo do
had been tull, clear, and distinct, uttered suppose sentit tome?'
without hesitation. Even Joe himiseAf as questions were
as surprised as amy of them. But after ser- lie, as lie assisted, or, rather, hindered, bis
vice, as Joe walked home with his nother, tber in untying tbe cords whicb secured
his stamnering had returned. But wen te basket. On opening it, wat do you
he knelt to pray with ber, after reading the suppose Charlie found? Two pure white
Bible, Io, the clear, unhesitating voice iens and a rooster.
came back. t"W by, mother, these rust have corne

" It is the gift of the Lord mother, ald
Joe. " I thouglit it would be s-so hard to

speak or p-pray in meeting, and I prayed
to Him to give me strength; and this is

th-the way He will do it. I shall n-never
be afraid now to witness for Him in the

m-meeting. He has n-not given m-me the

power in everyth-thing, butjust f-for Hl
It is wrong, I suppose, mother; but I arn
troubled about to-rnorrow. I arn afraid
ail the boys will 1-laugh at me and sneer;

and ask me if I've t-taken to e-exhorting.

"Yes, Joseph," said his mother "Yo
are wrong in being afraid. Ask God to
help you, and He will; but even if you are

'reproached for His name,' the Bible says,
'happy are ye.' '

Sojosepli went to school the ext day,
braced up for an attack, but ready for cn-
flict; ready, in other words, to take patient

ly any unkind or cruel things that migo
he said to him. His mnother wathepine-
him rather anxiously at n aoon.The for
table wascovered with'a coarse brown linen

cloth, the Indian mush was smoking in

the dish, and Mrs. Heron Was taking a

from aunt julie and uncleJob. You know I
was down there last Marchi, when the old
brown hen sat on fourteen eggs and hatch-
ed only three. I guess these are the ones."

In the meantime Charlie's mother was
releasing Mr. Rooster and his two wives
from their long confinement. Wlen they
had been placed in the basket their legs had
been tied, to prevent their fluttering, and
in that way injuring one another.

" Now, I shall have to make a pen for
them," said Charlie. " Can't I put them
in this big box until I get it done ?"

" Certainly, my son." So to the box
they were carefully conveyed.

In a few days Charlie had completed a
nice little home for them.

" It will answer very well for the pres-
ent," said his father; " and, if you con-
clude to increase your flock, I will get a
carpenter to construct a permanent house
for them."

After much deliberation and a great
amount of consultation with his mother,
Charlie named his hens. One hen was
larger than the other and her comb drooped
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He named her Mistress
smaller one was called
The rooster he decided to

name Jim Crow--not because he was black,
but on account of his prolonged and inces-
sant crowing. Some three months after
this Charlie received a present of a pretty
gray lien. He was very glad to have this
addition to his flock, and forthwith named
her Speckle. This poor little biddy was
sad!y persecuted by the other hens. Mis-
tress Dotty and Tiptop were highly indig-
nantat her presence and refused to make
the acquaintance of the intruder. Speckle
could hardIy eat her food in peace. No
sooner did she find a nice bit than these
two greedy hen, chased her and picked her
till she gave it up to them. They would
never allow her to remain upon the same
roost with t..em at night. If she attempt-
ed to do so, some bitter cold night, they
would soon make it so uncomfortable for
her that she would be obliged to go away
by herself, and keep warm the best she
could. Mr. Jim Crow tried to befriend her
at first; but soon, influenced io doubt by
the bad example of Dotty and Tiptop, he
began to persecute her also. And one
morning, when Charlie went out to give
his liens their breakfast, he found poor
Speckle dead. Charlie gave hera fine funeral.
His three boy friends came over after school
to attend the obsequies. They tied black
ribbons round the legs of each of the pets.
Each boy took one in his arms. Charlie
led the procession, bearing the body of
Speckle in a green pasteboard box. At the
foot of the gprden was a large cherry tree.
Here they laid the poor persecuted hen.
Over her grav. was placed this inscription:

" SPECKLE. Aged ii mo's.
Killed by Tiptop and Dotty."

It was atterwards noticed by Charlie that
these hens never wandered toward the
black cherry tree when they were let out of
the pen.

The next week Charlie's father gave him
two more hens. One was gray, and the
other brown. They were named accord-
ingly. These were very tame hens, and
would jump upon the dish whenever Char-
lie fed them, they had no quarrels with the
oier liens, because Mistress Gray and
Brownie knew how to attend to their own
affairs. There vas considerable rivalry
anong the liens now to see which would
lav the n ost eggs, and Charlie found two,
sometimes three, eggs in the nest everv day.
About the first of April Mistress Tiptop
walked out with eight of the cunningest lit-
tie chicks you ever saw. How proud she
was. "Now that pert Miss Brownie will
see that i an smarter than she. My little
chicks will son be able to take care of
hernselves, and,then vyhat a happy rqqgher
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Mistiess Dotty.

I will be. 1 hope they wilr ail look like
me." But Tiptop was too proud. One day
a gauntold cat passed through the yard,
and, seeing these little downy chicks,
thought what a nice breakfast they would
make her. So she slylv stole up and seized
one of them. Mother Tiptop was iii a ter-
rible flutter. Just then Brownie rushed out
from the nest where she had been iaying an
egg, and attacked this thieving cat so fierce-
ly that, to save her eyes. she was obliged to
give up her breakfast. After that Brownie
and riptop wers the best of friends; and,
although all of Tiptop's chicks were not
white, she was proud to see that they re-
sembled Biownie.

Of course you wish to know whether
Charlie's hens were profitable. Here is the
reEult at the end of (he year, ;n Charlie's
own fashion:
Bought i bu. Corn ................ ............ $1 oo

" i bu.Oats.............. ...... . ........ 6o
" 4 qts. M eal .... ............ .. ...... 25

Lost by death of Speckle...................... 75
"d "i r chicken........................ 02

Built H en-Pen........... ..... ............... 2 oo

$4 6;
Sold Mother 20 doz. eggs, at 25 cts..........$5 oo

" " Io " " at 35 cts..... .... 3 50
" AuntSusan 7 " at 30 cts.......... 2 10

The Minister 2 " at 20 cts.... ..... 40
[Mother made me sell to him cheap.]

r doz. eggs to set ............................. 1 oo
Sold Frank Paul two hens and one rooster.... 2 25

Gain for r yr, $1o 63. $15 25

So you see that Charlie had over ten dol-
lars to spend for Christmas presents, be-
sides the pleasure of taking care of the
hens .- Independent.

LITTLE WHIMPY.

Whimpy, little Whim py,
Cried so much one dav,

His grandma couidn.t stand it,
And his mother ran away;

His sister climbed the hay-mow,
His father went to town,

And cook flew to the neighbor's
ln her shabby kitchen gown.

Whimpv, little Whimpy,
Stood out in the sun,

And cried until the chickens
And the ducks began to run;

Old Towser in his kennel
Growied in anangry tone,

Then burst his chain, and Whimpy
Was left there, ail alone.

Whimpy, little Whimpy,
Cried and cried and cried,

Soon the sunlight vanished,
Flowers began to hide;

Birdies stopped their singing,
Frogs began to croak,

Darkness came ! and Whimpy
Found crying was no joke.

Whimipv, little Whimpy,
Never'll forget the day

When grandma couldn t stand it,
And his mother ran away.

He was waitin by the window
When they a came home to tea,

And a gladder boy than Whimpy
You never hope to see.

-M M. D., in St. Nicholas,

Little Whimpy.



Where are the Ch/ddren ?9
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ARE THE CHILDREN?

BY GRACE EDDY.

i- .Th.' de ur ltte ac b i Iu 

Reader, have you forgotten with wna, n,

terest you listened to mother's stories of

what she did when she was a oiftle girl?

With the same interest the childre ofethe

present generation gather around the hearth

in the long winter evenings and clatnor fer

a story. But when it is finished, they ex-

daim sorrowfully, " Why can't we have

such nice times?" Ah, the times are not

changed, but the old-fashioned boys and

girls have passed away, and in their places

we have miniature men and women, old

from their cradles.
I can remember when a little girl was

content with a china doil, yes,-tirne was,

when a rag baby of home manufacture

gave satisfaction. Very different wai the

Paris lady I saw in the hands of a child

not long ago. WW accomplçshment was

there this moder 4 *onder did notpossess?

What could be added to her toilet?

The fortunate owner grew weary of dis-

playing the wardrobe before I had seen

half the contents.
" Do you not play with your beautiful

doll?" I asked, as she carefully put it away.

" Oh, no, I never play with her; it spOils

lier clothes,-and besides I arn getting too

old for dolls."
Bless her little heart, she was not yet

nine years old!
"Well, how do you manage to amuse

yourselt?"

"I go to dancing-scO ,

drive with mamma.' afterward walk-
W e met her a few days Grac e,"

ing in the park with her nurse. "Gracie,"

I called, "here is My sister Meg,-he has

come to see your wonderful citY; tke ber

hand and have a goQd ru""'

W H E R E
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e g ened, but
only for a moment; then she withdrew the
hand from Meg's grasp, and said with
childlike dignity,

" No, I never run ; nurse says it is not
ladylike, and I would toqs my hair and
crush my dress."

Nurse smiled approvingly, and hurried
her charge away from our hurtful influ-
ence.

n eNever mind, Meg, we will invite Grace
out to visit us at the farm, and you shall
teach her to run and play like a country
girl."

i So we will," said Meg, gleefully; "but

we won't allow nurse to come with her."
When she arrived the following week she

was a decided contrast in her dainty ruffles

and pretty hat, to our noisy, frolicsome
Meg.

Before they went out to play, I covered

the white frock with a gingham apron,
braided back the long curls, and tied on a

sun hat.
"Now go and play," I said; " and never

mind how soiled your clothes get; try and

play in earnest."
She obeyed this injunction to the letter,

and when she came in in the evening one
would hardly have recognized her. The

pale cheeks were flushed, perhaps a trifle

sunburned, her hands two or three shades

browner, and oh how she did enjoy the

bread and milk!
The weather was so fine that they were

out ofdoors from morning tilt night, and
in honor of Grace they were allowed the
unusual privilege of having lunch under
the trees, and boiling potatoçs over a gipsy
fire.
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When the time came for going home the good old gares af "Blind Man's Buif,"
Grace begged to stay a few days longer "Clap in and Clap out," "Pillows and
with us. Keys," in which ail joined,-what supply

" I never had such fun in all my life," their places I should like to know?
she said. " I wish papa would buy a farm Ourgala dress consisted of the simple
next door to yours." merino we wore to church, brightened by

" What did Grace <lo at the farm ?' asked a pretty sash or a carat necklace.
her mother, when I next saw her. " She Pa-ents, will you fot try to keep the
talks of nothing else but her visit there; we spirits of little cbjîdren in your sans and
cannot induce her to play, although I arn daughters? They wil be men and wamen
sure she lias had a fortune spent on her alltoo soon; ]et thein enjoy childhood as
toys.'' long as they can-the real kazSjv childhood

I was visiting a friend last New Year's which they will lave ta look back upon,
day, and among the gentlemen who called and which prepares tber ta be earnest,
appeared a boy about ten years of age. cheerful workers in wbatever field they are

Presently to my surprise two little ladies called ta labar.
tntered dressed in the height of fashion
and then I understood that the call was in-
tended for them. When he rose to go hebowed himself out of the roo" 

l with asa
nKuch assurance as if he had been three We are lokig over sundry trunks andtimes ten. 1 wtnder what would have boxes, the careful and the careless gather-fempted his father ta have made calîs at ings of tdree generations. We pick up athatage. little rough paper book with marbledTruly wanderful are the children of the covers from the carer of the ad hairnineteenth century. trunk where it was long aga thrown by

soPe careless and. The littie tumbledA word abaut children's parties and s have book proves ta be a diary-a simple dailydone. What an undertaking it is to give nate-book, the memoranda of a bouse-one! There is the dancing, tle musicians, keeper which carried us back into the im-mediate hame-life ot' sevent years ago
the supperte flirting,-everythwng but the The diarist had been a fair and statelyfun. The littie girls toss their heads, fan dame in lier day, and it is easy ta removethemseives, and adapt the airs and graces her from the frame where ber portrait hangsof yocng ladies. The boys likewise, copy an the walls of the south parlor, and fancywederseated in t sameroom befre thecrackhing 

lire jatting down the memoranda ofwatch the farce, and one can hardly help the day. She i a pretty right we think,lauhing;butis there hot samething a]- sitting in her straight-backed mahoganymostpainfulabout the whole affair? A ol arm-chair, with ber feeton the pclishedbrass fender a er book resting on a little
that is innocent and simple gone-only stand, whic aiso olds the two tal silverthe artificia left. candlesticks it their tal tallw candles,

A writer once said, that after the Faîl, farwax candies are saved for gala- nights,when diaries are nat in requisition. Shetbe only tings that remained in their pris- must have been nearly f orty years of agetine loveliness were the little children and wen she wrote in this little book, but wethe flwers. Perhaps had he waited until see ber as her portrait shows ber, veryfounglooking in spite of ber stateliness,nhw ta give utterance to the beautiful enbanced thaugy it is by the high turbantougt e would bave excluded tbe chil- ofembroidred musin edged witb soft laced ren. falling over the clusters of fair curs an berI wonder if the little ines enjoy tem- temples, and by tbe black satin gown,watchs the dfarcedo n r td ta a fhort-waisted and scanty reieved aonlye e p bv delicate lace frils, whic shade theparty at four in the afternoon and returned beautiful throat and the strang, white,home at eigt; wben we sat around a table saapely hands. The shadow on her faceandeatificialeteawitaras she gazes into the fire is ot narvels

andcandalesticksea with thei tall talo canles

te onlitingsnthat reaned ioir f ris for it is winter in ber quiet Connecticuttie& ovineson s, r oathele rn and whoe; the post cones but twice a week;nothers smiling at aur merriment? Then her husband i representing ih State in
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Washington, and heronly child is studying
in distant Yale.

Perhaps, though, the shadow is not that

of pure loneliness. Is there not some per-
plexity in it? And something also of vex-
ation? Yes, and it is the very vexation of
spirit which-in the face of Solomon's ven-
erabie testimony to the contrary-we had
fancied to be pezuliar to our own evil days.
Almost the first entry in this quaint little

diary is to the effect that "Jim was sulky
to-night and gave short answers." A little

farther on we find that "lYesterdayJim went
away without leave, and stayed ail night y
which delinquency. being accorpanied by
a suspicion of drunkennesse caused the
anxious dame to 'send for General T-
to come and give Jim a lecture." Lectur-
ing, however, was not then so populair as
now, and Jim appears to have profited lit-
tle by the veteran general's discourse, for
on the very next night he repeats lea Of-
fence. We have reason also to fear that
Jim's honesty was not above suspicion for
we read that Betsey, an American woman
who acted as assistant housekeeper and
companion, "found in Jim's possession a
red morocco pocket-book which I had given
her, but"-alas for Betsey .- with the
contents all gone."

Other entries to the effect that madam
one day lost her key to the winecellar, and
the next day discovered the bibulous JinT
in the said cellar "sucking brandy throt h
a straw inserted in the bunghole of the
cask," and that, "furthermore, Jtia had
confessed to having stolen rnd sold a cof-
fee-basin for rum," do not tend to racise in
our estimation this pattern of an amcient
darkey. This time it appears that madalm
did not need to call in the aid of General
T- , for she admits that she hersef
"lectured Jim severely;" sarcastically add-
ing, "he professed penitence, but that did
not hinder him from stealing anotherbasn
to-day."

But the refractoryJim, we think, mtet have
been the exception which proved the rule
that alil ervants prior-to the late Celtic in-
vasion were models of deportment Ac-
cordingly, we are not surprised to find that
Betsey was a handmaiaen held in high es-
timation, and that " od Jack" was a ser-
vant whose shortcomings were offset byhie
general good conduct and affection ate
heart. But we find also that there was a
certain Sally, who could be tolerated only
because of her great culinary skill; and an
uncertain Silvy, who appears to have been
in mind, if not in fact, the twin-sisterofJim,
with a spice of Topsy thrown as not the

The trouble in those days W o nre
prospect of suddenly losing cook or nurse-
maid, but that there was no getting rid of
either. "I wish 1 could send ti O and Silvy
away," writes madam, "but the poor ras-
cals have no place to go to.

We begin to think that madam would
have been just as well off if she had not
keptso many servants, and to wonder what
they could have had to do. Perhaps it
was the idle man's playmate that made the
trouble. But a little farther reading in the
old diary dissipates this illusion. If any.
body thinks that our grandmother s must
have been cursed with ennui because they
did not attend three parties a night three
times a week, with operas and theatres to
fill in the off nights, they are mightilymistaken.

0f sociabiltty there could have been no
lack in this rural neighborhood, for beside
a ball or two madam records numbers of
tea-drinkings and debating clubs, and
meetings of the Clio, a literary club, at
which assisted at least two future judges
of the supreme courts of the States of their
adoption, and several other men and wo-
men whose names would attract attention
even in our clattering days. Visiting, too,
of the old fashioned spend-the-day sort
had not gone out of date-was indeed so
common that madam one evening entera
in her journal-whether in sorrow or in
thankfulness there is nothing to tell us,
but at least as a notable fact-that she had
"had no company to-day."

But it was not company that occupied
all the hours of so busy a dame as our
diarist. Though she had not to remodel
her dresses in hot chase after the last
novelty of the fashion-weekly, she had to
superintend the manufacture of the stuff of
which her maids' gowns and her own
morning-gowns were made, to say noth.
ing of bed and table-linen, etc. Bridget
in our day seems to think that to do a
family washing is the labor of a Hercules.
Yet seventy years ago before a towel could
be washed the soap wherewith to cleanse it
muet be made at home; and this not by
the aid of condensed lye or potash, but with
lye drawn by a tedious process of filtering
water through barrels or leech-tubs of
hard-wood asheà. The " setting " of these
tubs was one of the first labors of the spring,
and to see that Silvy or Jim poured on the
water at regular intervals, and did not con-
tinue pouring after the lye had become
" too weak to bear up an egg," was a part
of Betsey's daily duty for some weeks. Then
came the soap boiling in great iron kettles
over the fire in the wide fireplace. Appar-
ently, this was not always a certain opera-
tion. Science had not yet put her med-
dling but useful finger into the soap-pot, for
madam sadly records that on the twento-
first of May she had superintended the
soap boiling, but had not been blessed
with " good luck ;" and on the third of
June we find the suggestive entrv, " Finish-
ed the soap-boiling to-day." Eleven days
-for we muet of course count out the
two Sundays-eleven days of greasy, odoý-
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ous soap-boiling! We think that if we one article upon whose accession of price
had been in madam's slippers we should we can dwell with pleasure. Madam re-
have allowed Sally, Silvy and the rest to cords discontentedly that it " took two men
try the virtues ofthe unaided waters of alldaytokillfourhogs,notwithstandingthat
heaven upon the family washing, and she had spent fifty cents for a half gallon of
when this ceased to be efficacious should rum for them to drink." Fancy the sort of
have let the clothes be purified by fire. liquor that could now be bought for a dol-
But upon second thoughts, no; it was too lar the gallon, and the sort of men that
much trouble to make those cloihes. could drink two quarts thereof and live!

We are notyet through with the prepa- It is heretical, of course, to hint a syl-
rations for the washing. The ancient lable against the open wood-fire which
housewife could not do without starch for crackled and flickered so beautifully while
her ' ruffs and cuffs and fardingales " and our madam wrote about her cattle and pigs
for her lord's eloborate plaited ruffles. Yet and Jim and Silvy, but in truth %e cannot
she could not buy a box of "Duryea's best envy our ancestors the care of those lires.
refined." The starch, like the soap, must With three yawning, devouring fireplaces
be made at home. " On this day," writes constantly to be fed, and an additional one
our diarist, " had a bushel of wheat put in for each of the guest rooms so often occu-
soak for starch;" and in another pied during the winter-for this was the
place we find the details of the starch- visiting season-there was no lack of busi-
making process. The wheat was put into ness for Ralph, a white man, and his color-
a tub and covered with water. As the chaif ed coadjutors, jack and Jim. Vhen we look
rose to the top t was skimmed off. Each at the still existing kitchen lireplace, nine
daa the water was carefully turned off, feet in width and four in depth, we cease

ithout disturbing the wheat, and fresh to blame jack for neglecting to mend the
water was added, until after several days barn floor.
theîe was nothing left but a hard and per- Among the occupations o a the women
fectlv whfte mass in the bottom of the tub. one great time-consuner must have been
This mass was spread upon pewter platters the daily scouring, so much woodwork was
and dried in the sun. left unpainted to be kept as white as a

Another sore trouble was the bread. vean sea-beach by applications of soap
making. The great wheat-lields o n the and sand. Probabiv a good deal of thi
West were fot then opened, and we find hand-and-knee work fel upon the unfor-
that the wheat was frequently tsmutty;" tunate Silvy, as well as the polishing of
hence, that I the barrel was bad," which the pewter plates, the brasb fenders, and-
must sorely have tried the soul of the good irons, tongs, shovels, dooraknobs knock-
housew'fe. Woe be to Silvy if that dam- ers and the various brazen ornaments
sel did not carry herself gingerly on the which bedecked the heavy sideboards and
baking-day when the long, fiat shovel re- tatb secretarie.
moved fro n the cavernous brick oven Seventy years ago, when gas and ker-
only heavy and sticky lumps of baked osene were not, and wax candles were an
dough, in place of the light white baves extravagance indulged in only on state
which the painstaking housewfe had a occasions, even by the wealth, the ta-
right to expect! low dip was an article o necessity, and

In the absence of husband and son the ty cande dip-day" was as certain of recur-
care of a large arr felI upon our madam's rence as Christas, though perhaps even
shoulders. and the details of cost and in- less welcome than the equally certain
come are dotted through tLe little journal. annual Fatt Dav. F'ancv an immense
We can imagine the lady, gracious in her kitchen with the before mentioned lire
btatelinesa, narshalling old Genera: T- place ni the centre of one side. Over
and Colonel C-, out into lier barnyard the blaze of backlog and orestck, and
to get their opinion as to the value of her something like haf a cord of Ieîght-foot
fat cattle, ana the concealed disapproval wood," are swinging the iron cranes laden
with which she received their judgment with great kettles of melting tallow. On
that torty-fve dollars was a fair rice for the opposite side of the kitclef two long
the pair, awhen," as she quietv r-marks, potes about two feet apart are supported at
Im considered that fifty dollars was litte their extremities upon the seats of chairs.

enough for so inme a pair of fat cattle; and Beside the poles are other great kettles
in fact 1 got rny own price for them the containing melted tallow poured on the
next da." top of hot water. Across the poles are the

Fi fty dollars was a much larger sum then slender candle-rfdo, trom whch depend
than now. Imagine how many things ranks upon ranks of candlewiks made of
could be bougt for fifty dollars, when but- tow. or cotton wick is a later ivention.
ter brought but ten, veal three or four, Lttle bv little, by endlessly repeating te
beef six or seven cents respectively per slow process of dipping iîto the kettles of
pound. and a pair of fat toung chickens melted tallow and hanging them to cool,
brought but tenty-,ive cent There i the, wicks take on tleir Proper coating of
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tallow. To make the candles as large as
possible was the aim, for the more tallow
the brighter the light. When done, the
ranks of candles, still depending from the
rods, were hung in the sunniest spots of a
sunny garret to bleach.

But ail these employments were as play
compared with the home manufacture of
dry goods. Ralph, Jack and Jim had no
time for such work, so two other men were
ail winter kept busv in the barn at "crack-
ling fiay " and afterward passing it through
a coarse hetchel to separate the coarsest or
"swingling tow." Atter this the flax was
made un into switches or "heads like those
which we see in pictures, or that which
Faust's Marguerite so temptingly wields.
These were deposîted in barrels in the gar-
ret. During the winter the "heads" were
brought down by the women to be rehetch-
elled once and again, rernoving first the
coarser, and then the finer tow. This must
have been a fearfully dusty operation. It
makes one cough only to think of "the
inch depth of flax-dut " which settled upon
Betsey's protecting han.dkerchief while she
"hetchelled."

The finest and best of the flax was saved
for spinninginto thread, for cotton thread
there was none, excepting, possibly, a ttle
of very poor quality in small skeins. The
small wheel that we see in the far corner of
the garret-just like Marguerite's-was
used for spinning the fine thread. A larger
wheel was used to spin the tow into yarn
for the coarse clothing for boys and
negroes or for " filling" in the coarser
linens. Ail the boys, and very often the
rnen-wore in summer trousers made of
linen cloth, for which the yarn was spun
at home by the maids, and was then taken
to the weaver's to be made into cloth. Part
of the linen yarn was dyed blue, and min-
gled with white or unbleached yarn, was
woven into a chequered stuff for the cur-
tains of servants' beds and for dresses for
the maids, and aprons for their mistresses,
In view of the tact that ail the bed-linen
and most of the table-linen was thus made
at home, one cannot wonder that a house-
wife's linen-closet was an object of special
care and pride.

If there were at that time any woollen
manulactories in the United States, their
powers of production must have been very
limited, while foreign cloths could only
have been worn by the gentlemen, and by
them probably not at ail times, for a few
years later than the date of madam's diary
we find that English cloths were sold at
the then fearful prices of eighteen and
twenty dollars per yard. So sheep must be
kept and sheared, and their wool carded,
rolled and spun. As linen-spinning was the
lancy work of the winter,'so wool-spining
Was that of summer. Back and forth before
the loud-humming big wheel briskly step-

ped the cheerfuil spinner through the long
bright afternoons of summer, busily spin-
ing the yarn that was to be woven into
cloths and fiannels of different textures.
Busily indeed must both mistress and
maids have stepped, for not without their
labors could be provided the coats and
trousers, the undershirts, the petticoats
and the woollen sheets, to say nothing of
blankets, white or chequered, and the
heavy coverlets of blue or green and white
varns woven into curiously intemmingling
figures, ail composed of little squares; and
last, but not least, the varn for countless
pairs of long warm stockings foc the feet
of master and man, mistress and maid.
For as a legacy from dying slavery the ser-
vants were still unable or unwilling to pro-
vide for their own wants, and the house-
mistress had frequently to knit Jack's
stockings with her own fair fingers, as well
as to "cutout the stuff for Jim's pantaloons,"
which she will " try to teach Silvy to sew."

Did we think that we had reached the
last purpose for which the homespun wool-
len varn was requit ed ? We were mistaken,
for here is the entry: " To-day dyed the
yarn for back-hall carpet. Remeinber to
tell the weaver that I prefer it plaided in-
stead of striped."

Economy of time must, one would think,
have been the most necessary of economies
to the old-time housewives. With so man v
things to do, how did they find time to
make those marvels of misplaced industry,
the patched bed-quilts? Our diarist, ricl
as her closets were in blankets and linen,
left but few bed-quilts to vex the eves of
her descendants, yet we read that "Betsey
and I quilted a bed-quilt this atternoon ?--
their fingers were surely nimble-" and in
the even!ng"-happv change of empioy-
ment!-"Betsey finished reading aloud
from Blair's Lectures. To-morrow evenimg
we shall begin the Spectator. My husband
lias sent us bv private hand Mr. A. Pope's
translation of the Iliad and Odyssey, but it
has not yet arrived. Strange that a private
hand should be slower than the post?"
-In Lippincott's Magazine.

LITTLE SEAMSTRESSES.

BY NANNIE A. HEPWORTIH.

"I detest sewing," and mv neighbor,

Mrs. Kerr, sithed over the sacque she was

binding, ",Yes, I've always disliked it

since I was made to sew that everlasting
patchwork; and if it was not patchwork,
then it was a long seam to be overhanded,
while fron morning tilt night I heard,
'Come, child, you must learn how to sew,'
My Lulu shall not do a stitch till she isobli-

ged to." Indeed, I thought the mother in a
fair way toward keeping her word, for
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Miss Lulu had just brought me her Paris
doll, a marvel of wonders, as we all know.

" And who made all these pretty things,
Lulu?"

" Oh, you see, they were ordered.
Auntie wanted it complete."

No young lady ever boasted of a more
elaborate trousseau than filled the minia-
ture Saratoga trunk, but before I had finish-
ed admiring the numberless articles, Miss
Lulu grew tired-she had " shown Elsie to
so many people"-and was off for the
garden.

" Tnat's the way," commented Mrs.
Kerr; " she's been crazy for the doll, and
now it's an old thing. 'Tis so hard to
know what to do with girls !"

I've been thinking over her words
thinking that it is not such a very diffi-
cuit thing to teach the little ones to sew,
if we employ the right means, and inistead
of presenting it as a task, use it as a re-
creation. Thinking, too, of one mother
who stands as a blessed exemplar ever
before me. What never-to-be-forgotten
doll-days she made for her Annie and Sue,
and how easily they learned to ply
their needles and wield their little
scissors !

Each owned a basket, with thimble, pin-
cushion, and needed implements. The
mother shaped paper patterns of the dills'
garments, giving the girls material to cut
for themselves. Such beautiful pieces came
from her scrap-drawer 1-not one bit of
dirty silk or tattered lace or old muslin,
" good enough for children."

"The very fact that the cloth which I give
is new," she would argue, " teaches them
to be careful, and they do not slash into it
as they would if it were valueless."

It was charming to see the young novices
at work. Of course things did not always
go smoothly ; the hem of the dress was too
deep, or a sleeve stitched in upside down,
or the belt would not meet--older seam-
stresses have made the same mistakes-
but there was ever a patient pair of hands
to show the smaller ones their errors and
help them out of their difficulties.

What lessons of wisdom, too, that
mother unconsciously mingled with their
play !

" Oh, Sue, I've torn Lisette's best scarlet
merino dress-what shall I do ?"

" Pin it over," advises the sympathetic
Sue; " nobody will see. you know-

Not so, thought the mother.
" My daughter, when you tear your own

dress, what does mother do-hide the rent
with a pin?"

" Why, no, I guess not ! You always
mend it, mamma darling."

" Then I think Lisette's mother must do
Bo, too."

It proved a funny little pucker of a dar,
but everybody in the house had to examine
it-even papa-and when Annie carried
that same doll out, I do believe the tiny
breadth which contained the zig-zag mend
was spread purposely over her arm, she
was so proud of her achievement. She
never again suggested hiding rents with a
pin, either in dolly's or her own clothes.

Not the least beautiful trait was that
which led the mother to purchase extra
dolls, which the girls dressed and gave to
poorer children, thus developing their
generosity as well as inculcating an incen-
tive toward sewing.

They were always contriving something
new, shaping the paper pattern first, and
then cutting the cloth, often turning to
their own garments as guides. The dress-
es were never finished till a wee pocket was
in, and the loops on for hanging the skirt
by-" just like ours."

Perhaps the sweetest sight was at bed-
time. Two simple bedsteads had been
furnished by their hands, even to dainty
cases and sheets, and many a housekeeper
might have learned how to arrange pillow
and spread from those young mothers.
What marvels of neatness were the small
night-dresses, and how tender Sue's voice
grew as she murmured; " Good night,
precious dolly."

Oh, I thought, as I heard her crooning
over her baby the other day, what blessed
lessons of motherhood you gleaned in
that long ago. Her John is a poor man,
yet no children look neater than hers; and
if you drop in upon her, a larger work-
basket than of yore stands by her side.
She is either turning a little frock till it
looks like new, or patching Freddy's pants
or rebinding John's coat, and Ae declares
she does it on nothing. No! l'il take back
what I said-he is not poor.

You may find a neighbor there, too;
some one in trouble.

" Oh, Mrs. John, you are so handy. I
know you can tell me exactly what this
skirt wants; it won't hang right," and she
always has time to give the needed aid,
and a cheery word.

" Who taught you to do so much with
your needle ?'

Then the blue eyes grew moist, and the
dear mother who years since went to her
rest, and said in her last moments, " I
can leave my children peacefully, know-
ing they can take care of themselves," has
her reward, as her daughter lovingly
whispers her name; while we, who are
often puzzled how to guide our little ones,
pray that upon us may fall the mantle of
her thought and patience.- Christian
Union.
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HINTS TO THE OLD.

BY DR. W. W. HALL.

Years before a person reaches sixty he is

spoken of as an old man, but long after he

has passed threescore he does not admit
that he is "old;" he insistS that he feels
as well and as strong as he - ever did in

his life, and, anon, begins to persuade

himself that seventy is not a very old age.

while at thirty he ielt a kind of pity for
any one who should speak of his being

over forty. It would be better for us part-

ly to acknowledge at threescore that we are

among the old. and act accordingly. It
can be easily proven by taking a long days
ride, or a hasty run up stairs, two or three
steps at a stride. During November eighty-
three persons died in New York city who
were over seventy years oftage, a very much
larger per-centage in proportion to num-
bers than among any other class except

infants. The reason is that the old are so

feeble and so frail, the delicate machinery

is so nearly worn out, that the slightest
causes derange, even if they do not destroy.

This is proven by the fact that it is an-
nounced of most of them, that they died
suddenly. This directs attention to the
other fact that the cold of winter is perilous
to old age; but it would be much less soe
a wise attention were given to a proper
adaptation to the surroundings attendant
upon the changed and changing conditions
of the days and times and seasons.

The air of November is more bracingi

more life-giving, because purer and drier,
than that of the early fall; at the same
time there is a searching rawness in the
early morning and about sundown which
is peculiarly trying to ail who are not in
vigorous health. Hence a safe rule for the
old is never to leave the house in the mor-
ing until after a good hot breakfast, a1owd
ing time also for a little rest and a it0d
warming after breakfast. Then make it a
point to be snug at home, before a cheer-
fui, blazing fire, at least half an hour be-

fore sundown.
Exposure to the cold and chillY air with

out the conditions just named more than
counterbalances the bracing condition of a
cooler temperature.

Warmth is the heaven of threescoreand
ten; it gives life to the blood, activitY to
the circulation, an'! vigor to the whole
frame. Cold chills the skin, closes the
pores, shrivels the surtace, and cres,
the circulating fluids in upon the centres,
notably the heart and lungs and brain, con-
gesting, crowding, Thurstraining their
delicate machinery. Thus it is that 
often the cords of life are snapped ie a
moment. The bowl is broken.at the cistern
and the wheel at the fountain, by pneu-
inonia, heart disease, and apoplexy, with
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many times not the advantage of a mo-
nent's friendly warning.

Warmth, abundant warmth, in the morn-ing trom a brightly burning flame inwinter, adds largely to the comfort, healthand general well-being of the old, as wellas of the infirm, invalids, and children;
hence it is poor economy, as well as hazar-dous, to defer building fires until late inthe fall, and it is quite as injurio6s to put
them out too early in the spring.

In every well-regulated household thereshould be one room for common resort, inwhich a generous fire should be brightly
blazing on the hearth from early morning
until bedtime, especially where there areold people and children, from the first ofNovember until the middle of May, at least,
north of Virginia. A portion of the time
the fire may be allowed to go out during
the middle of the day, but it should never
fail to be kindled at sunrise and sunset, be-
tween the dates named. If there is an ex-
ceptionally warm day, still have the fire,
but avoid the room if necessary; for the
warmth of a blazing fire in the early fa!l
and late spring is known to antagonize
certain baleful ingredients in the atmo-
sphere those seasons and hours which are
productive, if breathed, of a large class of
ailments, such as diarrho'a, dysentery, and
fever and ague,

The least observant have been conscious
of a feeling of comfort, exhilaration, and
life, on entering an apartment on a cold
day, where there is a brightly-blazing fire;
and as the old, with their waning hopes
and wasting strength, so much need what-
ever may tend to cheer and enliven them
those who love them most will do them the
greatest service by contributing to their
comfort in the directions above alluded to.

A warm room is better than a cold one,
although it is made so by the dull, heavy,
oppressive, stifling heat of a register or of
hot water, or hot-air pipes; but these so
signally fail to impart life to the blood and
cheeriress to the spirits, that families
would save by economizing in several other
directions, rather than in the case in hand.

It is better and safer that the old should
put on their winter clothing as early as the
first of November, and begin to lay it aside
by degrees in May.

The old should studiously and habitually
watch against any feeling of chilliness for
a single moment, as while sitting or stand-
ing still in damp weather, in a cold room,
or out of doors, which last proved the
death of Washington. There is danger,
also, in sitting stili on horseback or in ve-
hicles until the body is chilled through and
through; remaining still in damp clothing,
lying between damp sheets, or going to bed
in a chilly condition, or with very cold feet,
these have been often causes of inflamma-
tion of the lungs, because chilliness of the
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surface makes itself felt first in the lungs,
causing pneumonia, which is always a tedi-
dious disease, often dangerous, and not
seldom fatal in a few days.

If the reader will direct his attention to
this point he will be surprised to find how
many old persons are stated in the papers
to have died of pneumonia, the scientific
name for inflammation of the lungs. The
circulation of the blood in the breathing
organs is feeble in the old, and very slight
causes increase that feebleness, but it is
this circulation which generates the neces-
sary warmth of the body, and if that is im-
peded by any means pneumonia is a com-
mon result.

The observant reader can recall instances
in his own experience of an uncomfortable
chilliness after a good hearty dinner. The
fires of life are kindled in the lungs. The
more fully they are supplied with blood
the warmer is the body; if they are scantily
supplied chilliness follows, with danger-
ous symptoms in proportion to its degree.
When the stomach is full of food a large
amount of blood must be sent there to en-
able it to carry on the process of digestion.
If blood is not supplied there is weight at
the stomach, and sometimes death results.
Hence there is a sleepless instinct on the
part of nature to supply an extra amount
of blood to the stomach after each meal.
This extra quantity is taken from other
parts of the body, but if too large an
amount is taken from any portion derange-
ment of its healthful operations is an in-
stantaneous result. Hence if an old man,
weary and tired at the close of the day,
feels very hungry and eats heartily, the
necessity of a large supply of blood to the
stomach is so imperative that the lungs are
robbed and the man dies before the morn-
ing of pneumonia, apoplexy, or heart dis-
ease. It is, therefore, a great risk for any
old person to eat very heartily at any time.
It is safer and better to eat four times a day
so as never to be very hungry. Indeed, all
persons should specially guard against in-
dulging to the full at any time of day,
especially if very hungry and very tired,
and not over warm.

CHANGE IN HABITS.

The old should be slow to make any
change in their daily habits, their calling,
or their places of living; for ail these, ail
that is new to them, makes drafts upon
their reserves of strength, and they have
none to spare. A man in vigorous health
can more easily walk along an accustomed
road than a new one, especially if he has
to find his own way. On the same princi-
ple the older we are the more discompçsing
it is to sleep in a new place, a new house, a
new room, or a new bed; hence ail, after
threescore, should avoid as much as possi-

blebeingfrom home fora singlenight. Sottie
persons have a strong prejudice against
moving into a new house from the fact that
it has been so frequently observed that
men who have built houses for themselves
have died soon after taking possession. But
it will be noted that almost aIl such are old
people, whose death resulted mainly from
such slight' causes as unseasoned wood-
work, undried plastering, or the chambers
being contaminated with the odor of paint
or freshly-papered walls. Persons in vigor-
ous health are able to withstand these
slight causes of disease, but the circulation
of the old is so feeble, the delicate machin-
ery of life is so nearly worn out, that the
slightest strain often crushes it, and we
pass away.

Many a man has eaten sonething which
he knows has given him discomfort before,
but he is "very fond of it," and hopes that
in some way or other lie may indulge with
impunity this time. Others, again, are
tempted to eat heartily of a new dish, one
which they had never tasted before, and
being very savory thev have partaken
heartily. The old .should never make such
experiments; it can never be done without
danger.

After threescore it is better to have a
short sleep during the day, either in the
forenoon, after a late dinner, or after sup-
per. It should be taken on a sofa, or lounge,
or in an armchair, not in bed, because that
invites a regular long sleep, which inter-
feres with the rest of the night, and makes
one dull the remainder of the day; while a
nap not exceeding twelve or fifteen min-
utes refreshes the body wonderfully, en-
livens-the spirits, and promotes social suav-
ity and good nature generally.

The old should get ail the sleep and rest
they can. They may not be able to sleep
the night through and may not feel fully
rested; in fact, it seems to them as if they
wanted more sleep, but they cannot get it.
The next best thing is to rest in bed for
a. hour or more. This supplements sleep
and gives time to nature to recuperate her
energies.

After threescore, they will live the long-
est who sleep and rest the most and do the
least, except in a quiet, composed, and uni-
form way. Hurry, haste, over-efforts of
body or mind, extra excitement of the emo-
tions or intellectual faculties, or the affec-
tions, are always dangerous to the old.-
Christian Weekly.

THE BIBLE IN THE FAMILY.

I am one of those who Fold that the
Bible was made for everybody, and for
everybody to use, not'alone in the Sundav-
schoo!, but also in daily life. It is a book,
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not only to read, but a volume to study, to
think about, and to meditate upon. It is a
guide book for the man as well as for the
child, and he who knows best its truths, and
follows aiter their teachings, best under-
stands how to enjoy life. Good men have
told us that it is our privilege to read it
every day, but 1 feel that it were far better
if we could take some portion of the book
as a special study and daily search, and
find out its teachings. That such a course
would be profitable none can deny who
love the book, for it brings the student into
constant communion with God.

We acknowledge that it is profitable for
a Sunday-school class to study Scripture
together,-no one denies it; we also think
it good for a church to meditate upon
the, truths of God's Word, and in
proof we find the children gather-
ed in the school, and the people in
the church, on each Lord's day, for this
purpose. But the idea of a family uniting
together in the regular and stated study of
the Bible is a new one to a great many. I
think it may be done. I think it can be

done. I tnink it ought to be done. And I
am quite certain that the only hindrance
in the way is the want of a proper spirit.

A friend of mine was called to Chicago
on business, and coming back he told me
how much he had enjoyed meeting with the
Sundav-school men of that city. He was
invited to dine with them. Some twenty
or thirty were accustomed to meet every
day, at a certain restaurant, at a stated
hour. They had a private room
to themselves, and this enabled them to
speak freely, as there were none but their
own friends there. The subject of the con-
versation was the Sunday-school lesson for
the next Sunday; what each one had
gathered since the day before. My friend
said it was wonderful. He had no idea that

such a fund of information could be gath-
ered from day to day throughout the whole
week, on one short passage of Scripture
yet he found that every day brought nw
truîths and fresh thought to the Sunday
school dinner table.

I advocate the daily studhe ony
school lesson, not by the cof the fndly- I
by the entire membership of the family. I
would make it the chief thought h the
household for the week, and set each meria-
ber of my family to work gleanig material
to assist in the understanding of the pas-
sage. To commence such a work where it
has never been attempted will prove a hard
task at first; much like tryrug to move on
old wagon whose wheels are rusted at the
hub; it moves very la first, but if
grease is put on the axle it will be found
that the rust will be killed, and by a litte
working it will by and bY tovh a eong
smoothly, and the ugly groanifgs that we
nad will not be heard at all.
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In studying, as children and adults are
accustomed to do, for an hour or so, oncein. the week,at a meeting for the purpose, itseems to me that the mind is not sufficient-
ly fixed upon the Scripture, but when onecan carry these things with him, and thinkof them while engaged in his daily avoca-tions, it will be found that he will wonderat tht. light he will gain even in the rou tineof daily duties. Some men having greatbusiness engagements pressing upon themfind time in the odd moments of leisure toso fill themselves with their Sunday-school
lessons that when Sunday cornes they arelar better prepared than many who havemuch time at their command.

To have the Sunday-school lessons thetheme of the household meditation for theweek adds something to the duties of fatherand mother, but it will be found; 1 thinknot only a help in making home attractive,but happier, and it will also be a means inGod's hands of raising up the children inthe exercise of a practical Christian lite,-
not such as is taught by the worthies of theChurch, but such as is commanded by theWord of God. Using the Bible daily,practically, experimentally, and continual-
ly, can be a fact not only related of men of
old, but as tried and enjoyed in these latter
days.

When I was superintending a mission
work in New York city, I made it a matter
of study as to how it were possible to make
our Suiday lessons a subject of thought
among the children during the week, and
to a certain extent I succeeded. Finding
that some of the boys had a talent for
drawing, I furnished all that wished with
crayons and paper, and Sunday after Sun-
day I came to ny school and found the
walls or the room decorated with reference
texts and sketches illustrating the lesson of
the day. Sometimes there have been ten
or twelve of these drawings in colored
crayon, often showing great artistic taste in
the arrangment and the blending of colors
and shadings. One Sunday we had for
our lesson the Brazen Serpent (Numbers
xxi, 4-9), and when I got to the school
room, I found there, just back of the desk,
one of the best illustrations of the subject I
had seen. Twoof the boys had gotten it up
together. They took some large sheets of
heavy wrapping paper, and uniting thern
together, they made a sheet perhaps ten by
twelve feet in size. One of the boys had
gotten some green velvet paper, out of
which he cut a trunk of a tree, with two or
three branches; around this he wound a
serpent of gilt paper. This was pasted on
the left of the sheet. The effect was made
perfect by a few dashes of paint. The
other boy had made a full length drawing
of Christ on the cross, on a sheet of white
drawing paper; this he pasted on the right
of the large sheet. Around both, forming
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a half circle above and below each of the things we have, and from it we have bread.
figures, they placed these words, "As Bread is represented as food in the Scrip-
Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilder- ture. Jesus is the Bread of life, the food of
ness, even so must the Son of Man be lifted the soul. The Italians make macaroni ot
up." (John iii, 14). The effect was good; flour. The straw is braided, and from it
the lesson was there, before every one, and we have hats and other articles of value.
we all felt it. It was a surprise to ail. I And so we might go on, giving a little family
knew nothing about it until I saw it ther'e. lecture around the table; this will please
I had prepared myself to say something on the little ones, while, perhaps, the older
the lesson to the school, but this was better children would be equally well pleased in
than anything I could say, and my speech learning of the styles of cultivating wheat
was not made that day. I have now quite in various countries, the smut and other
a collection of these things, that the things that injure its growth; the chinch
children have made for this purpose, and bug and other insects that prey upon it,
I value them as among my treasures. as also what is said about it by farmers,

To write out a lesson is a great help to and on the Corn Exchange. But you say
me in retaining it in my memory. One this is departing from the Bible study; it
winter I got up an hour earlier than may appear so, yet you wili find, practi.
the rest of the family, and going to my cally, you are stirring the minds of your
desk before breakfast I was accustomed to children, fixing the truths and words of
write down the thoughts that came to me Scripture by means of the habits and indus-
on reading a few verses. This I did every tries of daily life, and at the same time
morning, without consulting anything but you are also fitting them to better meet the
the simple text itself, and I found at the end obstacles and hindrances that are before
that I had written my own expository them.
thoughts upon the Gospel of St.Mark. I nev- Take one other instance. Suppose we have
erenjoyedanythingbetterthanthisexercise, the building of Solomon's Temple as a
and I think I was more profited -by this lesson. There is an endless amount of

work, personally, than by any other work matter for just such talks. We have a cube
that I had undertaken, for I got a fuller of wood, which we put on the table; it is,
and a better idea of the book of St. Mark perhaps, one of the children's building
than I could have gained by studying com- blocks. Ail its sides are equal; its angles
mentaries or notes of learned writers. I are ail right angles. This is just the shape
conceive,therefore,that the written opinions of the Holy of Holies, which was twenty
of the household upon the subject of the cubits each way (i Kings vi, 20; 2 Chron.
lesson will be valuable, and that they will iii, 8). This is perfect in ail its parts. Go(
form by and by a volume of truth that any is perfect; there is nothing unequal abou
father and mother will in old age be proud him. We can talk of geometrical propor-
of, and glad to consult. Little children tion, and aid those at school in the under
can write their thoughts about a Scripture standing of cube and square roots. Tht
lesson. I have some such; they may be embroideries on the curtains will interes

put in a few words, but their simplicity the girls; but the vail was rent from top to
and force is often such as to astonish bottom when Christ suffered. The wood
their elders. work of cedar, of fir, and olive wood, witl

As the family go on in the study ot the the carving, bring up the study of carpen
Word, they will become interested in the try and cabinet making, and in this we ma
different things spoken of. The trees of be called to think of the Son of Joseph,
Palestine, the flowers of the Bible, the topo- carpenter of Nazareth.
graphy of the Holy Land, and specimens Here are two outlines, not by any means
of the woods, can be borrowed to show the complete, and the number of such one wil
children; pressed flowers can also be find will be constantly new and interestin
obtained, and maps can be drawn. This as the Bible study progresses. It will brin1
will open up, often, pleasant and useful forward for our consideration al] the arts
work for an evening's study. Let us take, sciences, social habits, religious thought
for instance, the wheat, which is mentioned and other things, and we will find also muci
some forty times in the Bible. We can that will tell upon our own habits of dailj
show the children the straw, with its spikes life.
and spikelets filled with the grain. We In attempting anything of this nature
can take these little grains out, and if we each must form plans of their own, and th
have the varieties of red and white wheat exercises of one evening must be varie
we can explain the difference between them. from that which preceded it. This can b
With a pestle and mortar a few grains may done by reading, by building models o
be ground, and flour made before their card board, by music, and by a hundred o
eyes. This will naturally call up the old more other ways that will naturally com
method of grinding at the mill, spoken of up before one who has it in mind to kee
in the Bible, and the appliances of modern his home the great centre of attraction fo
tlmes. The flour is one of the nont useful his family.
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During the year 1873, the Rev. W. F. sawdust." Immdiately the re-Crafts published in the Sunday Sckool quired to tell some sufficient reason why a
Times, a series of articles intended to show barrel of sawdust was in a milliner's store;
how the current Sunday-school lesson might and also what he is going to do with it: as,
be studied in the household. I want to quote "There was sawdust there, because the
from his introductory article in closing, a milliner had been having an additionpassage or two, feeling that in it there is made to her building; and I shall give osummed up all I have tried to say: - to my father to pack with the ice in hist

"Uncle Will," who is the head of the ice-house." If the answer to the second
family circle, " at our first meeting, told us question had chanced to be "A yard of
his reason for beginning (Sunday evening) ribbon," or something that would natura y
so early in our work. He said eiat a father, be found in a milliner's store this player
at his death, left his son a bag of rough would have becorne Farmer Trot.
bits of *ock, with the request that the son Another of the games calcuîated towould constantly carry them with him. awaken quickness of thought, i the wel-
This he did, for years, but at length, known game of "Companion." The lead-
weary of the burden, he cast them to the er asks, "What is my thought like,e and
ground, making the bag burst, and there the various answers may be, "A Pnetree, "
rolred out a mullitde of skining gems. " A cent," "A rose," etc. The lea er then
Carrying them so long, the roughness had says, "I was thinking of an apple, ' and re-
been worn away, and the geins were quires the players successively to think ofpolished into perfect beauty." some resemblance between an apple ard a

" So," said Ella, catching the thought, pine-tree, an apple and a cent. Thus, "An
"we are to take the verses of the Bible, and apple is like a pine-tree because it grows."
carry them in our minds a 'zuole week, amid An apple is like a cent, because it -8 round,
all ils experiences, and think, think, think or because both are in my pocket." s oAn
uf>on them, until we find them every one a apple is like a rose becanse it is sometimes
gem."-H. B., in Episcopalian. red."

It would perhaps be hardly legitimate totake any of the time of a school session forgaines like these, but many a teacher in a
MENTAL GAMES FOR CHILDREN. country school, on a snowy winter's day, is

obliged not only to "carry her dinner," but
BY MISS MARY H. LEONARD. to provide some quiet entertainment in-doors for the children.

To many of us who have grown up in fI think a pleasant profitable school exercise
large families of children, the quiet games for youngchildren might be made byplacing
of the long winter evenings, calling out before them some objecte as a bell, and
trials of mental skill and quickness, have as ing them to thin of thequaliti that the
furnished the means of mental growth as bell is like. and why. It mita be a the
well of great delight; but there are nany preparation for the study of rhetorica
children without companions at hoine, wh figures in later years.whi
never have this mental stimulus unless it is ile yearst
is furnished them in some way at school. IL is possible that somermay feel that the
One of the never-failing pleasures of my bringing of such things into the school-
childhood was the well-known gaine of room will degrade it to the level of the

SCrambo," in which each child writes on play-room. I do not think that much time
one slip of paper a question and on another should be allowed for such things. The

a Word. These are then gathered and most important part of the school work is

distributed. When each player has re- done by regular, faithful, systematic study.
distried. quen ada word, a certain But we consider that physical work andceived a question an i which he is physical play are both important in a child's

required Lo answer the question in rhyme, education; and we make abundant pro-
runie the answer the eWord that was vision for mental work, while the idea of
using in the answer tho never consider- mental play is almost wholly ignored.

ed themselves rhynesters often develop a Finally, is there any real difference be-
surprising quickness at it. tween work and play, except that the play

A more recent mental gaine takes the not being in the line of ordinary required
nae of "Farnmer Trot." This requires duty, the child finds it is more of enjoy-
a pile of cards, each containing the naine ment because more of freshness? I think
of some article. Fariner Trot asks the first that almost every teacher of much experi-
player, " Where did you go trading?" The ence with children has found that she has
answer may be "To a milliner's store." sometimes been able greatly to increase
The next question, What did you geL the amount of hard, earnest work because
there?" is answered by reading the first she has been able to give it the semblance
card of the pile, and may be " A barrel of of play.-N. r. .ournal of Education,
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SELECTED RECIPES.

CUSTARDS.

LEMON CUSTARDS.-One large lemon;
one quart of new milk; quarter of a pound
of white sugar, and seven eggs. Grate ofl
the rind of the lemon ; put it with the
sugar in the milk, and boil quarter of an
hour; strain, and let it remain till cool;
then stir in the eggs, well beaten and strain -
ed, leaving out three whites; pour it into
cups with half a tea-spoonful of fresh but-
ter, melted, in each cup; set them in water,
and bake in a moderate oven; color them
when done, by holding a hot salamander
over, and serve cold, with sugar sifted on
the top.

R'ASPBERRY CUSTARDS.-One pint of
cream ; three quarters of a pint of rasp-
berryjuice, and half a pound of whitesugar.
Boil the cream; dissolve the sugar in the
raspberry juice; mix it with the boiling
cream, stirring it till quite thick, and serve
in custard glasses.

RICE CUSTARDS.-One ounce and a half
of ground rice; three ouncesof loaf sugar,
and one pint of new milk. Boil the rice in
the milk, adding the sugar, and a piece of
cinnamon; pour it into custard cups,
in which a little fresh butter has been
melted, and bake in a slow oven.

VANILLA CUSTARDS.-One stick of van-
illa; one pint and a half of new milk; alf,
a pint of cream; quarter of a pounpf
white sugar, and seven yolks and [ur
whites of eggs. Cut the vanilla into slips;
boil in the milk and cream quarter of an
hour, adding the sugar; strain and let it
remain till cool; then stir in the eggs, weil
beaten; pour it into cups with hall a tea-
spoonful of fresh butter, melted, in each
cup; set them in water; bake in a moder-
ate oven ; color them when d'one by holding
a hot salamander over, and serve cold, with
sugar sifted on the top.

WHITE CUSTARDS.-One pint of cream;
three ounces of sugar; the whites of four
eggs, and one table-spoonful of orange-
flower water. Boil the cream with a blade
of mace; let it simmer for about five min-
utes; then take it off the fire, and add the
sugar; beat the whites of the eggs to a
complete froth; put them into the cream;
set it on the fire again, and let it hoil gent-
ly, stirring constantly, till it becomes
thick; take it off the fire; add the orange-
flower water, or a few drops of almond-
flavor, and serve in custard glasses.

NoTa.-Custards are both wholesome and nutri-
tious, especially for delicate stomachs, and for those
recovering from sickncss, when used in moder-
ation, as they supply the waste of nerve-tissue better
than meats or breads. The custard pie is made bybaking the custard in an appropriate crust.

RoAST FORE-QUARTER OF LAMa.-Io
obtain the flavor of lamb in perfection, it
should not be long kept; time to cool is all
that it requires; and though the meat
may be somewhat thready, the juices and
flavor will be infinitely superior to that
of lamb that has been killed two or three
days. Lamb should be very thoroughly
done, without being dried up, and not the
slightest appearance of red gravy should
be visible, as in roast mutton: this rule is
applicable td ail young white meats. Serve
with a littie gravy made in the dripping-
pan, the same as for other roasts, and
send to table with it a tureen ofmint sauce,
and a fresh salad. A cut lemon, a small
piece of fresh butter, and a little cayenne,
should also be placed on the table, so that
when the carver separates the shioulder
from the ribs, they mav be ready for his use;
if, however, he should not be very expert,
we would recommend that the cook should
divide these joints nicely before coming to
table.
, BROILED KiDNEys.-Ascertain that kid-
neys are fresh, and cut them open very
evenly, lengthwise. down to the root, for
should one half be thicker than the other,
one would be underdone whilst the other
would be dried, but do not separate them;
skin them, and pass a skewer under the
white part of each half to keep them flat,
and boil over a nice clear fire, placing the
irrside downwards; turn them when done
ienough on one side, and cook them on the
other. Remove the skewers, place the kid-
neys on a very hot dish, season with pepper
and salt, and put a tiny piece of butter in
the middle of each. Serve very hot and
quickly, and send very hot plates to table.
Time, 6 to8 minutes. A prettierdish than
the above may be made by serving the kid-
neys each on a piece of buttered toast cut
in any fanciful shape. In this case a little
lemon-juice will be found an improvement.

RicE PUDDING.-One cup of fresl whole
rice; nine cupfuls of new milk, and one
cup of sugar: Put into a stone or earthen
pan, and bake in a moderate oven three
hours. Stir it two or three times during
the first hour; do not increase the heat of
the oven after the milk begins to simmer;
be careful not to scorch or blister; a light
cover toward the last will be better. Set
to cool undisturbed. It is best eaten cold.
Raisins may be added, if desired.

A SIMPLE CORNMEAL PUDDING.--Stir
into a quart of boiling milk, the yolks of
two eggs, three heaping spoonfuls of meal
and a half a cup of sugar, well beaten to-
gether. Cook five minutes, stirring con-
stantly; remove from the fire, and add the
whites, beaten to a stiff froth. Pour into a
pudding-dish, and bake one hour in a
moderate oven. Serve with cream and sugar.
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TEN YEARS WITH SPIRITUAL MEDIUMS.-

An Inquiry concerningthe EtiologY Of
Certain Phenomena called Spiritual.

By Francis Gerry Fairfield. New York:

D. Appleton & Co.

For the last twenty years the so-called

spiritual phenomena have excited very

great interest among at least three classes

of the community. In the first class, we

place the mediums, in the second the

credulous dupes, who have eagerly believed

that the manifestations partly gefiuine, no

doubt, and partly the work of imposture,

werereally revelations from anotherworld;
and in the third the scientific observers,

who have earnestly sought to find out the

true nature of these phenomena. In this

third class we find the author of this book.

He has made careful investigations and has

accepted only verified testimony as to the

facts, preferririgthat of medical observers,

and he attempts to prove that the pheno-

mena called spiritual, are morbid nervous

phenomena. As his subjectis one ofno little

interest, we make copious extracts. In his

enumeration of cases of nervo-psychic phe-

nomena, as case xix, he gives his own

experience as follows : -

Let me here, at the risk of egotism, de-
tail briefly a series of psychological pheno-

mena, pertaining principallv to niy own

drean life, and therefore susceptible of

more minute analsyis than those of a third

person. I will premise that years of study

and deprivation had preceded.
In i88, while a resident of New Ger-

mantown, New Jersey. I was acquainted

with Mr. Lake. since a Lutheran clergy-

man, who lived at German Valley a ham-

let lying two leagues to the north. I had

never bein there. One afternoon, in

August. Mr. Lake paid me a visit, and,

after dining with me, returned home.

That night 1 dreamed that, while saunter-
ing along the road to German Valley, I

came Sucidenly at a turn, upont a beautiful

vista. that impressed itself uPon mv mem-

ory, as dream-vistas often will. Of course

I thought no more of it, except as an addi-tion to my stock of the beautiful; and asMr. Lake and I started for Hartwick Sem-
inary, Otsego County, New York, a Sew
days after, I never returned the visit. Two
years later, while on a vacation visit toNew Germantown, business called me toGerman Valley, and, at a turn of the road,1 camne full upon the vista Of My dreamn.
From that point on, I remembered every
landmark, and threaded the way to thevillage as familiarly as though I had, atsome date previous, been in the dailyhabit of doing so.

In August, 1864, I find myself in New
York-a stranger in a strange city. I hadbeen in the city twice or thrice before intransitu, in my driftings to and fro, butwas totally unacquainted with it exceptfrom geographical description, having to
that date known more of the dim dream-
cities of Germany-its antique university
towns-than of the buzzing metropolis. I
had been in New York some days, had ex-
hausted the last dollar of my slender re-
sources, and was in danger of starvation.
One sultry evening I lounged up Broadway
in the direction of my littie room in Bleec-
ker street, the rent of which had, fortuna-
tely, been paid in advance, having eaten
nothing for forty-eight hours, but mut-
tering scraps of rhyme as I went. I re-
member that sunset loiter as though it had
been but yesterday. The first gnawings
of hunger had worn off; I was faint and
flighty, but less uncomfortable than I had
been twenty-four hours previous, in that
settled exhaustion had succeeded to the
stage of acute craving. I knew the end
was at hand, and had some dim intention
of hastening it: consequently, destroyed
every paper and letter in my possession
that could possiblv identify me. Having
done s0, I sat and wrote until long after
midnight, toiling away at a ballad-
"Broadway," I afterward entitled it-that
had been running in my brain all the after-
noon. On and on I wrote, until I nodded
with weariness; but I went to bed at last,
and drifted to sleep, conning driblets of
rhyme by the way, and keeping up a semi-
delirious drone of verses until I finally lost
consciousness.

I had a single flash of dream-one only-
then slept as one dead until noon the nextday.

In my dream I walk down Broadway,
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cross City Hall Square, and stop at a door
with No. 19 over it in gilt numerals. I
enter, thread dusty flights of stairs for four
stories, and pause at last before a door
labeled " Editorial Rooms," in dingy gilt
letters on a black ground. Pushing open
the door, I find myself in the midst of a
knot of gentlemen, pass through, and tap
at the door of an interior room with the
knob of my walking-stick. The door opens
and I am iace to face with a tall and sad-
faced gentleman, of quiet but kindly ways,
who asks me to come in. After a conver-
sation of possibly five minutes, consumed
In questions on his part and answers on
mine, the sad-faced gentleman takes me to
an adjoining room and introduces me to a
corpulent, falcon-faced gentleman, whom
he styles the city editor, and who, in his
turn, presents me to one of the knot in the
outer room, with instructions to explain
my duties for the evening, This done, I
thread my way down stairs, and as I pass
glance at the City Hall clock. It is ten
minutes Past three. It has passed like a
flash-the dream-and I am sound asleep
again.

Now, so curiously perverse is human
nature that when I started down town in
the afternoon-it must have been two
o'clock- it did not occur to me to
follow out my dream. I lounged down
Broadway listlessly, and with mind curi-
ously at rest, crossed City-Hall Square
instinctively, passed the Hall of Records,
and did not even recall the dream until I
was at the door of No. 19 -when came
recognition. I entered, went up-stairs,
recognizing even the dusty banisters, and
at the remembered landing stopped in
front of the door labeled " Editorial
Rooms." It was the same. I pushed it
open and entered, finding myself in the
midst of a group of gentlemen every one of
whom-from rubicund-visaged Dunn to
sad-fated Watson-I had met the night be-
fore in dream-life. Crossing the room,
I tapped at the inner door-one of three-
with the top of my walking stick. The
door opened, and there stood the sad-faced
man-the late Isaac C. Pray. I was then
presented to the falcon-faced city-editor-
Mr. John Armstrong. There was no more
vagueness about the recognition of either
than there would have been had either
been my own brother, instead of the per-
fect stranger he actually was. I was then
presented to the subordinate-Mr. J. Ed-
mund Burke. It is a curious fact that I
was not at all impressed with thebe coinci-
dences, but accepted them rather as mat-
ters of course than as events partaking ol
the phenomenal; and las I ernerged from the
building, with instructions to report ai
Union Square at seven o'clock, I did nol
glance at the dial with any intention oi
verifying my dream to the last circum

stance, but merely to ascertain how long I
had to rest-for I was weary beyond words
-before reporting for further orders.
Nerertheless it was exactly ten minutes >ast
three.

I will adduce only one more case of this
type, and one of no great importance in
one aspect, but of peculiar significance in
another. In October, 1872, I was one of
the editors of the Home Yournal. One
night, in a flash of dream, the senior edi-
tor Mr.George Perry, called me to his desk
for consultation upon a trifling question.
As I dreamed it, it was a quarter past two
by the clock just over my left shoulder, as
I stood talking with him. The next day,
at the hour and minute, that consultation
occurred, and verified the dream to the
minutest detail. Wholly without pre-
meditation--for the dream had not even
occurred to me from the hour I sat down
at my desk, between ten and eleven in the
morning, until it was abruptlv recalled by
the remark of Mr. Perry, "Fairfield, I'd
like to talk with you a minute"-the exact
words with which, as I had dreamed it, the
conversation was commenced.

Certain peculiarities distinguishing thern
from ordinary dreaming have always ac-
companied these flashes of consciousness.
i. They are invariably instantaneous, pre-
ceded by nothing, followed by nothing-
sudden islands of dream in a sea of sleep!
-and consist, however complex in details,
of one swift impression. 2. Apart from
myself, I see myself doing this or that as a
kind of double, whereas, in ordinary
dreaming, there is no double conscious-
ness. To be more explicit, in ordinary
dreaming I am conscious of myself as
taking part in this or that transaction, as
pursued by ghouls, or taking a walk down
Broadway and meeting an Egyptian pyr-
amid at a particular corner; while in these
rarer phenomena I, as a spectator, see
myself doing a given act, conscious that
the doer is a kind of double of mine-con-
scious of indentity also, but still not
indentical.

In the spring of 1867, after many days of
suffering with neuralgia in the right tem-
ple, I managed to get detailed from the
home-staff for a few weeks, and was sent
or a correspondent's commission to Con-
necticut, which practically enabled me to
lounge a few days at the homestead in
Stafford. I had left in occupancy of my
rooms in town a young man in whom I
took a friend's and a student's interest-an
example of morbid psychological anatomy,
and the victim of attacks of suicidal im-

f pulse. I was at home. At a quarter be-
fore seven, by the clock in the old east
room, as I was pacing to and fro, I was

t smitten with a sudden spasm of numbness,
f lasting possibly a second, and succeeded
- by a rapid flash of vision. I saw the
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young man with a vial of dark liquid in
his hand, in the act of putting it to his
mouth. I saw the room, as if a lightning
flash had suddenly lit it up for an instant,
and noticed that the sofa had been moved
from one corner to another-which was
the fact. So possessing was the vision,
that I cried, " Stop!" before the absurd-
ity ot doing so at that distance occurred
to me. Mere fancy, some will say,conjur-
ed by worry; but, as exactly as can be
ascertained, the young man was, at the in-

stant specified, in the act of putting a vial
of laudanum to his lips; and he stated to

me afterward that he was deterred from
drinking the whole ounce by an uncon
trollable force. " It was," said he " as if

some invisible person had taken hold of

my hand, and forcibly prevented me from

drinking; and, somehow, I didn't dare to

try it again after that." Now, curiously
enough, my premonition that the young
man would kill himself before I got back,
which had haunted me during the whole

journey thus far, passed away with the

shock, the vision, and the consequent shout

and though I was absent fron town nearly
three weeks longer, and did not once hear

lrom him, I was not in the least worried.

I seemed to know, as if by instinct, that

the danger was past, and would not again
recur; whereas, until then, I had been op-
pressed as with a spectre.

In June, 1868, having rooms at a Broad-
way hotel, I was, after some weeks of over-
work, prostrated with a kind of nervous
fever, and lay for some days in a state
bordering upon delirum. My rooms were
so distant from the street that, under ordi-
narv circumstances, its scurry was subdu-
ed to a continuous roar. As I came to my-
self I was conscious of hearing with analy-
tic distinctness the feet of persons on the
walk, and of an interwoven and inextric-
able tangle of separate noises caused by
stages and carriages. They , were not
louder than usual, only more distinct. I

could tell when a stage stopped and a pas-
senger alighted or got in, and lay and
counited by the hour the footsteps of pedes-

trians, often following one person among
the mass for squares, until he turned into a

by-street, or faded into distance. Properly
speaking, this phenomenon was not due to

the excitation of the auditory nerves,

though there was unusual acuteness in

that direction, but to distinct impulses

transmitted by way of the walls of the

building. In a word, vibrations of materi-

ai media, s0 minute as under ordinary
circumstances to be inponderable, were

appreciated by the nervous system, and
entered into the impressions of conscious-
fless. In addition to this, within a circle
of moderate periphery, say twenty feet in

diameter, I saw with superhuman distinct-
ness. For example, I saw and knew per-

sons passing in the hall, possibly ten feet
from the bed, with the wall between, but
could not distinguish them, except as they
flitted across the disk of a circle to which
my vision was limited. I say saw, when I
should say that I knew in a manner that
was at once vision and audition; yet I did
not once pass into the trance-state, though
lying for four days just on its border. I
may sap, therefore, that I personally know
that clairvoyance is in the nature of a
peripheral nerve-aura of greater or less
diameter, this aura entering into ititimate
molecular relation and contact with sur-
rounding objects; and I am justifiedI think
in regarding the nervous phenomena of
this attack as entitled to the consideration
of facts experimentally demonstrated.

In the summer of 1862, having occasion
for toe services of a dentist, I was subject-
ed to anæsthesia, the agent being sul-
phuric ether. I recall, as though it had
been but yesterday, the strange operation
of the drug, and the gradual dying, nerve
by nerve, until waves of unconsciousness
envelop the sensory centres, and my eyes
were like stones in my head. But an
island of consciousness-an irregular tract,
of the limits of which I was aware-persist-
ed in the very top of the head, or in the
gray cerebral envelop (cortex of the
brain). This was accompanied by sensory
impressions of a peculiar type. I saw Dr.
Clark drop the napkin; I saw him hurriedly
going through with the operation. I saw
him lay down the forceps when he had
completed it; and was conscious through
it all that the cortex of the brain was uni-
quely responsible for these sensory impress-
ions-in a word, that I saw with the top of
my head, and through the medium of an
external sensory atmosphere.

A strange mental aura, accompanied
with nervous perturbation, succeeded, and
lasted for same days, during which I was
as one in a dream. Its leading exponent
consisted in the production of strange and
unreal poems.

Without venturing upon disquisition at
this juncture, I will merely say in conclud-
ing this case that I am of cephalic tempera-
ment, and inherit a neurotic tendency from
my father; also, that the phenomena have
occurred only at periods of exceeding
nervous disturbance and of reduced physi-
cal condition, and have been invariably ac-
companied by morbid impulses of more
or less intensity; that, in a word, they are
purely nervous phenomena.

In discussing the physiology of these
cases, Mr. Fairfield says :

I have purposely permitted the preceed-
ing memoranda of cases to take a large
range, and to exceed the limits apparently
prescribed by the subject, by way of illus.
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trating the psychic phenomena associated
with spiritualisrn in all the protean aspects
in which they are or may be exhibited.

In the majority of these instances I have
been able to verify the existence of an
hereditary predisposition. So, also, in
many cases the psychic phenomena of
which are not so pronounced as to be wor-
thy of particular description. Mrs. Isabel-
la B. Hooker, of Hartford, Connecticut,
for example, inherits nervous malady from
her father. So with the daughter of the late
Judge Edmonds-a medium of consider-
able repute, whose habit of trance-speak-
ing, in languages unknown to her through
the ordinary process of study, has been ex-
amined enpassent, and who presents, physi-
cally, one of the most pronounced exam ples
I have ever glanced at, of the congeries
of symptoms associated with active neuro-
sis of this type. Again, in the case of
Robert Dale Owen - by far the most
intellectual literary exponent of spiritual-
ism in America-hereditary predisposition
plays an important part, as it is evident
from keen scrutiny of the career and per-
sonal history of the elder Owen.

It frequently happens that an inherited
neurotic tendency exhibits itself in a very
different form in different members of the
same family. In the instance of Mrs.
Hooker, for example, occur the ordinary
physical exponents of inherited nervous
disorder, conjoined to a tendency to vagary
and eccentricity, that borders upon aber-
ration of mind; while in her sister, Mrs.
Stowe, and in oti-er members of the family,
so far as I am ab'e to ascertain, the pre-
disposition expends itself in a well-marked
and peculiar mental aura, with psychical
and emotional traits sui generîs. In like
manner, in Miss Lamb, the sister of the
humorist, the hereditary predisposition
manifested itself in periodical attacks of an
epileptic nature, while in her gifted brother
(Charles Lamb) it was mainly present as
an intellectual bias, and contributed its
rarest gems to the litorature of humor.
Indeed, as those eminent alienists, Morel,
Moreaa de Tours, Dr. Maudsley, and Dr.
Anstie, have long since demonstrated, not
onlv are the various neurosis constantly
convertible, but hereditary neurosis fre-
quently exhibits itself as an intellectual
aura, without pronounced nervous disturb-
ance, though generally coexistent with a
moodiness 'aving more or less tendency
to periodicity. This observation has been
verified so often that it is unnecessary to
adduce instances.

In this aspect of the subject, hereditary
neurosis of the dormant variety must be
regarded as the cause of many of the most
wonderful creations in literature and art.

Minute analysis of the biography of Poe
discloses the fact that his most remarkable
tales and poçms çhibit g periodiçity of

imaginative production: he himself says
that poetry with him was a passion, not a
profession. So it was with Coleridge, and
so it was with that wonderful boy whose
literary forgeries so long baffled criticism,
and who called his cantos fit the first, fit
the second, and so on-all fits-finally a
suicidal fit that ended him. Dr. Johnson
was the son of an epileptic. Turner's
sunsets, with their sun-shot purples and
semi-glooms. are the products of a strange
man; and William Blake, the strangest of
English painters, p'ainted like a man in a
trance. Wellington's epilepsy disappear-
ed on the field, his accumulated nervous
force finding a conductor active enough
to dissipate it as fast as it was generated.

The career of Robespierre, with his
sunken temples, and face eternally jerk-
ing, is to be regarded, from the scientific
standpoint, as the exponent of hereditary
nervous disorder, intensified by depriva-
tion at first, and afterward by the circum-
stances of the Revolution in France.
Mohammed's revelations represent a series
of epileptic trances; Swedenborg's confess
the same etiology; and, generally speak-
ing, as Dr. Maudsley acutely observes,
there is no doubt that mankind is indebted
for not a little of its originality, and for
certain special forms of intellectual activ-
ity, to individuals who have sprung from
fanilies in which the neurotic tendency is
hereditary. The wonderful mastery of
morbid psychology exhibited by writers
like Scott, Dickens, Poe, Hawthorne,
Heyne and Freytag. Baudelaire and Victor
Hugo-and of morbid impulse in its va-
rious aspects-thus presents itself as a kind
of larvated form of nervous perversion,
liable always to transformation into the
acute, and often coexisting with it.

In America-at least in the New Eng-
land States and in New York, to which my
observations have been principally limited
-I have no hesitation in saying that
alcohol has played a prominent part~in the
production of nervous degeneracy; and,
with Dr. Anstie, I am inclined to think
that of all depressing agencies it has the
most decided tendency to impress the ner-
vous c-ntre- of a progenitor with a neurotic
type that will necessarily be transmitted
to his descendants. That it often produces
epilepsy within a single generation, is a
demonstrable fact, though alcoholic epi-
lepsy is not yet known to the medical text-
books. Unscient.fic preparation and in-
sufficiency of food, conjoined to hard
work on the part of the women, and hard-
er work on the part of the men, have also
been exceedingly active causes, particu-
larly in the New England States, in per-
verting the nervous organization ; and
though Niemeyer's estimate, applicable to
Germany, that the ratio of epileptics to
general population is one to one hundred,
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is probably in excess of the facts in this are reflex representatives and equivalents in
country, it is nevertheless true that obscure consciousness for molecular vibrations
epilepsy is alarmingly common. emanating from the bodies of which cog-

nition is taken, and that the impressions
Concerning the nerve-aura to which received in the clairvoyant state have the

these phenomena are attributed, we have same origin; though in the deeper and

the following lucid explanations:_ more interior order oftrance, into which it
finally develops, reflex excitability of the

The subject of nerve-aura is more diffi- gray matter of the brain appears to be re-
cult to elucidate, because less susceptible sponsible for the visions so often described.
of experiment. That it is capable of trans- I have no doubt that this existed in Poe's
mission through conducting media, and case, and was the principal element in those
of acting at considerable distances through unearthly imaginings that occur in his
the medium of the atmosphere, is proved weirder and more spiritual tales, though
by the facts of mesmerism and by large present limits preclude collation of the
classes of facts collected by medical PsY- evidences tending to establish it; and Dr.
chologists; and that it is more or less sub- J. G. Holland recently called my attention
ject to the volition of the organism whence to a strange and spectral painting, executed
it proceeds, and partakes of volitional pro- in an interval of unconsciousness, that
perties is equally indisputable. betrays similar traits of imagination.

As to the nature of this element there is But to return. The part that nerve-at-
little coincidence of opinion among scien- mosphere plays in society and in life is
tific men. That it is not identical with important, though little comprehended.
electricity, thotigh correlated with it, with How else is it possible to ace >unt for the
light, and with other forces, Helmholtz singular ascendency that per-ors of infer-
has substantially proved, in demonstrating ior intellect and ability often gain over
that the transmission of voluntary impulse persons of exceeding intellectual and moral
from the brain to the muscles is far less superiority. Upon what other hypothesis
rapid than electrical transmission, and is can be explained the strange intimacy that
perceptibly quickened in rapidity by heat subsisted between the intellectual Ie-el
-and lessened by cold. It is susceptible of and stupid Henry Beer, with his thousands
sensory impression and capable of propa- of dollars invested in walking-sticks? The
gating the impulses of the will; but it is idol ofGermany with a fool for his Pylades,
also susceptible of unconscious action, as to the laughter of all Berlin. True that
illustrated in the important case of Mary Heyne, with his acute perception of the
Carrick. The term aura, as it relates to sarcastic aspects of the intimacy, refers il
nerve-tissue is, therefore, as in the instance to another cause, namely, that, Beer being
of drugs and medicines, appropriated to an a fool, the philosopher could talk to him
emanating atmosphere having the mole- without danger of being comprehended;
cular properties, motor and sensory, of true that Heyne was tolerably well ac-
nervous tissue itself, though in lessened quainted with Hegel. But yet his observa-
intensity. tions on this point, as elsewhere, where it

How sensory impressions are propaga- is possible to turn a sarcasm, must be taken
ted and motor impulses transmitted, is a cum grano salis.
question upon which, again, there is Our likings and our antagonisms, our
little coincidence among scientific men. inexplicable antipathies against some, our
In my own case, in o îe instance of well- inexplicable attraction to others, are not
marked clairvoyance, though within small subject to considerations of moral or intel-
periphery, occasioned by fever, I was dis- lectual altitude. I like this man, with no
tinctly cor.scious of being enveloped in a moral or intellectual reason for liking him. I
peripheral sensory aura, and that my im- dislike the other, with as little good reason
pressions of environing objects originated for disliking him. Indeed, the liking often
in this aura; and in testing or question- coexists with moral turpitude and unrelia-
irg clairvoyant physicians and . mediums, bility, and the dislike with moral rectitude.
three out of seven, wl'o had any recollec- I regard these phenomena, though some re-
tion at all of what they saw or said in the fer them to intuition, as simple nervous
cla*rvoyant state, confessed that their im- impressions. In the course of a lounge
pressions seemed to come in this manner, down Broadway, I walk thrçugh the ner-
the remaining four asserting that though vous atmospheres of a thousand persons.
dimly conscious, they saw and said things Tney impress me dinly. This one repels,
as in a dream, and could not distinctly re- that one attracts; but, had I the nervous
call them. organization of a Zschokke, I would read

It is as nearly certain, however, as t he the souls of these men and women like so
only proximately demonstrable by experi- many diaries of their daily lives.
ment c. n be, that all sensations or impress- I- have observed and been impressed by
ions co ning by way of the optic, auditory, this atmosphere in the persons of criminals
olfactory, gustatory, and peripheral nerves, to a greater eXtent than with any other
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class; and this agrees with the remark of
Dr. Maudsley, that criminals as a rule are
subjects of nervous disorder-how often of
the reflex type is proved by the statistical
observation that one criminal in a hundred
is the victim of pronounced epilepsy. I
could not sit within ten feet of an habitual
criminal in a Fitth Avenue parlor, without
knowing it; and there are men whom I
know to be insane, notwithstanding the
fact that they are elegantly-dressed Broad-
wav promenaders.

These things are not fancies. On the
contrary, in conversation with an insanity
expert recently, I was enabled to compare
my own observations with those of a mas-
ter in morbid psychology, and to discern
the importance of nerve-aura as a factor in
the determination of this class of cases.
The question was this: " In those in-
stances in which, so far as impulsive and
morbid acts are concerned, the subject of
an examination presents no indisputable
evidences of insanity. upon what grounds
is one person remitted to the hospital,
while another is adjudged simply eccen-
tric!' In other words, in the cases of two
persons, both apparently inhabitants of the
border-land, upon what evidence is it con-
cluded that the one has passed the boun-
dry of sanity and that the other has not?
It is impossible to dissect the brain of
either, and the mental and physical symp-
toms are perhaps parallel. Substantiallythe
answer of the expert amounted to this: "I
feel that the one subject is insane and that
the other is not"-a reply apparently equi-
valent to saving that he knew insanity by
intuition, but really scientific in its terms.
In other words, to disentangle a paradox, the
decision in these cases is largely due to the
nervous aura of the subject. The same act,
the same mental eccentricity, maybesane in
one man and insane in another.

Again, all organic structures have their
special forms of nerve-aura. The evi-
dences that support this hypothesis are so
varied and indisputable, that it is now con-
ceded by scientific men. Certain species
of serpents, for example, are capable of
fascinating birds and animals, as was long
since indicated by the observations of Dr.
Good, Prof. Silliman, Dr. Barrow, the
South American traveller, and M. Vaillant
and Mr. Bruce, the African explorers.
Negroes can, it is observed, detect the
presence of a rattlesnake at the distance of
three hundred feet, by the diffusion, says
an eminent Carolina observer, of an ex-
ceedingly attenuated ether that acts be-
numbingly on the nervous system. Vice
versa, Mr. Bruce, from minute personal
observations, distinctly states, that the
negroes of Sennaar are so armed by nature
that they handle Ecorpions and vipers with
perfect impunity; and Lindekranz, a Swe-
dish savant of eminence, affirme that the

natives of Lapland and Dalarne subdue
doge in the same mysterious manner. " I
constantly observed," says the former, ex-
plaining the physiology of the process,
"that, however active the viper was before
he was laid hold of, he seemed to sicken
and become torpid, often shutting his eyes,
and never turning his fangs toward the arm
of the person that held him."

I have constantly observed that epilep-
tics, pending the incubation of the fit, ap-
pear to be enveloped in a sensitive and
highly-excited nerve-atmosphere, which,
sometimes accompanied ywith sullenness,
but not seldom with exceeding sensorv
exaltation and with preternatural acuteness
of perception, heralds the attack, or wher.
transformed into the larvated type by
mesmeric passes, eventuates in clairvoyance
and trance.

These data support the hypothesis that
all nervous organisms emit an ethereal
aura susceptible of control by consciousness,
of transmission in a given direction at the
will of the organism, and of translation
into physical phenomena under given con-
ditions. Many of those strange disturbances
of the equilibrium of objects within their
sphere, observed to occur in nervous
maledies, are no doubt due to this
element. I have seen persons, subject to
nervous paroxysms, upset a glass of water
without contact. Under ordinary cir-
cumstances, the balance between the
bundle of forces represented by a man and
those represented by the inorganic bodies
that environ him, is more or less stable.
On the other hand, in disorders of the
epileptic type the auras of various bodies
act powerfully as peripheral incitations;
the nervous aura of the invalid acting with
reciprocal energy upon them.

Dr. Patterson, of Virginia, relates the
case of a lady subject to attacks of cataleDsy
and lying in trance,who, one stormy night,
when her physician was not expected,
insisted that she saw him away off rid-
ing on horseback, through the rain, and
tracked him step by step thence to the
door, the attendants taking it for granted
that she was dreaming until a rap was
heard, the door was opened, and he walked
in dripping.

These facts, to which medical psycholo-
gists can add by the volume, carefully
attested and collated, intimate, not only
that the solution of the phenomenon known
as transfer of state, or as being en raßport,
lies in the investigation of the nature of
nerve-atmosphere, but that the nervo-mole-
cular phenomena incident to the séances of
Mr. Home are due to the same mysterious
agency, acting in mediums of vital tempera-
ment and of powerful Pkysique with an
energy that approximates to the super-
human.

There is nothing so very singular abo u
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this. Every act of our lives is a transfor- and that in vital temperaments it develops
mation of nervous force into motor; and motor aspects, while in cerebral tempera-
that nervous force may be correlated into ments it develops the singular sensory phe-
light is demonstrated by abundant facts. nomena described in the nervo-psychic se-
Phosphorescent animais become so under ries; furthermore, that this state is the
an impulse of the will, through the agency constantexponent of the epileptic neurosis.
of the nervous system, evolving light as a I find no exception to this view of the
transformation of its energy; and in sime case in the more than fifty mediums of
cases of consumption, witness that dis- whom I have collected memoranda; and,
tinguished physician, Dr. Brown-Séquard, without indulging in any unpleasant critic-
light appears at the head of the sufferer, ism, I must be permitted to say that the
and may even radiate from him into the association of either class of facts with the
room. agency of departed spirits is quite unwar-

ranted and gratuitous. Neither the sen-
One other extract must suffice: sory nor the dynamic phenomena of
The conclusion naturally flowing from spiritualism presume intelligences or forces

these facts, and from many more, the bear- not explainable by phvsiology. I must ask
ing of which it seems to me that Dr. Car- scientific men, however, calmly to investi-
penter, in his theory of unconscious cere- gate the facts incident to these nervous
bration, and George Henry Lewes, in his states, and to assimilate them to systematic
theory of instinct, have overlooked, is that psychology-a task calling for the limits of
the life of nervous tissue is self-determin- a volume.
ing, and that whenever this tissue is pre- In concluding this section, permit me to
sent the fundamental principle of intelli- add that my own observations have led me
gence is also present, It is evident, there- insensibly during the last ten vears to the
fore, that self-directed volition is a primary opinion that, in its motor aspects particu-
property of nervous organization. larly, the nervous conditions necessary to

The reader now sees how it is that the so-called spiritual phenomena coexist gen-
will of a spiritual medium may intelligently erally with a low type of physical organiza-
yet unconsciously act in the production of tion, and, with very few exceptions, the
the so-called spiritual phenomena; also, same criticism applies to mediums of the
how it is that nerve-atmosphere, invisible, sensory class; facts sufficing in themselves
imponderable, but entering into intimate to disconnect both classes of phenomena
molecular relation and contact with sur- from the higher spiritual activities of hu-
rounding bodies and with surrounding mari nature. But, what the real nature of
nervous organisms, is susceptible both of nerve-aura is, can only be described by
sensory impressions and of motor impulses. the term nerve-aura. It is not electrical,
He sees how it is that, as in the case of Flor- though it may be correlated as electricity;
ence Cook, a person in trance may produce it is not psychic, though it may be corre-
a visible phantom, and control its move- lated into apparently psychic phenomena.
ments, or may even visit a person, living at Very likely, however, some clever scien-
cortsiderable distance, as an apparition, tific man will one of these days invent an
write a message, and float away or waste auroscope, by which it will be possible to
away into the invisible. I have among test the relative capacities of mediums, and
mY memoranda no observed instances ot to distinguish between motor and sensory,
this phenomena; but Robert Dale Owen, in without putting them to the trouble of
his "Footprints on the Boundary of An- séances; and in the observations thus far
other World," relates an instance of it submitted, I have sought to get together
in some respects analogous to the case of the materials and experiments necessary to
Captain Densmore, the authenticity of an exact scientific demonstration of the
which there is no occasion to doubt. How subject. What is wanted now is, that some
wonderful our unconscious operations are scientific professor,or some medical psychol-
-far more wonderful than our conscious- ogist, having the opportunity to study it in
facts daily indicate to the observer who ail its attitudes, should experiment and ob-
studies human life in its deeper psycho:o- serve carefully as to the action and reaction
gical aspects; also, how superficial it is to of nerve-ether with various bodies, until
fly to spiritual agencies, or to presumptions Fuch an instrument can be constructed
like the psychic-force theory, to furnish the as to determine its presence by an un-
explanation of phenomena purely incident erring test. Then, let this auroscope
to morbid nervous states. be applied to one of Mr. Home's phan-

The reader is now ,atisfied, I think, that toms or to those of Mrs. Jenny Holmes,
the nervous state termed clairvoyance is of Philadelphia, by way of determin-
the centre around which all the phenomena ing the constitution of the former and the
of spiritualism, psychic a% well as dynamic, genuineness of the latter; and the demon-
naturally group themselves; also that re- stration will Je as complete from the stand-
flex excitability of the nerve centres consti- point of exact physics as it seems to me
tutes the physiological basis of this state, from the standpoint of physiology.
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vtbb tanf tj4e (ime*
Whatever merits or demerits may attach

to the present Dominion Government, it
cannot be said that the sessions of Parlia-
ment under its guidance are unfruitful.
It is only April, yet the work of legislation
is over for the year,-and good work has
been done,-practical, useful work, th at will
tell in a hundred ways upon the life of the
Canadian people for years to come. It is
refreshing to contrast such sessions of Par-
liament as we have had of late years with
the barren and fruitless period when weeks
and months were spent in interminable
debate on party or constitutional questions.
We perhaps dignify them too much to give
them the latter name. Generally the
squabbles were the purest pieces of faction
fighting that ever disgraced the Parlia-
mentary annals of any country. Tactics
were often mere "dodging" and "victory at
any price' was the watchword on both sides.
Happily we have a truce from ail this. A
Ministry with so decided a majority as the
present one can apply itself without hesita-
tion and without distractiun to practical
business.

We h ave got, too, fa! beyond the " parish
politics " of former days. Canada now is
becoming .a word to command respect
wherever it is heard. A vast Dominion
extending from ocean to ocean, with un-
dreamed of possibilities of expansion and
enlargement before it, is something worth
legislating about; and it is striking to
notice how thoroughly alive to this the
rising young men ofour country are. They
who have been born and educated here,
who have felt the full force of our free in-
stitutions, and our rapid expansion, while
no less loyal to the mother land have yet
a most peculiar love for their native Cana-
da, and vast confidence in her future. All
that has long characterized the people of
the United States in their boundless' faith
in the possibilities of their laird is charac-
terizing the young Canadian statesman of

the present day; and it is a healthy sign
that it sliould be so. There is " ample
verge and room enough " for a large ambi-
tion here. We have legislated this session
for the government of territories on the
North-West almost as large as the whole of
Europe. We have concluded a treaty by
which quiet possession of lands is secured
to the settlers therein, at the same time that
justice is done to the Indian tribes that
have hitherto been the only lords of the
plains. We have taken steps for the pro-
secution of that vast railway work which is
to bind together ail the links in our great
chain of Provinces and open up the way
for millions of free people to spread them-
selves over the centre of the continent;
and, although the Senate in the exercise
of its wisdom, rejected a measure binding
Canada to a specific yearly expenditure on
the most distant link in this chain, yet the
main work and the main objectcannot and
will not be lost sight of. We have, too,
amended our Militia and Defence Acts-
taking anot4ler step in the path of self-re-
liance and self-government. The molher
country cannot now complain of Canada
being a charge on her resources. And
another step in the same direction is the
establishment of a Supreme Court for the
Dominion. This is a measure of the high-
est importance. It will prevent years of
delay in the settlement of disputes. It will
secure an appeal to those who- have an in-
timate knowledge of our affairs; and
though there may be wanting somewhat of
the ripe experience and long practiced
judgment that give such weight to the de-
cisions of the law lords of the Privy Coun-
cil, this will be fully counterbalanced by
the superior knowledge of the circumstan-
ces and traditions of the various parts of
our own country possessed by the judges
who will decide these ultimate appeals.

The Insolvency Act is a measure which
will have far rekching consequences. In-
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solvenéy in various forms is the great blot i

upon our commercial life. The numerous
failures of the Canadian people in this
field of enterprise are not creditable to us.
Failure always involves more or less of
disgrace-and very often its consequences
are felt through a lifetime in a lower tone
both of morals and enterprise. Failure is
apt to beget failure. It is a bad example,
and, like other bad examples, it is sometimes
contagious. The law, perhaps, has af-
forded too great facilities for getting clear
of indebtedness. We doubt, indeed, if ihe
present law will not be found to err in that
direction, but a measure of some kind can-
not be dispensed with; and if the law as
passed last session succeeds in accomplish-
ing the objects claimed for it in the Speech
from the Throne, viz., the economical ad-
ministration of insolvent estates, the secur-
ing due pr otection for the creditor,
while shielding the honest debtor from
harsh treatment,-it will prove of im-
mense value to the business community.
An immense amount of legislation has
taken place respecting railways, banks,
insurance companies, express companies
and 9teamboat companies. It may be
doubted whether Parlianent is not pro-
ceeding too fast iti the direction of author-
izing the formation of institutions of credit,
such as banking and insurance institutions
both are. Nothing can be more mischiev-
ous to a community than an unsound
bank, unless it is an unsound life insur-
ance company. Perhaps, on the whole,
the mischievousness of the latter prepon-
derates; its obligations extend over length-
ened terms, and are intended for the
supportof families in future years. The
important point for an insurer is, not iwhat
a life comtany is now, but what it will be
twenty or thirty years hence. It is only,
then, in a majority of cases after premiums
have been paid for a lengthened period,
that the company will be called on to ful.
fil its engagements. It is survivors of
some future day, perhaps long distant,
the widow and orphan for the most part,
who alone aie interested in a life com-
pany. It is obvious, therefore, that stabil-
ity and soundness of a most exceptional
character are absolutely essential in a
company like this; and nothing can be

mbre undesirable than for a rin'ber of
ephemeral ones to obtain a footing which
will be able to carry on business during the
first years of premiums flowing in, but will
break down by and by when the full
weight of their obligations presses, leaving
the survivors of their insurers destitute and
disappointed.

The singular outbreak of ecclesiastical
intolerance lately witnessed in Lower Can-
ada, by which freedom of discussion is
sought to be put down by force, has a coun-
terpart in the action taken in Upper Cana-
da by the High Church party against a
dignitary of one of its cathedrals. It is
singular that both proceed trom the same
party in their respective churches-for, un-
doubtedly, Ultramontanism in the Romish
Church and High Churchism in the
Church of England have many features in
common. Both are the parties of extreme
opinion, of tradition, of authority; both
are aggressive, violent and intolerant;
both are given to employ force rather than
argument; both are jealous of open discus-
sion; finally, both have an extreme aver-
sion to the common people reading, think-
ing, and judging for themselves. The
same style of men who in Lower Canada
and the Church of Rome seek to prohibit
the reading of the Witness, with probably
a view to the destruction of the paper, in
Upper Canada and the English Church
bring an Evangelical dignitary to trial be-
fore a court at which lawyers are allowed
to plead, with a view probably to deprive
him of his position. In both cases there is
a declining to> meet argument by argument.
The dignitaries of Rome, with their enor-
mous prestige and influence, with their end-
less opportunities of teaching under favor-
able circumstances, are surely very hard put
to it when they are afraid of a newspaper. A
man who can speak ex cathedra, at least
once a week, to a people who have been
trained for generations to reverence his
sayings, must be conscious of terrible weak-
ness when he is afraid that all may be
counteracted by a paper published by one
whchtn his Church would call a heretic. This
blustering and threatening, this violence
of action, are indications of conscious weak-
ness, and they will in the end defeat their
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own intent. The people of a city like
Montreal are not to be misled by delusions
forever. They will see, they must judge,
and, seeing and judging, they cannot fail to
come to a conclusion on which side truth
and right are found. So must it be in Up-
per Canada. The Dean of the Cathedral
of Toronto has made strong representa-
tions as to the course of opinion and action
in a certain section of the Church. Events
only too plainly justify his conclusions.
The party against whom he and his friends
are protesting would undoubtedly carry
over the Church of England to Rome in
time. He, therefore, as a minister and dig-
nitary of that Church, is bound to sound
the alarm. But he is met, not by argu-
ment and refutation, but by law proceed-
ings, by being put on trial for depraving
the doctrine of the Church, and that too
before a bishop and court largely composed
of those who are opposed to his views.

It is supposed, and not without reason,
that this procedure has an end in view.
The Ritualistic party have long felt sore at
the fact that the Cathedral at Toronto was
entirely in the hands of clergymen of the
Evangelical party. The Dean and all his
assistants have long been of a pronounced
type of this school. The opposite side
chafe at thie, and would do almost anything
(not absolutely unlawful) to oust the Dean
from his position; for with the Dean would
go assistant ministers, and all would be re-
placed by men of the High, or the Ritualis-
tic, school. Fortunately their violent action
of putting the Dean on trial, is likely to
defeat its object. It has aroused strong
feeling and intensified conviction, especial-
ly amongst the laity, and made them more
determined than ever to uphold and stand
by those principles of the Reformation
which first made the Church of England a
distinct body, and which are a standing
protest against the superstition, priestcraft,
and intolerance of the Church of Rome.

Passing over to another part of this Con-
tinent, we see a manifestation of the sane
spirit, in even a more violent form still.
Protestant missionaries have been laboring
in Mexico for some time back. Whatthey
have done is lawful. They have committed
no breach of the peace. They have gath-

shipped quietly in buildings. Yet on
three several occasions their congregations
have been attacked by armed men. The
musket and the knife have been freely
used, and many have been murdered with-
in the very walls of their sanctuaries.
Now, in those cases there can be no possible
question of politics. These Protestants
were not agitators against the Government.
They were simply honest, faithful Mexi-
can citizens (with one or two Americans),
worshipping God quietly in their own
peaceable way. The outrage was on reli-
gious grounds alone, and there is evidence
that it was inspired by the authorities of
the Romish Church. In this, doubtless,
those authorities see nothing particularly
blameworthy, any more than the Church in
Montreal sees in attempting to put down
the Witness. The one is a counterpart
of the other, with a difference of place and
circumstances, but both are carrying out
not only the spirit and tradition of Rome,
but its policy as announced and defended.
And in the English Church, Romish sym-
pathizers alone are infected with the same
spirit.

AlU this is, however, to be overruled.
The conflict of light with darkness must go
on. The truth may be suppressed and its
propagators trampled on and massacred,
but it has an inexhaustible vitality. It rises
after every fall. The blood of martyrs has
been the seed of the Church in past ages,
and will be so again, till the day of its
final triumph.

As straws show the way of the stream, so
odd phrases now and then tell a great deal
more than a mere literal interpretation in-
volves; for beyond that, they indicate the
underflow of thought on which they float.
We are quoting from memory the opening
sentence of a discourse we heard delivered
in 1840 by Cardinal Wiseman, and it seems
as fair as it must be conceded to be appro-
priate and orthodox, to apply his aphorism
to the successor to big hat, tassels and all
they involve. Just before this the Bishop of
London had preached a sermon in St.
Paul's, on " Romish Aggression," as
the entitling Roman Catholic bishops from

ered small congregations, who have wor- the English dioceses over which they pre-
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sided was called, and had used the phrase
"'The English Church is not dead yet."
The Cardinal took these words and used
them as those spoken by a physician
watching a dying patient of whom the best
report he could make was "Not dead yet,"
emphasizing the last word with exulting
unction.

From this expression he argued that the
Bishop knew the English Church was on
its last legs, and unwittingly let fall words
revealing his despair of its life. Dr. Wise-
man was somewhat astray in this, and his
chuckling, looked at across the Church re-
vival since 184o, is not a little ludicrous.
See, however, how such a form of criticism
as his turns the tables on Dr. Manning.
The ne% Cardinal, his mind all aflame, as
his garments seem-from the tip of his toe
to his head being a mass of scarlet-de-
scribed himself in his first speech as a
"Prince of the Church"- whatever that is,
and as being "set to lead a forlorn hope."
A forlorn hope ! That is a pretty fair ver-
bal equation of "not dead yet;" and, but
that spirits are so very stupid, we should
like to callup that of Dr.Wiseman andhave
him discourse awhile in his dulcet tones on
a phrase which so plainly declares that his
successor has for his Church the same mis-
givings of vitality as he ascribed to the late
Bishop of London. " Perhaps, however,"
to use one of Canon Kingsley's pet phrases,
"perhaps they both know better now."
But a quiet chuckle over the Cardinal's
"forlorn hope," and a prayer that it may
prove a hope to sicken his heart, may be
allowed to all who don't want the clock of
England's greatness in civil and religious
liberty and light put back several centuries,
as it will be if that hope is not crushed,
that "proud Cardinal" not humiliated.

John Bull's old-fashioned dislike of for-
eigners extends to foreign titles and foreign
ways. We have a vivid remembrance of
the late Cardinal, how utterly he failed to
impress the people with any reverence for
hi. dignity, how mercilessly his theatrical
dress was laughed at even by Catholics,
how John Bull's back was up at his pre-
tentious " putting on style" by virtue of a
foreign title, which never, even in the days
of Rome's rule of England, was respected
therz. Cardinal Manning has made a

mistake in taking that wonderful hat. He
will look in his scarlet very like a mere
Orange Grand Master on the 12th July, and
only by it excite in his countrymen a
deeper distrust than ever of the Church the
pride and worldliness of which this office is
a symbol and expression.

From Cardinal to Keneally is but a step,
-presumption and vanity link them togeth-
er; but we merely name the latter to tell
the press of Canada, which has followed
suit with that of Great Britain in abusing
the town of Stoke for electing the "member
for Orton," as he is styled, that this town
kasjustpassed a by-law anthorizing the es-
tabliskment of a Public Library for its citi-
zens-and without opposition. Now Stoke,
say all the papers, is ignorant, is half
civilized, is deplorably unintelligent; but
Stoke votes taxes voluntarily for a library.
No cityortown in Canada has done so wise,
so intelligent, so civilized an action. Shall
we push this to its logical issue and say that
Stoke, bad as it is, has more good sense
and elevated taste and higher ideas of citi-
zenship than any of our municipalities?

Let some one of our cities vote itself a
library and we will overlook its M.P. be-
ing a Keneally. But it is past endurance
when they commit the sin of Stoke, but do
not make its atonement.

A member of the Imperial Parliament
having visited the Carlist army reports it
in splendid condition, full of fighting zeal
and power, short only of money. If it
were not Spain where this army is, that
money clause would be fatal; but if things
could not be done without payment, where
would Spain be? As some who read
this are Carlist sympathizers let us comfort
them by stating that the army consists
now of 73,000 men, 4,100 horse and 100

pieces of artillery-a very ugly series of
facts for young Alfonso.

The writer we quote from says: " I hope
Don Carlos will succeed, because I believe
the only remedy for the present distracted
state of Spain to be an absolute monarchy
based upon religion." This is very puzzl-
ing and very libellous of the new king and

his friends. Is not Alfonso an absolute
monarch? Is his government not based
upon religion? that is Ultramontanism,
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which is really meant-religion, being a
mere obsolete phrase, convenient, but ut-
terly dead except for verbal uses. What is
the world coming to, that a country is un-
dergoing the horrors of civil war from the
contest of two kings-one as he claims de
jure, the other de [acto, both specially un-
der the protecting wing of the Pope, both
his devoted sons, vet now flying at each
other's throats? Surely irfallibili-ty needs
exercise here if human blood is of value
and a country's peace worth a word to in-
sure it.

Cardinal Manning wishes the Pope to
be "the arbiter of nations." Let him be
so among his own children in Spain; let
him " rule his own house well," stop this

fearful brawl under his own roof as lt were,
ere he talks of ruling the families outside
his circle.

While that contest continues Ultramon-
tanism stands before Christendom 'a trans-
parent but pretentious mockery of all that
is venerable in religion and honorable in
politics. It claims a power among nations
which it fails to exercise under the most
urgent necessity, the most favorable cir-
cumstances. If the Church cannot keep
civil war out of its own borders, what
more audacious, what more absurd than to
be meddling with the politics of non-Catho-
lic States? An authority which Don Car-
los and Don Alfonso despise is not the au-
thority for the free States of Europe to
honor.

(UN fce
CHARLES DARWIN, ESQO, F. R. S.

Mr. Charles Darwin was born at Shrews-
bury, England, February 12th, 18o9, and is,
therefore, now over sixty-six years of age.
He is grandson of Dr. Erasmus Darwin,
author of the " Botanic Garden." He re-
ceived his education at Shrewsbury School,
Edinburgh University, and Christ's Col-
lege, Cambridge. In 1831, he offered his
services as a naturalist in an expedition to
survey South America and go round the
world, which was sent out in H. M. S.
" Beagle," under the command of Captain
Fitzroy. He returned in 1836, and nine
years afterwards published the "Voyage of
a Naturalist," which greatly increased his
fame. He subsequently published several
volumes treating upon the zoology, geology
and natural history of the countries visited
during that voyage, and his " Monograph
of the Family Cirrhzjedia" is considered
one of the most remarkable works on
zoology of the present century. In 1859
he published his " Origin of Species by
Means of Natural Selection," which excited

universal interest and a good deal of con-
troversy. The theory of this book is that
there is a real variability in organisms act-
ing through the medium of the system of
reproduction, and that when the progeny
thus varied finds itself better adapted for
the surrounding conditions than its prede-
cessors, it gains an ascendency in the com-
petition of the multitude of creatures for
existence, establishes itself, and extermin-
ates those which it has vanquished. This
book was followed by two others, " Fertili-
zation of Orchids," and " Domesticated
Animals and Cultivated Plants." In 1871
he published his famous "Descent OfMan,"
in which he infers that " man is descended
from a hairy quadruped, furnished with a
tail and pointed ears, probably arboreal in
its habits." Mr. Darwin has been the re-
cipient of numerous honors from scientific
bodies, both at home and abroad. He
was married in 1839 to the granddaughter
of Josiah Wedgwood. Our engraving is
by Walker & Wiseman, from a larger por-
trait in TAe GraPkic, to which we are in-
debted for the above sketch.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

( Cotinued/fron second page afbewfr.)
and as we have eonstantly on hand rsedlng
matter of interest wbch we are sorry that ou
weekly readers should lose, we are determiped
to begin the New Year with seven columns a
page instead of six, The WnuxLY WITNUss
wIll then be nearly double the size ilt was three
years ago. Our friends will probably wonder
ait this constant increse in the amount given for
thesame money, but they wil learn fromt it how
much ls gained to all concerned by the growth
of our business. There is no reason to suppose
that the Wamusr has begun to reach the limite
of its ophere. Althouga many of the tbree
monthe' subseribers will undoulitedly drop off,
ta general course ahould be onward til its cir-
culation te dve or ton times what Itlis now. If

,the DAILY l to continue increasing as hitherto
It must make inroade upon the country parts to
a much larger extent than ever, and many who
have become acquainted with us through the
WanKLY may dnd, as time advances, that sucb
a paper does not fulil the requirements of this
age of dally mails and daily elegrams. The
DaILY WiTNres seems al o lu have a miosto
among the French-speaking people of this Pro-
vince, as the avidity with which its French
column la made use of proves.

THE NEW DOMINION MONTHLY.
This magasino, which has attained an age

greater, we believe, than any other Cana-
dian magazine bas ever been able to boast, main-
tains the even tenor of its way, having nov a
well established body ef readers, and also of
writers. Eaving commenced with the view of
giving au opportunity to the literary aspirations
of our own people, and to supply the lack of
those who fee! that Canada should have alitera
ture of Its own, it bas, without prodt tous, In a
measure fulfilled that end for many years. It
bas seen other magazioes live and die. It ba
sought to adapt itself to thq varied wants of the
familles which It enters, not forgettingFhe social
and musical eirele, nor the requirements of
housekeepers, who have to inform themselves
ever anew as to what people should et, and
wha people should Wear. There has been add-
ed, during the pastyesr, a RevIew of the Times,
which expresses itself sharply and vlgoroual
with regard to everything at passes, tbough
we hope, not in a way to Injure the POP

lo! the Magazine among those who dfer,, as
every one muet more or less do, with-he opin-
ions so expressed. The NEW DOMINION MoNr-
LY now affords . amall remuneration to-its
writers, w'hlich will be increased whenever Its
prosperity may warrant. Meantime we commit
the agasine to the favor of all Canadiass, Who
will, we do not tear to say, be acting patriotic-
ally, ether ln supplylng 1ts pages, or recom-
mending it to those who do not now recelve it.
Its circulation le 8,400.

Naw DoMINION MONTaLY, $1.50; to Subscri-
bers to the WITNas, 41 - and to all Subscribers
sending in a new subscriber $1 for the new sub-
scriber and S1 for themselyes.

Ail payable tu advauc.
JOHN DOUGALL & SON

Publishers.

THE CANADIAN MEBSENGER
This little fortnightly perlodical, publisbed

t thirty-eight cents per annum or ait twenty-
fi, cents e taken ln sufeicently numbers,
acte as a pioneer to our ot er papers
With the exception of thM Sunday-
school lessons and similar matter, iteontains
nothing in common with the WaEKLY WiT-
Nams. It bas its agricultural, its scientifie, its
educational, and Its temperance department,
and ls got up with a speclaf viaw to the interesse
and neede of outlylng familles and country Suni
day-schools. Considerable Improvements ln
the style of the paper and some increase tu the
number -of ilustrations may be expected during
the coming year. Its circulation has increased
during the past year from 13,500 to 15,000, and
might~ be enlarged if friends will take hold of
it actively. As it. touches on no open questions,
political or religious, it may be freely encour-
aged in schools, churches and societies which
might regard it as uwilse to take notice of a
paper having any distinctive editorial charactet.
itle now known we beleve at almost every Post-
OfBee, yet there la surely room for a vas% in-
crese lu the number of itsreaders.

CANaIaN MAssENGEa, singlP copies, 88cents
per year; Clubs of 7 to one addnres ; Clubs
of 100 to one ad:res S25; all *payable ln
advance.

JOHN DOUGALL & SON,
Publishers.

entreal, iept. 15, 1874.

New York Daily Witneus, $3 per-an., postpaid.
New York Weekly do., $1.20 do do.

TO MY FRIENDS IN CANADA.
I will send the NECW YORK WEEKLY WIT-

NES8 for one year, or the NEW YO tK DAILY WIT-
NES for Sve months, to any part of the Dominion of
Canada, al postage prepaid, for 0l, Canadian Money,
remitted to JOHN DOUGALL & SON, Montreal, or

1.20 tn Amrican Currency, remmitted to me here.
Both of these papers contain lu every issue market
reporta and financlal reporta, and once a week reports
of the cattile markes and lumber trade. The dally re-
ports of butter, cheese, egs. and other produce will
be found v1luable. Both editions contain ail Ameri-
cn news of any importanes, wlth the commente of
the leading New York papers thereon,and much other
matter. J4OHN DOUGALL, Proprietor,

Nuw YoIM DAILY.and WCZKLY Wzr&gos,
No. 2 SPRUCE STREET,

TRAcT Hous&, Ngw TOUK.

WANTED.

T HREE FIRST VOLUMES OF "NEW
DOMINION MONT HLY;" bound or

unbound. Address, stating. termna, to H.
ALFORD, QAUBEc.

WANTED.

A few Copies of the- Nzw DoMwNioN
MONTHLy" for September, 1874.

JOHN DOUGALL & SON,
Montreal.
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